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 Les Studia Islamica offrent au

 public islamisant et non-islamisant
 des articles r6diges (de preference
 en frangais ou en anglais) par des
 sp6cialistes qualifies sur toutes ques-
 tions relevant du vaste domaine de

 l'islamologie. En toute libert6 scien-
 tifique, l'accent sera mis, dans ces
 etudes, sur l'aspect g6enral des
 problames trait6s. Une attention
 particuliere sera accordee aux dis-
 cussions de m6thode, aux vues d'en-
 semble, aux resultats neufs.

 Les opinions exprimtes engagent
 exclusivement la responsabilitd de
 leurs auteurs.

 Les Studia Islamica paraltront,
 sans p6riodicite fixe, au rythme
 approximatif de deux fascicules
 par an.

 La correspondance relative a la
 r6daction doit etre adressde A l'un

 des deux directeurs-fondateurs:

 Prof. R. BRUNSCHVIG, Faculte
 des Lettres, Bordeaux; Prof. J.
 SCHACHT, Universite de Leiden,
 Pays-Bas.

 Pour tout ce qui concerne la
 vente, s'adresser a l'6diteur LAROSE,
 11, rue Victor-Cousin, Paris (Ve).
 Correspondant pour les Pays-Bas :
 UNIVERSITAIRE PERS, Nieuwsteeg 1,
 Leiden.

 Studia Islamica offers to the

 learned public, and not to Islamic
 scholars only, papers written (pre-
 ferably in English and in French)
 by qualified specialists on subjects
 from all sections of the vast field

 of Islamic studies. Whilst the au-

 thors enjoy complete freedom of
 opinion, emphasis will be laid on
 the general aspects of the subjects
 treated in these studies. Special
 attention will be paid to discus-
 sions of method, to comprehensive
 views, and to new conclusions.

 The authors alone are responsible
 for the opinions expressed in lheir
 articles.

 Studia Islamica will appear, not
 necessarily at fixed intervals, but
 approximately at the rate of two
 numbers a year.

 Any correspondance concerning
 editorial matters should be address-

 ed to one of the joint editors :

 Prof. R. BRUNSCHVIG, Faculte
 des Lettres, Bordeaux; Prof. J.
 SCHACHT, University of Leiden,
 Netherlands.

 Letters concerning the sale of
 the review should be addressed to

 the publishers, Messrs. LAROSE
 11 rue Victor-Cousin, Paris (Ve).
 Agent for the Netherlands : UNI-
 VERSITAIRE PERS, Nieuwsteeg 1,
 Leiden.
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 THE EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT

 IN EARLY ISLAM

 The reign of Hisham (105-25/724-43) has long been recognized
 as the crisis of the Umayyad caliphate : that is to say, the
 moment at which the political organization of Islam was con-
 fronted with the problem which every expanding organism
 must meet when it reaches the limits of its expansion. There
 are in history uncountable instances of imperial expansion,
 but very few in which the empire so created was able to attain
 to relative permanence and stability. To achieve this calls
 for a transformation of hitherto normal processes and habits
 of action, and the direction of energies into new channels desi-
 gned to promote internal development, assimilation and cohe-
 sion. To use a biological simile, the organism which has
 furnished itself with the means and instruments for capturing
 its prey has to bring into play a new set of organs for assimi-
 lating it.

 The problem which confronted Hisham was, therefore, not
 of his own making, but the outcome of a century of history,
 going back beyond the Umayyads to the Patriarchal Caliphs
 of Medina. The political organization which the first Caliphs
 had created was essentially a military organization for the
 purposes of expansion and enjoyment of the fruits of conquest,
 and was furnished with no administrative organs for other
 purposes. The Umayyads inherited this organization and
 improved its efficiency. It suffered, however, from two factors
 of instability: (1) that the instrument of conquest was an asso-
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 ciation of Arab tribesmen, atavistically resistant to control
 and easily stirred to rebellion; and (2) that rival Meccan families
 (and even other Arab nobles), jealous of the power and material
 gains of the Umayyads, used every opportunity to exploit the
 resentments of the tribesmen. By a necessary and inevitable
 reaction to these challenges, there had resulted an increasing
 concentration of power in the person of the Caliph and the
 emergence of new administrative organs designed to strengthen
 his control over the tribes.

 The Umayyad caliphate was therefore, in a manner, forced
 into becoming the symbol of a certain type of political organi-
 zation, sometimes called etatisme or pursuit of the interests
 of the State, and became in consequence suspect on two counts.
 To the Arabs in general, with their inveterate interpretation
 of political concepts (like other general concepts) in personal
 terms, the ((interests of the State ) meant the interests of the
 Umayyad family (1), and to the developing religious thought
 they implied thrusting the interests of Islam down to a secondary
 plane of consideration. 'Umar II tried to reverse the emphasis
 (( Muhammad came to summon men to the Faith, not to collect
 taxes a), and failed. The natural trend of development could
 not be arrested, and under Hisham the assertion of raison

 d'Etat reached a new climax. But simultaneously the basis
 upon which the power of the Umayyads rested had been stea-
 dily narrowing down, until in Hisham's time it came to depend
 only on the support of the Syrian forces and the new professional
 army organized by his cousin Marwan b. Muhammad. Since
 a large part of the old muqadila organization in Asia had fallen
 into disuse, it was no longer capable of continuing its former
 function of expansion and conquest; what remained of it
 could do no more than hold what had been gained.

 There are ample evidences that Hisham was conscious of
 the changed situation of the Arab empire, both internally

 (1) Note that there is no Arabic word for ( State , as a general concept. Even
 for Ibn Khaldfn the word dawla often explicitly means and always implies the
 membership of the ruling family. Similarly, mamlaka combines the concepts
 of a kingship a and a kingdom ), etc.
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 and externally, and set himself to meet it. By a genral fiscal
 reorganization he removed the immediate grievances of the
 mawdal (1) who had been supported in large measure by religious
 sentiment, and apart from this he cultivated the religious
 leaders to a greater extent than his predecessors had done,
 both positively, by personal association with them, and nega-
 tively, by active measures against heresy. On the other hand,
 he showed an open interest in the principles of the former
 Sasanid organization and the development of the adminis-
 trative services in the direction of the Sasanid system (2).
 But since the Sasanid traditions, with their centralized monar-
 chy, powerful aristocracy, and organized religious hierarchy,
 were deeply uncongenial to Islamic thought, they could only
 emphasize still more strongly that monarchical evolution which
 scandalized religious opinion. Though the extent of the
 opposition to the Umayyad house, even by the time of Hisham,
 must not be exaggerated, it is clear that it was widely diffused,
 and by the fact of its wide diffusion made it difficult for the
 Umayyads (and for Hisham's successors, impossible) to carry
 out the structural readjustments which were demanded of
 the Arab empire by the new internal forces of social develop-
 ment, even more than by the limitations of its military power.

 Yet the 'Abbasid caliphs, though in practice they were still
 more autocratic than the Umayyads, and their administration
 was still more closely adjusted to the Sasanid model, were able
 to satisfy Muslim feeling to a degree never attained by the
 Umayyads. It seems a paradox that the universal charge
 traditionally laid at the door of the Umayyads is that they
 transformed the Caliphate into a Kingship, whereas no Umayyad
 exercised such personal power or maintained such royal state
 as did the early 'Abbasids. The paradox itself suggests that
 if we are to understand the real nature of the crisis, we have
 to penetrate more deeply below the surface of events, and more

 (1) The evidence for this is inferential, but sufficient. It is reasonably certain
 that, had the fiscal reorganization been the work of the early 'Abbasids, it would
 have been chronicled in their favour.

 (2) See Studia Orientalia loanni Pedersen dicata (Copenhagen, 1954), pp. 105-6,
 and Encyc. of Islam2, s. v. 'Abd al-IjamId b. Yahya.
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 especially free ourselves from the habit of the Arabic chroniclers
 to view the historical process in terms of personal action,
 without consideration of the relevant circumstances within

 which individuals acted and by which their action was circums-
 cribed. The argument here to be presented is that the Umay-
 yads were, so to speak, the victims of a dialectical process
 within Islamic society, a process of self-criticism by which
 its political ideals were gradually adumbrated; but since
 the society itself lacked the means or the will to define them
 and to articulate them in a political system, it tried to evade
 its own responsibilities by fastening the blame for its failure on
 the Umayyads, as convenient scape-goats.

 I begin by drawing what seems to me an important distinction
 between different types of political tradition. The units
 which constitute the bodies-politic of modern Western history
 are in origin either political or racial. In Eastern history,
 on the contrary, as also in the doctrine of the Christian Church,
 the basis of the body-politic is, as a general rule, ideological.
 As the result of the spread and acceptance of certain doctrines
 - which may or may not be religious in the strict sense (as,
 for example, the traditionalist ethic of Confucius) - there is
 evolved a new type of social order. This new social order is,
 at bottom, an adaptation of the pre-existing social organisms
 in the spirit of the new doctrines or ideology, and finds expres-
 sion in a series of appropriate institutions which are created
 by the labours of successive generations of its adherents. At
 a relatively early date, for example, an institution for self-
 propagation is developed, i.e. an educational system; at
 a later stage, the older class structure or class groupings of
 its members are dissolved, in whole or in part, and new and
 more congenial groupings are substituted for them. Simulta-
 neously, for the regulation of social relations, a new code or
 system of laws is evolved and brought into operation, and so
 forth. All of these institutions are inter-related, as being
 outgrowths or expressions of the ideological principle; but all
 are autonomous, subject only to the overriding authority of
 the ideological principle itself. (( Tyranny )) arises when any
 one of these institutions usurps control in a field outside its

 8
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 own, whether by upsetting the internal balance or by confusing
 or undermining their basic principles.
 Among the institutions so created is the institution of govern-

 ment, which is primarily the organism serving the function
 of internal and external defence of the new society and its
 principles. Although the head of this institution is vested
 with a certain general power of supervision and control, the
 governing institution by itself (in the theoretical view of the
 matter) is in no way superior to the other institutions deriving
 from the ideology or its doctrinal principles, but is co-ordinate
 with them. But at this point there comes in the problem of
 power - that is to say, the means by which control can be
 maintained over the activities of those who possess or wield
 the largest share of the physical or other forces within the
 community, and of ensuring that these forces are used in
 directions consistent with the interests of the community as
 a whole, or with the ends aimed at in its co-ordinate institutions
 and desired by their supporters.
 In the particular case we are now considering : the preaching

 of the Prophet Muhammad, as developed by his Companions
 and Successors, had two principal results : (1) it laid the foun-
 dation of a new order or structure of society; and (2) it created
 a powerful instrument of aggressive expansion - whether
 it was designed precisely for that purpose or not. But these
 two results were not simultaneous. The development of the
 first was a lengthy and complex process, involving the appli-
 cation of the doctrinal principles to social organisms and insti-
 tutions over a period of several generations, and also the creation
 of appropriate organs and structures to express the resulting
 functions. The second, on the other hand, was an almost
 immediate development. Every creative idea generates an
 immense expansive energy by filling its adherents with missio-
 nary zeal; and when at the same time the idea expresses itself
 in a political institution - that is to say, asserts its distinctness
 from and opposition to other political institutions - then this
 expansive energy almost of necessity creates and encourages
 a spirit of rivalry, which finds an outlet in wars against the
 rival political institutions. When these aggressions are success-

 9
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 ful, and the range and size of operations constantly increase,
 then a tremendous instrument of power is brought into existence
 in a very short time.
 Ideally, of course, this body of power ought to be the instru-

 ment of the ideology by which it was created. In practice,
 this condition is difficult to achieve, if not almost impossible,
 when a political institution has established itself in the early
 stages of the new movement. For power, once created and
 embodied in an institution, is a giant which cannot be controlled
 by its own creator, but rather controls him and follows the
 laws of its own being. There is only one thing that can control
 power, namely, an equal or superior power. It is one of the
 principal factors which has differentiated the history of Chris-
 tendom from that of Islam that a Christian political institution
 began to be established only after three centuries from the
 foundation of Christianity, and that the political institution
 was from the first confronted by an ecclesiastical institution
 which had acquired from its leadership during the two preceding
 centuries a powerful authority over the wills and actions of
 its adherents. But in early Islamic history, so long as the
 expansive energies of the new ideology were flowing into its
 instrument of aggressive expansion, there was no internal
 organism of equal force to counterbalance it. Before a new
 society can even hope to control the instrument of force which
 it has itself created, some part of its expansive energies must
 be transferred to building up the other social institutions in
 which the new ideology is expressed.
 But this, as already pointed out, takes time - certainly

 not less than a century, perhaps much more. And meanwhile
 the world does not stand still. This is the factor in the history
 of the Umayyad caliphate so frequently misunderstood by
 later observers, whether misled by prejudice, or from lack
 of knowledge and sense of historical perspective. During the
 first century or so of its existence, the new ideology had not
 yet embodied itself in any social institutions other than that of
 government. Consequently there was no other institution to
 dispute the monopoly of power enjoyed by the institution of
 government. The alternative did not lie between the govern-

 10
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 ment's monopoly of power and its abdication of some of its
 power to some other institution. There was no other insti-
 tution, and in any case power cannot be transferred. The
 only alternative lay between a monopoly of power - whether
 that was exercised by the Umayyads or by some other group-
 and anarchy. And that in practice only the Umayyads were
 capable of exercising it seems to be shown by the experiment
 during the Second Civil War of a Zubairid anti-caliphate,
 which degenerated into a thinly-veiled anarchy.

 In the next place, we have already defined the creation of the
 new social order as an adaptation or remoulding of the pre-
 existing social organisms in the spirit of the new ideology.
 But this implies, not only that the older social organisms conti-
 nue for a time to exist (as of course they do), but also - which
 is more important - that they still exercise a powerful social
 influence until they have been subjected to a long-continued
 and vigorous process of sapping and reconstruction by the
 other activities and organs of the new order. Consequently
 - since the instruments of power inevitably fall into the hands
 of the strongest - the new organization for aggressive expansion
 is sooner or later captured by those who represent the dominant
 social forces, even should those be still opposed to, or very
 imperfectly integrated with, the spirit of the ideology which
 created it.

 This development began within the Islamic Community
 very early indeed - as early as the third Caliphate. But it
 went even further, largely as the result of the violent reaction
 and reassertion of the old tribal groupings and political tenden-
 cies which shortly afterwards challenged the Islamic organi-
 zation of government, with the same rapidity and suddenness
 with which it had been built up in the first place. This was
 the critical moment for the survival of the whole organized
 Islamic movement; the issue at stake in the First Civil War
 was no other than whether the new social factor and its political
 embodiment in the Caliphate were to succeed in holding out
 or to be swept away. There can be little doubt that the inner
 impulse to the Civil War was the reassertion of tribal autonomy,
 but it was complicated by the personal position and aims of

 11
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 'All. So far as can be glimpsed through the distortions of the
 later sources, 'All stood not merely for a negation (i.e. oppo-
 sition to the Umayyads or to the exploitation of the empire
 by the great Meccan families), but had also a positive vision
 of a structure of government which should embody the social
 and ethical values of the Islamic ideology. How in practice,
 such a structure should be organized, and how it should control
 and master the disruptive tendencies displayed in the Civil
 War, we do not know; for the ideal was, as so often, swept
 under in the clash of the real forces engaged, and 'All found
 himself, or was compelled to become, the figurehead of the
 tribal reaction. Consequently, by another paradox, the victory
 of 'All could scarcely have led to any other conclusion than
 the destruction at the hands of the tribesmen of the only social
 institution as yet created by the Islamic ideology; whereas,
 by the victory of the Umayyads, that ideology was preserved-
 to re-emerge in time and grow in strength so mightily that
 ninety years later it all but exterminated its preservers.
 It is so evident, however, as to need no kind of argument,

 that after such a struggle the instrument of power, if it survives
 at all or can be refashioned, must be- in the first instance,
 at least - very different from the old instrument whose collapse
 brought about the civil war. The ideological principle as
 such must emerge from the conflict weakened or shorn of much
 of its effective influence upon the organization of government,
 and the governing institution must be more consciously based
 upon the dominant social forces within the body politic.

 I emphasize the word ((consciously), because at this point
 the first true crisis within the movement is reached. The

 Civil War decided whether the Islamic movement, as an orga-
 nized political force, was to continue or not; but the future
 of the political organization of Islam was decided by what was
 done after the Civil War. Mu'awiya might have chosen to
 rebuild the Arab empire upon an exclusively Arab foundation,
 and to give no place in his system to the Islamic principles.
 But he did not do so. While he was forced by the circumstances
 to give the main weight to Arab social traditions, he did what
 he could to supplement them by the moral influence of the

 12
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 Islamic ideology. Even when, under his successors, the Umay-
 yad State was forced, by the instability of the Arab tribal struc-
 ture and its failure to provide a solid foundation of power,
 to seek for new instruments and sanctions in the monarchical

 traditions of the empires which Islam had displaced, they still
 recognized the moral influences of the Islamic principles, and
 sought to gain and use their support. This is the essential
 point; this is where the Umayyads served the cause of Islam.
 For so long as the instrument of power recognizes the moral
 claims of the ideology, the creative and expansive forces inherent
 in the ideology remain unimpaired, and gradually take up
 the task of building up the other social institutions. More
 than that : the very fact that the power of the governing insti-
 tution is largely drawn from other sources means that a large
 and increasing proportion of the creative energies generated
 by the new doctrines is transferred from the effort of external
 expansion to the problems of internal consolidation.

 This transfer of energy does not, however, weaken the gover-
 ning institution at all in the first instance. For the total
 sum of energy available is immense, and its transfer takes place
 very gradually. Moreover, we have seen that, in the case
 of the Umayyads, the expansive force originally called into
 being by the ideology had in effect become identified with the
 expansive force of Arab tribalism ; at a later stage, as the ideolo-
 gical stimulus towards external expansion waned, the govern-
 ment was still able to rely on and to exploit the aggressive
 character which it had impressed upon the spirit and outlook
 of the tribesmen (1). And since the aggressive spirit stirs up
 external opposition, it continues for some time to renew itself
 and to make still greater efforts to expand, in order to destroy
 the external enemies, or at least to weaken them to the point
 when they are no longer dangerous. Nevertheless, there

 (1) I have not discovered the authority for Wellhausen's statement (Arab.
 Reich, 167) : ((Den Eroberungskriegen war er ['Umar II] abhold; er wusste wol,
 dass sie nicht fur Gott, sondern um der Beute willen gefiihrt wurden D. It is clear,
 however, that while 'Umar II positively encouraged the jihad, he endeavoured
 to restore and to limit it to its original ideological character : see Arabica II/1,
 pp. 3, 9.
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 must come a time, sooner or later, at which some rough equili-
 brium is reached in relation to the external forces - a point
 at which the impulse of expansion is either exhausted or has
 become too weak to overcome the opposing forces, and when
 the governing institution is forced back on the defensive.
 This preludes the major crisis in the political development of

 the new society ; for in the meantime, as the other social institu-
 tions take shape, and more particularly the new class structure
 and law are elaborated, they begin to exhibit and to illustrate,
 with a clarity hitherto lacking, the specific features and the
 general moral principles characteristic of the new society.
 And in so doing, they inevitably show up the fact that the prin-
 ciples which underlie the actions of the old-established governing
 institution are more or less divergent from what are now coming
 to be accepted as the principles upon which the society is
 based, and may even be in certain respects opposed to them.
 Thus there springs up in an exaggerated form the tension which
 is always to be found in every society between the idealists
 and the realists, between those who wish to remodel the govern-
 ment of the society in accordance with their ethical principles,
 and those who hold the State to be inextricably entangled in
 the complex of human passions.
 This conflict, however, rarely reaches a climax until what I

 have called a state of external equilibrium is reached, and the
 political institution, with the decline of its aggressive power,
 is moving into a defensive phase. In such an institution as
 the Umayyad caliphate, the weakening of aggressive power
 against external enemies seems to be linked with a weakening
 of its power of internal compulsion - the two being in some
 way related, not logically but psychologically; but whether
 this is so or not, the whole problem still remains on the plane
 of power. Granted that the mere fact of the divergence between
 the principles of action of the State and the norms eventually
 recognized in the society as a whole creates a cleavage ; granted
 further that the more the creative energy of the new ideology
 is diverted from the service of the governing institution into
 the elaboration of the other social institutions, the more inten-
 sely this cleavage is felt, and the more convinced men will

 14
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 be that their hopes and aspirations can be realized only by
 making a fresh start, and even by forcible overthrow of the
 existing goverhment if it continues to resist their demands for
 a change of measures - granted all this, however, this moral
 indignation can produce effective results only in one of two
 ways.

 Either the moral forces which have been exerting themselves
 in the construction of the new non-political institutions become
 so widely and intensely active that they begin to exercise a real
 power of compulsion upon the governing institution, by defining
 their political ideals and forcing it to reshape itself into better
 agreement with these ideals and the principles now universally
 acknowledged. This is the peaceful (or what we might now
 call the democratic) method. Or, alternatively, the opponents
 of the regime may seek to build up a rival aggressive power,
 and hold it in readiness until the weakening of the Govern-
 ment's own aggressive power offers, or seems to offer, an oppor-
 tunity to overthrow the Government by the method of civil
 war. During the reign of the Caliph Hisham both these methods
 were in operation. Few students of Islamic history would
 now doubt that the statesmen of the Umayyad house had
 been profoundly influenced by the programme of 'Umar II.
 But it would scarcely have needed a prophet to see that in a
 society in which the nomadic tradition of crude violence was
 still so powerful, and could so easily be stimulated by appeals to
 atavistic instincts clothed in moral or religious terms, the
 chances of reaching a peaceful solution were not very high.

 At the crisis of the First Civil War, as we have seen, the issue
 at stake was whether the political institution of Islam, the
 Caliphate, was to survive at all as an effective instrument of
 government, and its outcome was to re-establich the Caliphate
 upon the dominant social forces of the time. In the Third
 Civil War, or 'Abbasid Revolution, the issue at stake this time

 was not the immediale survival of the Caliphate as such - since
 the existence of the Caliphate was now taken for granted - but
 whether a new line of Caliphs, whose power was based upon
 a new distribution of social forces, would or could bring the

 15
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 principles of the governing institution into line with the creative
 principles of the Islamic ideology.

 The true significance of the 'Abbasid caliphate can be assessed
 only from this point of view. It would be premature to attempt
 to answer here the questions which this raises. They involve
 first of all all a fresh and objective assessment - which has
 not yet been made - of the physical and moral foundations
 of the power of the 'Abbasid caliphs, and after that an equally
 objective assessment of the positive relations of the Caliphate
 to the other and rapidly developing social institutions of Islam.
 To what extent did the self-styled 'Imamate' of the 'Abbasids
 really represent a closer adaptation of the institution and prin-
 ciples of government to the social principles of the Islamic
 ideology than the repudiated ' Kingship' of the Umayyads ?
 How much of the extraordinarily rapid development, not only
 of material culture, but also in all the socio-religious institutions
 and their instruments, was due, directly or indirectly, to the
 changes in the bases and the attitudes of the governing institu-
 tion under the early 'Abbasids?

 I shall venture here only on one general remark, which does
 not prejudge the answer to the first of these questions, but
 indicates one respect at least by which the answer must be
 conditioned.

 Revolutions, as history seems to show, rarely change the
 essential character of basic institutions, but only emphasize
 - with or without external change of structure - the tendencies
 which are already shaping them in a given direction. During
 the Umayyad caliphate, among the influences which were shaping
 the governing institution of Islam, were in the earlier period
 the Hellenistic, and towards its end the Sasanian, traditions of
 government. In both of these traditions, the political insti-
 tution was dominated by the millenial concept of the (( Universal
 Empire )) and the Pan-basileus. Whatever the degree of satis-
 faction which the 'Abbasid revolution may have given in its
 early years, and in response to other influences, to those forces
 in the Muslim society which had felt themselves hampered or
 thwarted by the Umayyads, in this respect there is no room for
 doubt that the 'Abbasid caliphate was even more strongly

 16  H. A. R. GIBB
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 EVOLUTION OF GOVERNMENT IN EARLY ISLAM

 influenced by the Sasanian form of the (( Universal Empire )
 concept and its consequent modalities. Indeed, its influence
 went much further; for the later ((juristic ) expositions of the
 Caliphate are reaffirmations of the principle of the (( Universal
 Empire )) in an Islamic guise or disguise.
 But this fact does not mean that this ((juristic ) interpretation

 of the Sunni Caliphate was either a natural or a justifiable
 result of the application of Islamic principles to the governing
 institution. It means only that the Sunni jurists, modo suo,
 in seeking to justify the historical process, were forced to attempt
 to integrate the concept of the ( Universal Empire )) with Islam.
 In other words, the 'Abbasid caliphate, so far from adapting
 its practice to the principles of the Islamic ideology, imposed
 on the official jurists of Islam the task of adapting their principles
 to its practice. To the best of my knowledge, the only autho-
 ritative voice which was raised against this tendency was that
 of the Hanafi chief qadi Abu Yusuf, who in the preface to his
 Kiatb al-Khardj, addressed to Harfn al-Rashid, explicitly
 bases the principles of a truly Islamic government exclusively
 upon the sunna of the Patriarchal Caliphs and 'Umar b. 'Abd
 al-'Aziz, and implicitly protests against the prevailing cult
 of the Sasanid tradition. But the protest, or rather the warning,
 went unheeded. It was a warning, because, in the ultimate
 analysis, what was involved in the 'Abbasid revolution was
 the continued existence of the Caliphate as an effective governing
 institution; and that in turn depended upon its becoming a
 truly Muslim institution, standing in a proper relation to all
 the other institutions derived from the principles of the Islamic
 ideology. History, at least, seems to show that the 'Abbasids
 failed in this respect as signally as the Umayyads, and in their
 failure, only a few decades after the reign of Harun, dragged
 the Caliphate down with them. The nemesis of the over-
 rapid conquests of the Arabs - and the political tragedy of
 Islam - was that the Islamic ideology never found its proper
 and articulated expression in the political institutions of the
 Islamic states.

 H. A. R. GIBB

 (Oxford).
 2
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 Our knowledge of the structure of the Arabic language is
 only to a small extent due to modern research: for most of it we
 have to thank the Moslem medieval philologists of the three
 centuries preceding az-Zamakhshari (1075-1143 A. D.). The
 grammar most widely used today, Wright's Arabic Grammar,
 goes back to C. P. Caspari's Grammatica arabica of 1848, which
 was based principally on Zamakhshari, with some slight modi-
 fications due to the observations of H. L. Fleischer. In twice

 revising the work, W. Wright used extensively both the Moslem
 philologists and the work of European scholars based upon
 them. The revision by R. Smith and M. J. de Goeje for the
 third edition left the framework intact, so that we may without
 exaggeration say that the university student of our days is
 essentially offered the same course in Arabic grammar as the
 student of a late Abbasid madrasa.

 The treatises on Arabic syntax by C. Brockelmann (1),
 H. Reckendorf (2) and R. Blachere (3) depart a good deal farther
 from the medieval system, without, however, breaking with it.
 If one considers how radically modern linguistics has abandoned
 the traditional approach to the grammar of European languages,
 we cannot fail to be struck by the extent to which the categories

 (1) Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen, II, 1908.
 (2) Die syntaktischen Verhallnisse des Arabischen, 1895-8; Arabische Syntax,

 1921.

 (3) In M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes and R. Blachere, Grammaire de l'arabe
 classique, 1937.
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 established by Sibawaihi and his predecessors in the 9th century
 A. D. are still felt to be serviceable.

 In fact, upon closer examination it appears that the result
 of the extensive modern research has been mainly to show
 certain deviations from the norms set up by the Arab gramma-
 rians, grouped around the traditional rules somewhat like
 the deviations around a statistical curve.

 This is not accidental, nor is it entirely due to the thorough-
 ness and acumen of the Arab philologists. It is due to the
 prominent place which the study of the works of these philo-
 logists held in the education of those who wrote Arabic, combined
 with the constant reading of those very texts upon which the
 philologists had based their analysis: the Koran and the ancient
 poetry. At least since the end of the Umayyad period, Classical
 Arabic was not a spoken language, and like all purely literary
 idioms, naturally conservative, but the place occupied in its
 acquisition by systematic grammar is, as far as I know, unique
 among languages. In modern linguistics the question has
 been much debated by which psychological processes the
 langue, the system of language which lies behind our individual
 speech-acts, or langage, functions within our minds. With
 regard to Arabic there can be little doubt that the langue
 consisted principally of an articulate set of scientific statements,
 inculcated in one's youth. Reckendorf observed (1) that
 progress in the study of Arabic syntax was unlikely as long as
 it produced only average views (( Durchschnittsbilder )), not
 studies of individual periods or authors. The fact is that the
 average view is identical with the philologists' system, while
 the detailed studies provide systems which will always largely
 cover it, but where certain sets of deviations may in fact give
 the whole a markedly different structure. Since, however,
 the langue remains the same throughout, and does not allow
 any such deviations to become part of itself, a true diachronic
 treatment of Arabic grammar appears to be an impossibility.
 Vocabulary and style, on the other hand, though also extensively
 studied by the philologists, were not fixed by them with the

 (1) Arabische Syntax, p. iii.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 same rigidity. A continuous development is therefore obser-
 vable, and one hopes that the sound foundations laid for this
 study in J. Flick's Arabiya (1) will lead to a rapid develop-
 ment of research in this field.

 Where structure is concerned, research can hope to reach
 results independent of the Arab philologists only in the study
 of that period of the language before their influence became
 decisive, a period which is, of course, also of particular inter-
 est as being the formative stage of the literary idiom. At
 first sight this seems a manageable task, since we possess literary
 remains of that period (6th-8th cent. A. D.) which are extensive
 enough to allow us to examine all aspects of the language and
 yet not too large to permit a total examination. As soon,
 however, as we look more closely into these sources, the question
 arises : what is it that we are investigating ?

 The material falls into four groups :
 1. Pre-Islamic and early Islamic poetry. With regard to

 the former, doubts have been raised as to authenticity, and we
 must, even if we consider the corpus as a whole authentic,
 reckon with the possibility of any individual verse or poem
 being a later forgery. Both pre-Islamic and early Islamic
 poems have been revised by editors, as can be seen not only
 from the extensive variants, but also from the not infrequent
 cases where verses are quoted by grammarians for some linguistic
 oddity, while on looking up the DTwan we find the same line
 slightly reshaped so that the oddity is eliminated. Neverthe-
 less, we possess here a first-class source for the study of the pre-
 Islamic language;

 2. The Koran. Here again, variants affecting grammar are
 frequent, and a certain amount of working-over by philologists
 is admitted, e.g. in the introduction of the hamza-sign into an
 orthography representing a pronunciation which had eliminated
 the hamza. On the other hand, variants affect only circums-
 cribed aspects, as the consonant skeleton has, at least since the
 Othmanic revision in ca. 650 A. D., been carefully guarded
 from alteration;

 (1) Berlin, 1950.

 21
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 3. The Traditions (hadith). These have been extensively
 used as a source for syntactic phenomena by Reckendorf, and
 recently by Bloch (1), who employed mainly examples drawn
 from this category to represent prose as opposed to poetry.
 Here the problem of authenticity, raised first by Goldziher,
 is nowadays generally answered in the negative (2). Although
 even on these modern assumptions many traditions go back
 to the beginning of the second Islamic century, i.e. before
 the development of philology, an investigation by an Oxford
 research student, J. L. Pollard - whose untimely death is a
 great loss to our studies - shows that in the form in which
 we get them in Bukhari and Muslim, they are considerably
 changed by the introduction of archaizing and pseudo-dialectal
 elements, some taken from poetry, which are still absent from
 the older versions of the same traditions;

 4. A small number of first-century papyri and documents
 handed down in works on history. These include treaties and
 letters said to have issued from the secretariat of the Prophet (3)
 which, if genuine, would be extremely valuable evidence for
 the language used in writing at the time the Koran was revealed.

 Medieval Moslem writers were generally agreed on two points:
 1) That the language in which the poems were composed was
 identical with the spoken language of the bedouins of central
 and eastern Arabia; 2) That the language of the Koran was
 the spoken language of the Prophet, i.e. the dialect of Quraish.
 Since they also held that the language of the Koran was essen-
 tially the same as that of the poems, and that it represents
 Arabic at its best and purest, some (4) drew the conclusion
 that the dialect of Quraish was the most correct of all Arabic
 dialects. At the same time the philologists did not obscure

 (1) Vers und Sprache im Altarabischen, Basel, 1946 (= Acta Tropica, Suppl. 5).
 (2) See especially J. Schacht, Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence, Oxford,

 1950.

 (3) Collected by M. Hamidullah, Documents sur la diplomatie musulmane, etc.,
 Paris, 1934.

 (4) Cf. Rabin, Ancient West-Arabian, London, 1951, p. 21-3. The theoretical
 foundation of this view, said ib. p. 22 to emanate from Ibn Faris, seems in fact
 to be due to al-Farra', cf. P. Kahle, JNES 8 (1949) 70 col. 1.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 the fact that considerable differences were known to have

 existed between the different dialects; on the contrary they
 collected them assiduously, so much so that it has been possible
 to achieve at least a partial reconstruction of those dialects.

 In modern times these statements have been felt to be incom-

 patible, though by no means by all scholars (1). In some cases
 statement 1 or 2 was accepted at its face value and the other
 rejected. Thus Taha Husain (2) drew from his acceptance
 of the identity of Classical Arabic and the dialect of Quraish
 the conclusion that all pre-Islamic Arabic poetry, except that
 attributed to Hijazi poets, must be forged. K. Vollers (3),
 on the other hand, accepted the view that the bedouins of
 Nejd and Yamama spoke a form of Classical Arabic, and conclu-
 ded that the Koran could not have been conceived in this lan-

 guage, but was only made to conform with it by an extensive
 process of revision. Its original form Vollers sought to find
 in the non-canonical readings, which provided a composite
 picture of a ((vulgar tongue ) that structurally belonged to
 the colloquials, not the old dialects, and in particular had lost
 the case endings (i'rdb).

 It is interesting to note that both Vollers and Taha Husain
 include in their treatment of the question lengthy chapters on
 the ancient dialects of Arabia, for it is the relation of the Classical
 language to the dialects which really provides the key to the
 question.

 I believe J. G. Wetzstein was the first to claim that Classical

 Arabic was not the spoken language of the poets who used it
 for their poetry. This view has been accepted by practically
 all more recent European writers who discussed the matter at
 all, whether they believed, with Wetzstein, the Classical language

 (1) For instance, P. Dhorme, Langues et ecritures semitiques, 1930, p. 53, and
 L. H. Gray, Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics, 1934, p. 5, accept
 unquestioningly the identity of Classical Arabic with the Meccan dialect. Even
 J. Fiick, Arabiya, p. 2-3, is rather vague on this point, though he admits that the
 Meccan dialect may have differed from the bedouin dialects as much as these last
 did between therrselves.

 (2) Al-Adab al-jdhill, Cairo, 1927.
 (3) Volkssprache und Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, 1906.
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 to be different from all ancient dialects, or to be based on one
 or several actual dialects (1). In recent years it has become
 usual to call it the ( poetic koine ) - not an entirely happy
 term, since the Greek koine was, after all, a spoken language,
 and Classical Arabic, on this view, resembles more closely
 the status of Homeric Greek. This language is discussed at
 length in R. Blachere's Hisloire de la litteralure arabe (2), which
 also adduces numerous examples of such separate poetic idioms
 in other societies (3).

 Apparently independently, H. Fleisch (4), R. Blachere (5),
 and C. Rabin (6) arrived in the forties at the conclusion that
 the language of the Koran, far from being pure Meccan either
 subsequently revised (Vollers) or slightly adapted to the poetic
 idiom (7), was none other than the poetic koine (8). The devia-
 tions from the usage of the poems were seen to be due to uncons-
 cious backsliding into the Meccan dialect. Some of them may,
 as Fuck has pointed out (9), be explained as due to the novelty
 and difficulty of its thought, as well as to the fact that it was
 perhaps the first attempt to write Arabic prose. Indeed, the
 latter aspect is put forward with much force, and with apposite
 parallels from the history of Hebrew, by H. Birkeland (10),
 whose discussion, though not touching upon the question of
 idiom, lends much support to the theory just mentioned.

 (1) A list of views in Rabin, op. cit., p. 17. An interesting new suggestion is
 that of W. Caskel, that the 'Arabiyya originated among the settled populations of
 N. W. Arabia and was transported into Central Arabia as part of the process of
 Bedouinization (ZDMG 103 (1953) p. *34*; transl. in (Studies in Isl. Cultural His-
 tory X = Amer. Anthrop. Assoc. Memoir No. 76, April 1954, p. 43.

 (2) Vol. I, Paris, 1952, p. 66-82.
 (3) Ibid. p. 80-1.
 (4) Introduction a l'etude des langues s6mitiques, Paris, 1947, p. 97-101.
 (5) Introduction au Coran, Paris, 1947, pp. 156-69.
 (6) Op. cit., p. 3-4 (the MS was sent to the publisher in 1947).
 (7) So Brockelmann in Grundriss, I, 1908, p. 25.
 (8) This was also the view of Brockelmann in 1947, according to a note in Fleisch,

 op. cit., p. 100.
 (9) Op. cit., p. 3.

 (10) Sprdk og religion hos Joder og Arabere, Oslo, 1949, p. 35-41. See, however,
 below.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 As against this, P. Kahle (1) about the same time went in
 for a spirited revival of Vollers's theory. Noeldeke (2) had
 adduced against it that, if the Prophet and his contemporaries
 had recited the Koran without i'rdb, the tradition of it would
 not have been lost without a trace. Kahle - whose merit
 in Hebrew studies is to have led research from late and harmo-

 nizing sources back to the genuine old traditions - claims that
 this impression was due to Noeldeke's ignorance of certain
 old sources. He adduces numerous traditions from a tajwid
 work of about 400 H. (3) - many of them traceable in earlier
 collections -, exhorting people to read the Koran with i'rab,
 and statements in a fragment by al-Farra', a Kufan grammarian
 who died in 207 H., to the same effect. Thus he comes to the
 quite correct conclusion that in the second Islamic century
 the Koran was frequently read without i'rab. It is less easy
 to follow him in the further conclusion that this proves the
 Koran to have been recited from the beginning in this manner,
 and the case endings to have been introduced only by Koran
 readers who had studied Classical Arabic from poetry and by
 contact with bedouin tribes.

 The tenor of the traditions quoted, which promise heavenly
 rewards for reading the Koran with full or even partial i'rab (4),
 shows clearly that private recitation by the uneducated is
 intended, not that by trained readers. The opposite of i'rdb
 is called lahn, hence we may conclude that the injunctions do
 not necessarily refer to complete omission of the case endings,
 but to their wrong use. We have numerous anecdotes proving
 that even noble Arabs frequently erred in this matter, and that
 it was the fear of blasphemous meanings by misplaced case-
 endings which caused the insistence on correct i'rab as much
 as the desire to have the Koran recited beautifully. Indeed,

 (1) The Cairo Geniza, London, 1947, p. 78-84; Goldziher Memorial Volume I,
 Budapest, 1948, pp. 163-82; JNES 8 (1949) 65-71.

 (2) Neue Beitrdge zur sem. Sprachwissenschaft, 1910, p. 2.
 (3) Al-Hasan b. Muhammad al-MalikI, At-tamhfd ft ma'rifat al-tajwid (Chester

 Beatty MS. n0 J. 152).
 (4) So, and not, as Kahle has it, whoever reads a part with i'rab and a part

 with lahn ,.
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 it would matter little if these traditions, instead of being prob-
 ably invented in the second century, really went back to the
 time of the Prophet, for there must have been many among
 his followers whose divergent linguistic background caused
 them to commit solecisms.

 It is even possible that the habit of reading without vowel
 endings is old. As is well known, the case endings are omitted
 in Arabic spelling, which writes all words as if they stood in
 absolute initial and pausal position. This, of course, is due
 to the habit of dictating slowly, with automatic pausal pronun-
 ciation. But if writing was slow, reading of the Kufic poly-
 phonous script cannot have been fast, and the same adaptations
 may well have been made. While they did not matter in
 private letters or books, they were naturally discouraged in
 reading Koran or poetry. In ordinary prose, sentences were
 generally turned in such a way that no misunderstanding could
 arise by the omission of the case endings, which thus became
 something of a luxury (1). Poetry, on the other hand, could
 permit itself certain types of tmesis ((( Sperrung )) which depen-
 ded for their effect entirely upon the presence of case-signs (2).
 The Koran, too, contains quite a number of phrases which do
 not make sense unless they were conceived with case-vowels.

 The insistence on the presence or absence of case endings
 ignores the fact that the dialect of Quraish was not simply
 Classical Arabic minus the i'rdb. It is not possible today
 to turn a piece of colloquial Arabic into literary by adding case
 endings. If anything, the dialect of Quraish must have been
 more unlike the Classical than the present-day colloquials,
 which after all are derived from Classical Arabic or from a

 Vulgdrarabisch closely related to it. Had the Koran been
 composed in either the dialect of Quraish or in a ((vulgar
 tongue ), no amount of revision without altering the consonant
 outlines could have made it as similar to Classical as it is. One

 need only consider the havoc which the one consistent Quraish-

 (1) Cf. O. E. Ravn, Om nominernes bojning, etc., 1909, p. 21.
 (2) Ibid., p. 117.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 ism, the omission of hamza, has played with the spelling. If,
 however, the language of the Koran made concessions to the lite-
 rary koine, the 'Arabiyya, then it must needs have accepted also
 the case-endings, that feature which was felt to be so essential
 that it was called by the same word as the use of that language
 itself, i'rdb. Flick (1) may well be right in seeing in the words
 Siura xvi. 103/5 wa-hddhd lisanun 'arabiyyun mubtnun evidence
 that Muhammad himself was conscious of using the bedouin
 'Arabiyya, since elsewhere in the Koran 'arab means bedouins.
 A question which strangely enough no one seems yet to have

 asked is this: what reasons caused Muhammad to address

 his fellow townsmen in a language which originated, and was
 at the time used, for narrowly circumscribed purposes in bedouin
 society, and that mainly in regions fairly remote from Mecca?
 It has, of course, been long recognized that the acceptance of
 a standard language has nothing to do with the intrinsic merits
 of the dialect chosen, but is mainly determined by the social
 prestige of the group from which the dialect emanates, or, in
 some cases, by spiritual forces using the dialect for their expres-
 sion. The biography of the Prophet suggests in some of its
 episodes that the Quraish valued their genealogical connections
 with bedouin tribes, and were in any case interested in attracting
 bedouins to their fairs and religious ceremonies. It is possible,
 therefore, that the self-valuation of the nomad aristocracy
 was accepted by the townspeople to such an extent that they
 adopted also the language and the poetry which were the
 cultural badge of honour in that society. Muhammad's attitude
 to Hassan b. Thabit and Ka'b b. Zuhair rather supports this,
 though we must remember that both belong to the Medinean
 period, when the Prophet was interested in extending his sway
 over bedouin tribes. Another possibility is that Christian mission-
 aries, starting from Hira, had picked upon the language of
 the poets so highly valued at that court as the vehicle for
 carrying the Gospel through Arabia. It would be a natural
 choice, because it was a dialect already widely understood
 and respected. If indeed these missionaries used a pre-Islamic

 (1) Op. cit., p. 2.
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 translation of the Gospels into Classical Arabic (1) - and they
 must have had some written material- then the mere existence

 of a literature written in it would have lent it immense prestige
 and encouraged those, who, like the Quraish merchants, reco-
 gnized the usefulness of writing, to employ the same language.
 Besides, there can be no doubt of the presence of some Christians
 at Mecca. The documents handed down as Muhammad's

 letters and treaties may well have undergone some alterations,
 but it seems that they provide fairly strong evidence that the
 use of Classical Arabic in documents was already established
 in Mecca at the time. However strange the materials on
 which the Companions had written down the revelations (2),
 the fact that they were written down shows that here was a
 society where people already placed more reliance on writing
 than on their memory, and that the language of the revelations
 was a recognized written idiom with a more or less established
 spelling. We may speak of a Meccan ((office) language,
 which was there to be used for the new literary purposes.

 This theory would also explain how Muhammad could so
 violently reject the poets while at the same time using their
 language : if he received the poetic koine, so to speak, at one
 remove, he might not have been conscious of the connection.
 Finally, there may be some kernel of truth in the assertion of
 the superiority of the language of Quraish, and that it contained
 all that was best in the other dialects, if these statements refer
 to the written (( dialect ), not to their spoken language. After
 all, a great deal of what we are told about other tribal dialects
 refers to the special nuances of that tribe's literary usage rather
 than to their spoken dialect. If this theory is accepted, it

 (1) Cf. Violet, OLZ 4 (1901) 384-403; A. Baumstark, Oriens Christianus 18
 (1934) 55-66; B. Levin, Die griechisch-arabische Evangelien-Uebersetzung, 1938.
 The numerous reminiscences of the New Testament discovered in the Koran by
 W. Rudolph (Abhangigkeit d. K. von Judentum und Christentum, Stuttgart, 1922)
 and K. Ahrens (a Christliches im Q. ), ZDMG 84 (1930) 15-68, 148-90) really presup-
 pose an Arabic written source, not mere oral preaching. Wellhausen also believed
 that Christians were the first to use Arabic as a literary language (Reste arabischen
 Heidentums, p. 232).

 (2) Papyrus scraps, stones, palm leaves, bones, pieces of leather, and pieces of
 wood; cf. Noeldeke, Geschichte des Qordns, 2nd ed., II, 13.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 would also affect our view of the Hijazi features in the style
 of the Koran. Many of them might not be due at all to the
 Prophet's imperfect command of the 'Arabiyya, but might
 have been taken over by him as recognized features of a local
 linguistic tradition.
 I would hasten to add that this suggestion still leaves a large

 number of loose threads. The theory of Vollers and Kahle,
 on the other hand, seems to me to founder completely on this
 very problem. If both Muhammad and the Meccan aristocracy
 were using their own colloquial exclusively, and if the semi-
 bedouin inhabitants of Medina saw nothing wrong in divine
 revelations being delivered in a ((vulgar tongue ), what were
 the reasons for accepting the bedouin language as an absolute
 authority in the first and second Islamic centuries, when that
 Meccan aristocracy was all-powerful and the star of the bedouins
 in the descendant? If in the century before Muhammad we are
 entitled to surmise the working of social forces of which we
 have no clear record, we have no right to do so in a period
 fully in the light of history. Unless the prestige of the koine
 had been securely established before the conquests, I cannot
 see any way of it having become so established afterwards.
 If, on the other hand, the respect for the rawi, the guardian
 of correct usage in the accepted literary language, was trans-
 mitted by the Arab ruling class to the Mawdll, we can under-
 stand that the latter turned to people like Khalil b. Ahmed in
 order to perfect their knowledge of the language, and finally
 to bedouins as informants for their incipient philological studies.
 Bloch's researches (1) throw some additional light on our

 problem. Though restricting himself on the whole to the
 order of words, he appears to have established the point that
 the language of poetry does not, within Classical Arabic, con-
 stitute a special poetic variety, in the way, say, that the language
 of poetry does within Biblical Hebrew (2). He shows, however,
 that a number of words and forms are preferred because they

 (1) See above, p. 22, note 1.
 (2) Cf. G. R. Driver, Hebrew Poetic Diction, Supplements to Vetus Testamentum,

 I (1953), 26-39.
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 go more easily into metres (1), and that in general poetry
 freely uses constructions which are distinctly rare in prose.
 Bloch himself quotes G. Bergstrasser's dictum that the chief
 characteristic of Arabic syntax is the restriction of the large
 choice of proto-Semitic constructions to a few standardized
 types (2). This tendency of development is thus shown to
 continue into the development of Arabic prose out of the
 poetic koine. It is obvious that we have to reverse Bloch's
 approach, and not to treat poetry as a special case of a language
 principally used as prose but, on the contrary, prose - in Arabic
 at least - as a special use of an idiom normally associated with
 poetry. The freer syntax of the poems and of the Koran - and
 this is likely to apply to most of the Koranic particularities
 noted by Noeldeke (3) - is the original state of affairs, while
 the more regularized constructions of prose style are peculiar
 to the latter. The only construction which Bloch found to be
 unparalleled in prose, idhd clauses with the subject following
 immediately upon the conjunction (4), appears to be an archaism
 preserving the emphatic-demonstrative character of the par-
 ticle (5).

 Another possible archaism of the poetic language is stated
 by W. Caskel (6), namely, that in pre-Islamic poetry diptotes
 and triptotes ((are not yet strictly distinguished)) (7). This
 would be a difference of great interest if it were quite sure that
 the distinction between diptotes and triptotes developed only
 within Arabic, or, according to this view, within the 'Arabiyya.
 However, it has been suggested that diptosy existed in Ugari-
 tic (8); and Old-Accadian, in denying case-inflection to proper

 (1) P. 7-10.
 (2) Einleitung in die semitischen Sprachen, 1928, p. 135.
 (3) Neue Beitriige zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft, 1910, pp. 5-23; French trans-

 lation by G. H. Bousquet, Remarques critiques sur le style et la syntaxe du Coran,
 Paris, 1954.

 (4) P. 105.
 (5) Cf., for instance, Rabin, op. cit., p. 38.
 (6) In the lecture quoted above, p. 24, note 1; p. 37 of the English, p. *29* of

 the German version.

 (7) For examples, cf. Wright II, 387-8.
 (8) C. H. Gordon, Ugarilic Grammar, 2nd ed., 1947, p. 43.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 names (1), seems to have a similar phenomenon. It may
 thus be preferable to follow for once the Arab philologists in
 treating this confusion as a poetic licence. It may well owe its
 wide extension to different usages in this respect in the home-
 dialects of the poets, a factor which is perhaps also responsible
 for the bewildering variety of case usage in co-ordinated
 phrases (2).

 An interesting problem is raised by Bloch's list of common
 forms and constructions unsuitable for poetry because they
 contain sequences of three short syllables which fit into few
 metres, and of four short syllabes which fit into none, e.g.
 fa'ala, fa'alald, malikuka, fafa'alahu (3). The existence of
 such forms seems to be a forceful argument against the theory
 that the language was largely created by the poets (4); the sylla-
 bic structure must have existed in the dialect or dialects on

 which the koine was based, and which the poets did not feel
 entitled to alter. Even if such forms were never used in a line

 of verse, they existed virtually in the system, and were at
 hand when a prose emerged which was not bound to certain
 rhythmic sequences.

 No progress seems to have been made in recent years in
 solving the problem of the place of origin of the poetic koine.
 We have still no data to place it any more exactly than in the
 general region of Nejd, Yamama, and the Euphrates. The
 position of Hira as an early centre of poetry, and the fact that
 the earliest cycle of poems is connected with the War of Basus,
 which took place in the Euphrates region, would give a certain
 preference to that part of the area. As against this, Imru'ul-
 qais, one of the earliest great poets, was of Kinda, and the
 Kinda empire somehow seems to provide the natural back-
 ground for the emergence of an Arab national art.

 The real clue should, of course, be provided by comparison
 with the ancient, pre-'Arabiyya, dialects. Interest in these

 (1) W. von Soden, Grundriss d. Akkadischen Gramm., 1952, p. 81, par 63 f.
 (2) E. g. Wright, II, 40C, 97A.
 (3) Pp. 7-10.
 (4) This seems to be, among others, the opinion of Brockelmann in E. I., I,

 408b.
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 dialects has become widespread in recent years, and between
 1940 and 1951 not less than four full-sized studies dealing
 with the subject have appeared : by H. Kofler (1), I. Anis (2),
 A. Hammuda (3), and C. Rabin (4). Kofler's is the most
 complete collection of material and references, though without
 an attempt at geographical evaluation (5). Anis concentrates
 on phonetic matters, trying to provide something like an Arabic
 comparative phonology. I.ammuda draws upon an important
 source not used by the others, the Koran commentary by
 Muhammad b. Yusuf Abi Hayyan (6). My own treatment,
 along the lines of geographical linguistics, is an attempt to
 recognize the common features of a group of dialects, those
 along the Western highlands, with particular stress upon the
 Hijazi dialect.

 Between them these four works exhaust pretty well the
 information which is to be got out of Arab philologists concerning
 the grammar and syntax of the dialects. A good deal of work
 still remains to be done on their vocabulary, and is likely, as
 in the case of European studies in geographical linguistics,
 to provide us with better criteria for dialect geography than is
 done by grammar. It is disappointing, however, that all
 this work has brought us no nearer to a solution of the problem
 of the koine. No dialect or group of dialects within the above-
 mentioned wide area has emerged with a special claim to be
 the cradle of. the 'Arabiyya. On the contrary, precisely those
 regions in which poetry was cultivated most - the Euphrates
 region, Tamim, the areas of Nejd bordering on the Hijaz-
 have turned out to have spoken dialects rather distinct from

 (1) Reste altarabischer Dialekte, WZKM 47 (1940)-49 (1942), altogether 188 pp.
 (2) Al-lahajat al-'arabiyya, Cairo ca. 1946, 183 pp.
 (3) Al-qird'dt wal-lahajdt, Cairo, 1948, 226 pp.
 (4) See note 9.
 (5) A briefer treatment, partly along geographical lines, based upon Kofler's

 material was undertaken by E. Littmann in his article, Baqdyd l-lahajdt al-'arabiyya
 fi 'l-adab al-'arabi, Majallat Kulliyyat al-Addb, X. I (May 1948), 1-44. Another
 interesting attempt to work out features of a single local dialect is by K. Petracek,
 (Material zum altarabischen Dialekt von al-MadIna ), Archiv Orientdlni 22 (1954),
 460-6.

 (6) See Noeldeke, Geschichte des Qordns, 2nd ed., III, 243.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 the poetic idiom. It is unlikely that a study of the vocabulary
 will give clearer results, for vocabulary is easily borrowed, and
 it has long been recognized that the poetic idiom has widely
 borrowed from different dialects.

 The mystery is deepened by the epigraphic languages of
 Arabia. After the systematic presentation of the grammar
 of South-Arabian by M. Hofner (1) there can be no possible
 doubt that we have here a language completely distinct from
 Arabic, and the researches of W. Leslau (2) show that it forms
 a group together with Ethiopic and possibly Accadian, so that
 any genetic connection with Arabic is becoming increasingly
 unlikely. Some of the results of Rabin (3), as well as a recent
 study by I. Al-Yasin (4), suggest connections of Arabic with
 North-West Semitic. Arabic has generally been considered
 to form part of a separate branch of the Semitic languages
 called South Semitic or South-West Semitic. Among the
 features distinguishing this branch are the preservation of a
 wider range of dental consonants and the broken plurals.
 The first feature is now known also to have distinguished Ugar-
 itic, a North-West Semitic language known since 1929, and the
 broken plurals are almost certain to be a late development,
 which has little value as a genetic criterion. It is, of course,
 an entirely different question to what extent Classical Arabic
 contains South-Arabian loan-words, or was influenced in its
 style by South-Arabian.

 While thus the various South-Arabian dialects are not very
 closely connected with Arabic, there is every likelihood of a
 close connection between Arabic and several languages known
 to us only through short inscriptions and graffiti in the north-
 west of the peninsula and to a smaller extent in the neighbour-

 (1). Altstidarabische Grammalik, Leipzig, 1943.
 (2) South-East Semitic, JOAS 63 (4-14); Vocabulary Common to Accadian and

 S.-E. Semitic, ib., 64 (1944) 53-8.
 (3) Cf., e. g. Archaic Vocalization in some Biblical Hebrew Names, Journal of

 Jewish Studies I (1948), 22-6; The Ancient Arabic Dialects and their Relationship
 to Hebrew, Melilah II (1946), 243-55 (in Hebrew); Ancient West-Arabian, p. 196-9.

 (4) The Lexical Relation between Ugaritic and Arabic, New York, 1952, providing
 660 equations, not all of them equally certain.
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 hood of the Persian Gulf. These (( Proto-Arabic ) languages
 are distinguished as Thamuidic, Lihyanic, and Safaitic. In
 recent years the number of known graffiti has much increased,
 and grammatical research has been pushed forward (1). From
 references to various events it has been concluded that graffiti
 in these languages continued to be incised until well into the
 3rd century A. D. (2), perhaps even up to the lifetime of the
 Prophet (3). They are thus not far removed from the time to
 which we can ascribe the data recorded as referring to the
 ancient dialects or the period which is generally considered to
 be that of the beginning of Arabic poetry.

 These languages resemble Arabic closely in their phonological
 system. Their vocabulary is similar but distinct. Because of
 the briefness and stylistic monotony of the texts their grammar
 is imperfectly known, but it shows some striking differences
 from Arabic, e.g. a definite article h- (sometimes hn-) resembling
 Hebrew. The cultural connection between them and the later

 bearers of Arabic poetry is amply demonstrated by the large
 common fund of proper names, some of which can be traced
 back as far as Assyrian inscriptions about fights with (< Aribi
 of the 9th and 8th centuries B. C., while some are still borne
 by present-day bedouins in Arabia and North-Africa.

 The strange thing is that these languages or dialects throw
 no light upon the linguistic development of Arabic. They are
 a group quite distinct from the dialects mentioned by the
 Arab philologists, and none of their distinctive traits can be
 traced among data about those dialects. The reason for this
 seems to be, partly, that the area covered by them, later called
 that of the Quda'a tribes, took no part in the poetic activities
 of the 6th century (4), and was not reckoned as part of the
 region whose Arabic was correct. Yet there are some data

 (1) Bibliography by G. Ryckmans, Le Musdon 61 (1948), 137-213. A. v. d.
 Branden, Les inscriptions thamoudeennes, 1950. Good introduction in E. Littmann,
 Thamid und Safa, 1943.

 (2) Cf. Rodinson, Sumer 2 (1946), 137-55; a line in Thamudic appears on a
 Nabataean stela of 267 A. D.

 (3) F. V. Winnett, JAOS 73 (1953), 41, dates a Safaitic graffito in 614 A. D.
 (4) Cf. Lammens, L'Arabie Occidentale, p. 308.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC

 available concerning Quda'a dialects, and none of these fit in
 with what we know about the three Proto-Arabic languages. As
 is well known, Arab historical tradition has much to tell about
 al-'arab al-ba'ida, lost tribes without genealogical connection
 with those of historical times. Some such tribes were actually
 still in existence, such as the Jurhum, from whose language
 a second-century authority (1) purports to give 24 words.
 Some of the dialects dealt with by the philologists differ so
 strongly as to suggest that they belong to an older layer. In-
 deed, for the Himyar dialect spoken in the uplands of Yemen
 and the Azd dialect of the isolated coastal areas of Oman in the

 East and Asir in the South (2) the map suggests that they
 were remnants of earlier North-Arabian expansions surrounded
 by seas of later, more (( Arabic )) arrivals.

 At one time it was generally assumed that Arabia was the
 home of the Semitic peoples. The Arabic language, that is
 Classical Arabic, was likewise assumed to differ but little from
 the proto-Semitic parent language. It appeared as a quiet
 pool, opposed to the stormy development of the other Semitic
 languages. The realization that the camel was domesticated
 only around the beginning of the first millennium B. C., and that
 human settlement in Arabia is likely to date from that event,
 is now leading ever wider circles to a view of that country as
 an area of immigration as well as emigration, a meeting place
 of ethnic elements coming from various directions. These
 movements produced language mixtures (3) and a chequered
 map of linguistic boundaries, islets, and isolated remnants of
 earlier migrations. I have tried to explain the chief linguistic
 cleavage of pre-Islamic Arabia, that of West-Arabian and the
 Eastern dialects, as being due to the meeting of genetically
 disparate linguistic groups (4).

 Classical Arabic is seen to stand at the end of a development,

 (1) Cf. Rabin, op. cit., p. 7.
 (2) Ib., pp. 42-63.
 (3) The Tayyi' are said to have adopted the language of the Suhar whom they

 had overcome, according to Yaqut, Mu'jam al-bulddn, I, 127; the Hudhail dialect
 betrays strong Eastern Arabic influence, cf. Rabin, op. cit., p. 79.

 (4) Ib., p. 1-2.
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 not at its beginning. When this development becomes clearer,
 as one hopes it will now that the archaeological reconnais-
 sance of the peninsula has begun, its ancestry may well turn
 out to be a highly complicated one.

 POSTSCRIPT

 The important study on ((Stress Patterns in Arabic)) by
 H. Birkeland (1) - which I saw only after the completion of
 this article - introduces a new problem into the question of
 the relation between the ancient dialects and the 'Arabiyya.
 The author shows (p. 12) that the fixed expiratory stress of the
 modern colloquials of Syria, Iraq, and Egypt was superim-
 posed on a state of language which had long and short vowels
 where Classical Arabic has them, but had at that time already
 lost the hamza of words ending in -a'. He further comes to the
 conclusion that this older state of the language had no fixed
 expiratory stress at all. Both the absence of such a fixed stress
 and the loss of hamza, however, are features of West-Arabian.
 On the other hand we find that the ancient East-Arabian dialects

 had a strong fixed expiratory stress, and that the reductions
 caused by it show it to have been just in the places where
 it is in the above-mentioned colloquials. It is reasonably
 certain that the Eastern dialects had preserved the hamza
 of -a', especially as they are said to have had in a few cases
 -a' as against Hijazi -d (2); since the Arab grammarians do not
 know the concept of stress, and the structure of -a' nouns is
 such that tell-tale contractions cannot occur, we shall never
 know how these words were stressed in the ancient Eastern
 dialects.

 In any case, the colloquial situation presents a curious mixture
 of Eastern and Western features. One explanation might
 be that fixed stress spread in a ((wave )) movement from the
 Persian Gulf area, that it reached the home of the standard

 (1) Avhandlinger utgitt av det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo, II, Hist.-Filos.
 K1. 1954, No 3; Oslo, 1954.

 (2) Cf. my Ancient West-Arabian, p. 141.
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 THE BEGINNINGS OF CLASSICAL ARABIC 37

 'Arabiyya too late to affect its vocalism, and affected the
 Fertile Crescent and Egypt only after their spoken dialects
 had lost the final hamza. This theory fits in with Birkeland's
 discovery that in the Maghribine colloquials the same fixed-
 stress pattern is superimposed on another fixed-stress pattern,
 or in other words, that it reached those colloquials only after
 a lengthy development had taken place (p. 28). The situation
 in the ancient Eastern dialects is, as far as I can see, fully consis-
 tent with the assumption that fixed expiratory stress was a
 fairly recent innovation. It may even have been due to contact
 with speakers of Aramaic, a language in which the effects of
 stress play a prominent role.

 C. RABIN

 (Oxford).
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 APER(U GENERAL
 SUR LES " QUARANTE HADITHS"

 DANS LA LITTERATURE ISLAMIQUE (1

 Les <( Quarante Hadiths ) constituent un genre litteraire qui
 a donn6 ses premiers fruits dans la seconde moitie du Ine siecle
 de l'Hegire. II est en correlation intime avec la conception de la
 vie et les etapes de la communaute musulmane dont il suit
 l'evolution. Des centaines d'oeuvres religieuses, morales, sociales
 et litteraires, apparentees a ce genre, forment un riche fonds de
 litterature religieuse qui a exerce une grande influence sur les
 litt6ratures arabe, iranienne et turque.

 Nous nous proposons, dans cet article, de preciser, d'abord,
 les facteurs fondamentaux qui ont determine la formation et
 l'evolution de ce genre litteraire qui, durant des siecles, a refl6te
 avec une 6tonnante fidelite tous les aspects de la vie religieuse
 et sociale aussi bien que les inclinations personnelles et morales
 des compilateurs et des commentateurs. Puis, nous essayerons
 d'en degager les points caracteristiques et nous nous conten-
 terons, pour conclure, d'un apergu general.

 D'apres nos recherches, voici les facteurs qui ont donne

 (1) L'int6rat suscite par la communication que j'ai faite en aoat 1954 au CongrBs
 international des Orientalistes et par mon livre Isldm-Tiirk EdebiyatLnda Kirke
 hadis Les Quarante Hadith dans la lilterature Islam-Turque i, publication de
 l'Universit6 d'Istanbul, 1954, no 587 m'a incit6 a accepter avec plaisir l'offre
 qui m'a ete faite par MM. les professeurs Brunschvig et Schacht de rediger un
 article sur ce sujet. Pour de plus amples informations sur les details et les sources
 se reporter a l'ceuvre precit6e. Je remercie M. le professeur Gabriel pour
 son aide precieuse et amicale.
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 naissance aux Quarante Hadiths. Nous les enumerons d'apres
 leur importance et leur degre d'influence :

 1. D'apres les introductions, - identiques par le fond et
 differentes seulement par le style -, a peu pres de tous les
 Quarante Hadiths, le premier facteur s'avere etre ce hadith
 relate de plusieurs manieres : ' Celui de ma communaute qui
 apprend quarante hadiths en rapport avec les prescriptions
 religieuses, Dieu le ressuscitera parmi les docteurs de la loi
 et les savants ).

 Ce hadith est considere comme ayant ete rapporte par neuf
 Compagnons du Prophete en tete desquels se place 'Ali b. Abi
 Talib. Ces legons, bien que comportant certaines differences et
 variantes, surtout vers la fin, sont identiques quant au fond.
 II existe dans l'introduction de la plupart des Arba'in hadis
 des eclaircissements sur les rdvis et sur les variantes de ce

 hadith considere ,malgre plusieurs sens, comme za'if par les
 hdfiz de hadith (1). Cependant, ce hadith joue un role de premiere
 importance dans la compilation et la composition des Arba'ln :
 des etudiants aux muhaddis, des ulemas et des novices jusqu'aux
 maItres, tous les gens de lettres qui se sont essayes a ce genre,
 ont choisi ce hadith comme point de depart ou centre d'interet
 de leur oeuvre. Car il est d'usage, chez les hadithologues, de se
 conformer a tous les hadiths traitant de la vertu des actions,
 mme si ces hadiths sont consideres comme za'if. D'autre part,
 certains hadiths dont l'authenticite ne peut etre mise en doute
 recommandent aux intellectuels musulmans de s'interesser aux

 hadiths et aux Arba'uin hadis. En voici deux qui presentent un
 interet capital: ? Que ceux qui sont presents portent ma parole
 a ceux qui sont absents ).

 (( Dieu accordera sa misericorde a celui qui m'ayant entendu
 retiendra ma parole pour la porter aux autres ).

 Dans un autre hadith nous trouvons cet enseignement:

 (1) Cf. Ibn Vad'an, Kitab al Arba'ln hads, Bibl. Nat. Mss. A, no 772; cf. egale-
 ment Abh T&hir Ahmad al-Silaft, al-Arba'iun al-Bulddniya, dans la mdme biblio-
 th6que, les premieres pages du meme recueil; voir aussi Muhy al-Din al-Nawawi,
 Arba'un hadis, Bibl. Nat., Mss. A. no 774. Pour la traduction frangaise voir
 G.-H. Bousquet, En-NAwawi, Les quarante H'adiths, Alger, 1947.

 40  A. KARAHAN
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 LES QUARANTE HADITHS DANS LA LITTERATURE ISLAMIQUE 41

 (( Si l'on vous rapporte de ma bouche un hadith conforme a la
 verite et a la justice, inclinez-vous et acceptez-le, que je l'aie
 prononce ou non )). En nous basant sur ces legons, nous pouvons
 affirmer que l'inauthenticite de ce hadith (Celui de ma commu-
 naute...) qui a incite plusieurs intellectuels musulmans a se haus-
 ser au niveau des fukaha' et des 'ulema', n'a amoindri en rien

 son role de catalyseur dans l'evolution des Quarante Hadiths.
 2. Un autre facteur dont il ne faut pas minimiser l'importance

 c'est le nombre 40. On sait le role capital que joue ce nombre,
 du point de vue de la science des religions comparees, du folklore
 et du mysticisme, dans la religion, la litterature et le folklore
 de differents peuples et particulierement chez les Semites.
 Des documents et diverses etudes nous ont demontre que ce
 nombre avait garde son importance a l'ere islamique (1).

 La religion musulmane retrouve le nombre 40 dans le Coran
 et dans les hadiths sous les formes ((Arba'Tn ou ((Arba'un ).

 Dans le Coran le mot Arba'in se retrouve trois fois a propos de
 Moise, et une quatrieme fois dans l'ayet ( 'homme devient mur
 a 40 ans , (2). D'autre part, A. J. Wensinck l'a releve dans dix-
 huit hadiths (3).

 On a aussi compose des anthologies comprenant 40 ayet.
 Dans certains Quarante Hadiths, les Hamd et send, les saldt
 et saldm memes sont commences par un rappel des ayets et
 hadiths en rapport avec le nombre 40 (4). Ce nombre a servi
 aussi a rendre intelligible les vertus occultes des quarante
 noms de Dieu.

 (1) Voir : Ed. Mahler, Das Himmelsjahr als Grundelement der altorientalischen
 Chronologie, ZDMG, 60e vol., Leipzig, 1906, pp. 825-836; Ed. K6nig, Die Zahl
 Vierzig und Verwandtes, ZDMG, 61e vol. Leipzig, 1907, pp. 913-17; W.H. Roscher,
 Die Zahl 40 im Glauben, Brauch und Schriftum der Semiten. Koniglich Sachsische
 Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften (Phil.-hist. Klasse, XXVII), 1908, pp. 93-138;
 O. Rescher, Einiges iiber die Zahl Vierzig, ZDMG, 65e vol., Leipzig, 1911, pp. 517-
 520.

 (2) Sourates Bakara, 48e ayet; Md'ida, 28e; A'rdf, 138e; et Ahkaf, 14e.
 (3) Concordances et indices de la tradition musulmane, livraison X, Leiden, 1938,

 pp. 215-216.
 (4) Cf. 'Ali al Kari, Mubin al-mu'fn..., manuscrits Resid Ef., Istanbul, biblio-

 theque Millet, A. 2166; Ahmad b. ?aykh Muhammad, Hiadls-i arba'in, le manuscrit
 de l'auteur se trouve a la bibliotheque Siileymaniye d'Istanbul, Esat Ef., no 3632.
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 On sait de meme que Mohammad est devenu prophete a
 40 ans et que la religion musulmane est entree dans la p6riode
 de diffusion quand le nombre des fideles s'est 6leve a 40. On a
 aussi compose des anthologies comprenant les quarante paroles
 des quatre premiers Califes et particulierement de Imam 'All.
 Dans le droit musulman le nombre quarante occupe une place
 de choix : le zekat, une des cinq conditions de l'Islam, se calcule
 en prenant le quarantieme de l'avoir; celui qui boit du vin est
 puni par quatre-vingts coups de cravache ainsi que celui qui
 apres avoir accuse une femme d'infidelite n'arrive pas a trouver
 quatre temoins pour etayer son accusation.

 La croyance aux (( ilten, les quarante ) est une preuve de
 l'importance accordee au nombre 40 par le monde musulman.
 De nos jours encore, le peuple musulman croit a la grande force
 morale des Quarante et a l'importance sacr6e du nombre 40 (1).

 Notons aussi que le jeune (Qile) de 40 jours (Arbafn) repre-
 sente, aux yeux des soufis, une epreuve d'endurance et d'humi-
 liation. D'apres une croyance islamique la pate humaine est
 petrie (( avec la pluie pendant quarante jours ) (2). L'eschatologie
 islamique accorde aussi une grande importance au role jou6
 par une duree de quarante jours ou de quarante ann6es. II est
 inutile se rappeler la part accordee a ce nombre dans la m6decine
 populaire, les contes et les proverbes.

 On se refere souvent au nombre 40 chez les musulmans

 iraniens. Citons, pour memoire, quelques exemples ofi l'on
 retrouve l'expression Qihl (quarante)

 ((Qihl sutun, gihl menar, gihl gisu-banu, gihl duhtaran,
 gihl-vazir, gihl-ten, gihl-kad, gihl tih, gihl miizd, Sile, gile-
 ni?in, gile-i zen, gile-i bege, gihle-i murda, gihle-i tabistan,
 gihle-i zamistan, gihl-garag, gihl riiz mohlat hwastan, gihl
 sal , etc.

 (1) Voir par exemple : Andreev, M. S. Ciltani v Sredneaziatski. verovaniya
 'Ifd al-Djuman, Ta?kend, 1927, pp. 334-348; Goldziher, Abddl, Encyclopddie de
 l'Islam, vol. I, p. 71; Fuad Koprulii, Turk Halk Edebiyati Ansiklopedisi, Istanbul,
 1935.

 (2) On en trouve une illustration dans lfad.kat al-Su'add du pobte Fuzull,
 Istanbul, 1268, chapitre I, p. 9.

 42  A. KARAHAN
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 Chez les musulmans turcs, le nombre 40 a la meme importance
 que chez les musulmans arabes et iraniens. La formation de
 certains noms de tribu est consideree comme une manifestation

 du pouvoir mystique de ce nombre (1). Dans les histoires des
 saints, dans l'histoire ottomane, dans les contes populaires et
 dans le folklore, dans les mariages et dans les naissances, le
 nombre 40 se retrouve comme un element mysterieux. II devient
 parfois un nom de groupe (les quarante voleurs, les quarante
 fees), un symbole de la pluralite (quarante passages, quarante
 maisons). En resum6, on peut affirmer que l'importance de ce
 nombre dans le monde islamique le designe comme un des
 facteurs primordiaux dans le developpement des Arba'ln.

 3. II existe d'autres facteurs qui entrent en jeu dans la
 genese des Quarante Hadiths: ils sont pour la plupart d'ordre
 moral et spirituel.

 Notons d'abord, que dans l'introduction de la plupart des
 Arba'&n, on retrouve le besoin de s'attirer la clemence du Pro-
 phete et l'espoir de se soustraire aux souffrances de l'enfer.
 Ce besoin et cet espoir ont joue un grand role dans la vogue
 des oeuvres de ce genre. La perspective d'etre admis au rang des
 martyrs grace a un Arba'Tn n'etait pas pour deplaire a un poete
 ou savant musulman (2). De plus, avec un pareil livre, on pou-
 vait s'attirer surement la benediction et les louanges des survi-
 vants (3). Certains auteurs, en proie aux malheurs les plus
 tenaces, trouvaient dans la redaction de Quarante Hadiths
 un sujet de consolation, une occasion pour s'elever jusqu'au
 plan spirituel ou se situe le Prophete. De plus, ils avaient la
 conviction de servir le peuple musulman et de se conformer

 (1) Voir par exemple: Sldlkov, A. S., Rodouoye, deleniye Kirgiz, Ikd al-Djuman,
 p. 227; L. Massignon, La ldgende de Hall&cd Mansur en pays turcs, Revue des 1gtudes
 Islamiques, Paris, 1941-46, p. 77 et suite.

 (2) A comparer : Kastamonulu Latift, Subhat al-'us(ak, bibliotheque Nuruos-
 maniye, manuscrit no 4897; HazIni, Arba'in, Ankara, manuscrits de Ismail Saip,
 no 738.

 (3) Muhammad b. Abi Bakr, Arba'in, Istanbul, 1328; Uzun Firdevsi, Sarh-i
 Sihl hadzs, manuscrit unique qui se trouve dans ma bibliotheque personnelle,
 l'introduction.
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 aux preceptes de la religion (1). Certains savants ont redige,
 plus tard, soit pour leurs etudiants soit pour poursuivre la
 tradition etablie par les docteurs, des Quarante Hadiths a carac-
 tere didactique (2). II va sans dire, que ces livres mis au program-
 me des seminaires, assuraient a leurs auteurs une renommee
 et une autorite exceptionnelles. D'autre part, les predicateurs,
 heureux d'avoir a leur disposition des anthologies de ce genre,
 s'en servaient abondamment pour rediger leurs sermons. Cer-
 tains auteurs se sont conformes, dans leur choix, exclusivement
 a leur gout personnel et se sont assure, ainsi, une plus large
 audience. L'auteur trouvait, surtout dans les commentaires,
 l'occasion d'exprimer ses sentiments et ses pensees personnelles.
 II existe, enfin, des Arba'Tn qui refletent les penchants sociaux,
 politiques et religieux de leur epoque, ainsi que des auteurs qui,
 avec un art consomme de la polemique, soutiennent leur maniere
 de voir et combattent les interpretations qu'ils jugent erronees (3).
 Notons aussi qu'il existe des Quarante Hadiths qui n'ont d'autre
 raison d'etre que de plaire aux chefs du gouvernement, aux
 personnes influentes, et qui sont rediges uniquement pour
 s'attirer les bienfaits de quelque seigneur (4).

 Les Arba'Tn ont ete rediges, dans les litteratures arabe, ira-
 nienne et turque, soit en prose, soit en prose et vers, soit
 enfin uniquement en vers. Les premiers essais ont 6te faits par
 les Arabes, en prose. Ces compilations qui ne visaient a rien
 d'autre, au debut, qu'a fournir une matiere d'enseignement aux
 etudiants et qui furent, jusqu'aux derniers temps, l'objet d'un

 (1) Sa'd al-Din Taftazani, Arba'in, Istanbul, 1316; Fuzulf, Kirk Hadts, biblio-
 th6que nationale d'Ismir, no 11/517 et biblioth6que de Millet-Hekimoklu, no 168
 (MSS).

 (2) Bursah Ismail Hakki, traduction de Hadis-i Arba'in, Istanbul, 1317.
 (3) Voir par exemple : Ankarali Ismail Riisfihl, Arba'ln, bibliotheque Siileyma-

 niye, section Nafiz Paga, exemplaire unique, n0 184.
 (4) Comparer : 'Asik Natta'i (A?ik Celebi), Hadls-i Arba'in (traduit d'Ibn

 Kemal), Istanbul, 1316; Osman-zada Ta'ib, Sihhat-dbdd, bib. de Murad Molla,
 section des manuscrits d'Hamidiye, n0 230.
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 examen d'habilitation dans les seminaires, devaient forcement
 etre redigees en prose pour garder leur caractere didactique et
 utilitaire. Par contre, dans les litteratures iranienne et turque,
 les ceuvres de ce genre, qu'elles soient des creations originales,
 des traductions ou des commentaires, ne se presentaient sous
 forme de prose que lorsqu'elles etaient l'ceuvre des ulemas.
 Mais, les poetes et les litterateurs avaient une predilection mar-
 quee pour les vers (1). Chez les Arabes, les auteurs d'Arba'rn,
 pour la plupart des savants et des commentateurs, se servaient
 tout naturellement de la prose qu'ils jugeaient plus apte a
 exprimer un contenu scientifique ou moral. On trouve cependant,
 dans les commentaires d'Arba'ln, des passages en vers, d'ailleurs
 empruntes, pour la plupart, a d'autres poetes (2).

 Les Qihl hadis iraniens en prose et en vers semblent avoir joui
 d'une grande faveur. II faut en chercher la cause dans le fait,
 qu'en Iran, les poetes et les litterateurs eprouvaient autant
 d'attrait pour ce genre que les savants et les soufis. D'ailleurs,
 les Arabes avaient beaucoup fait pour les Arba'ln sur le plan
 scientifique; il ne restait done aux Iraniens qu'a exploiter le
 cote litteraire et poetique de ce genre (3). Quant a l'apport
 proprement turc, on sait qu'il existe un grand nombre d'Arbac'n,
 que les Arba'ln arabes ont inspire surtout nos erudits et que
 par contre les poetes ont pris pour modele les Arba'[n iraniens
 et qu'ils se sont contentes, souvent, de traduire textuellement
 leurs modeles (4).

 Les Quarante Hadiths rediges entierement en vers sont legion
 dans les litteratures iranienne et turque. On peut affirmer que
 ce sont les poetes turcs et iraniens qui ont fait des traductions
 d'Arba'Tn un genre litteraire a part et lui ont confere une place

 (1) Grace a l'obligeance de MM. les professeurs Hamidullah, Yusufuddin et
 P. Voorhoeve, j'ai pu recueillir certaines donnees sur l'existence de ce genre aux
 Indes, au Pakistan et en Indonesie. Mais ces donnees me semblent insuffisantes
 pour englober ces regions dans mon 6tude.

 (2) Krs. TaftazanI, Sarh. hadls. Arba'in, Istanbul, 1316.
 (3) Cf. Ahmad Rumi, Umm al-Kitdb, Bibl. Nat., MSS. P., no 35; Husayn

 Va'iz Kasifl, al-Risalat al-'altya..., Bibl. Universit6 d'Istanbul, MSS. P., no 201.
 (4) Cf. Ali b. Hadjl Mustafa, 'Amd'il-i fa?d'il-i cihad, manuscrit unique du

 libraire Raif Yelkenci; Okgu-zade, Ahsan al-hadls, Istanbul, 1313.
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 de choix dans le cadre de la litterature didactico-religieuse.
 Le systeme metrique employe est l"Aruz, avec une predilection
 marquee pour les deux metres suivants

 a. Fa'ilatun mafa'ilun fa'ilun

 b. Fa'ilatun fa'ilatun fa'ilun.

 Les formes les plus employees sont le Kif'a et le Masnav..
 Une des particularites des Arba'Tn, c'est la richesse et l'ampleur

 de leur contenu. Presque tous les sujets en rapport avec la
 religion et le monde y sont traites. Plusieurs auteurs, au lieu
 de consacrer leurs quarante Hadiths a un seul sujet, ont prefere
 traiter dans un seul livre plusieurs themes et assurer une plus
 grande richesse a leur ceuvre. Parmi ces Arba'Tn d'une grande
 diversite de contenu et formes par la compilation des hadiths
 les plus connus et les plus importants, celui de Nawawi occupe
 le premier plan (1).

 Dans le cadre des Quarante Hadiths centres sur un meme
 sujet, citons ceux qui reunissent les hadiths composes a la louange
 du Coran. Certains se rapportent uniquement aux Ayet et
 Sura (2) ; d'autres englobent tout le Coran (3). D'autres enfin,
 sont en rapport avec les cinq prescriptions essentielles de la
 religion musulmane, a savoir le jeune legal, la priere, le peleri-
 nage a La Mecque, la dime et la profession de foi (4). I1 existe
 aussi des Arba'Tn traitant des vertus du vendredi et des prieres
 en general (5).

 On trouve egalement des Arba'Tn sur les vertus du prophete
 Muhammad et des quatre califes pris ensemble ou separement (6)
 La plupart des Quarante Hadiths qui traitent d'Al-i 'abd ou
 d'Imam 'All ont un caractere politique et visent a la propagande
 chiite (7).

 (1) Voir : Dr. Abdulkadir Karahan, Arba'in d'al-Nawawt et leurs commentaires
 arabes, al-Machriq, XLVIIe ann6e, Beyrouth, 1953, pp. 764-773.

 (2) Yfsuf al-Urmiyuni, Arba'in hadls fi fail surat al-Ikhlds, Bibl. Nat., MSS.
 A., no 744 (revue) et bibliotheque de Millet-Hekimoglu, no 181, Istanbul.

 (3) 'All al-Kanr, Arb. hadts f/ fail al-Kur'an, bibl. d'Hamidiye, no 200.
 (4) Voir: Ubaysiri, Arb. hadls /f f/alman hafiza 'ald 'l-saldt, bibl. du Khidiv,.

 Igypte, no 6487.
 (5) Hadls al-Arba'in fl fata'il al-Djum'a, bibl. d'Ayasofya, MSS, no 514.
 (6) Voir par exemple : Al-Nabhani, al-Ahadis al-arba'tn... Beyrouth, 1315.
 (7) A comparer : Aga Buzurg, al-zari'a..., Necef et Tahran, I et IV, 1355, 1360.
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 Parmi les ceuvres de cette categorie, certaines refletent les
 penchants mystiques des soufis (1), tandis que d'autres, depas-
 sant les besoins immediats et terrestres, expriment directement
 les problemes que pose l'au-del a l'etre humain. Rappelons
 aussi les Quarante hadiths qui traitent du zikr, de la priere,
 des salda et salam sur le Prophete, de la visite aux morts, de la
 resurrection, etc (2).

 La science et le savant ont fait l'objet de certains recueils de
 Quarante Hadiths. Car, du temps de Muhammad, la science
 etait consideree comme la plus divine des occupations (3).
 Par la suite, les Quarante Hadiths, se conformant a 1'evolution
 de l'Islam, devinrent des pretextes pour definir les droits des
 sultans, pour inciter le peuple a obeir au chef des fideles, a la
 justice et aux juges.

 La guerre sainte occupe aussi une place d'6lection dans les
 Quarante Hadiths. II fut de mode, a un certain moment, de
 reunir dans un livre les hadiths traitant de la guerre et des
 moyens de lutte du Prophete. Ces ceuvres abondent dans les
 periodes de prosperite et de reforme militaire. I1 existe d'autre
 part des Arba'[n sur le mariage, sur les costumes, sur I'aide
 aux pauvres, sur les vertus d'un peuple ou les merites d'une
 region, et meme sur la medecine, I'humour et l'art d'ecrire (4).

 Les Arba'un hadls ecrits en arabe sont, par la quantit6 et la
 qualite, ce qui a ete fait de plus important dans ce genre. Cette
 tradition remonte a 'Abd Allah al-Marwazi, le tabi' al-tabi'ln
 qui a vecu au xnIe siecle. De celebres erudits musulmans, et
 surtout des hadithologues avaient l'habitude de dicter des
 hadiths a leurs disciples. Ceux-ci notaient les paroles du maitre,
 les classaient suivant un certain ordre, et ces notes revues et

 (1) Cf. Sadr al-Din Konavi, $arh al-hadis al-arba'ln, lfgypte, 1324.
 (2) Ahmad b. Muhammad, Arba'un hadis..., Istanbul, bibl. d'Esat Efendi,

 no 3632.

 (3) Muh. b. Muhammad, Arba'in hadls... Bibl. de Nuruosmaniye, no 957.
 (4) Cf. Dr. Hiiseyin Remzi, Tibb-i Nebeut, Istanbul, 1319; Mustaklm-zade

 Sa'd al-Din, Huccat al-hatt al-hasan, Istanbul, Bibl. de Millet-Pertev pa?a, n0 614.
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 corrigees par le professeur formaient la matiere d'un Arba'un
 hadis. Celui de Abu Bakr al-Adjurri (mort en 330/942) que
 nous avons eu l'occasion d'examiner, permet de remonter du
 copiste de notre manuscrit jusqu'au veritable auteur de cet
 Arba'un (1). L'Arba'un d'Ibn Vad'an (mort en 494/1101) a
 ete aussi redige avec des notes prises pendant un cours (2).

 Certains Arba'un arabes contiennent seulement quarante
 hadiths. D'autres au contraire font suivre chaque hadith d'un
 bref commentaire. Dans les oeuvres posterieures, les hadiths
 sont etayes par des dyets, des hadiths complementaires et des
 contes religieux appropries. Quant aux livres congus pour
 servir de glossaire a un Arba'un, on y trouve des explications
 sur les mots et la grammaire, sur les rdvis des hadiths en question,
 sur l'eloquence et en general sur tous les problemes que souleve
 l'intelligence du texte.

 Le ( Quarante Hadiths ) le plus commente et le plus connu
 en Occident est celui de Muhy al-Din Abi Zakariya Yahya b.
 *araf al-Nawawi (631-676/1233-1277) (3). II a donne lieu, rien
 qu'en arabe, a plus de cinquante commentaires auxquels il
 faut ajouter ceux rediges en iranien et en turc.

 I1 est impossible de preciser le nombre d'Arbauin ecrits en
 arabe. Meme si, laissant de cote ceux qui sont perdus depuis
 des siecles, nous tentions d'etablir la liste des manuscrits enfouis
 dans les bibliotheques des pays musulmans, notre tache serait
 presque insurmontable. II suffira pour s'en convaincre, de
 mediter sur le nombre approximatif que nous avons obtenu en

 (1) Le manuscrit que nous avons btudi6 se trouve au Palais de Topkapl, dans la
 bibliotheque d'Ahmed III, no 357. D'aprBs une lettre que j'ai regue du Professeur
 Arberry, l'un des plus anciens Arba'uin, a savoir Kitab al-arba'tn u'al-Sulami, se
 trauve actuellement dans la Bibliotheque priv6e de Sir Chester Beatty A Dublin, et
 a ete edite par le Professeur Arberry dans la serie des publications du Dairetul
 Maarif d'Haydarabad.

 (2) Exemplaires consult6s : Bibl. Nat., MSS. A., no 722 (meemua); Istanbul,
 Bibliotheque de Suleymaniye-Laleli, n0 3733 (Meemua) et bibl. Esat, n0 312.

 (3) A part la traduction de Bousquet, il a ete edite au Liban avec texte arabe,
 traduction frangaise, transcription et des commentaires (C. R. E. A.) A partir
 de 1949. M. le Professeur Nemeth me fait savoir, dans une lettre, que Goldziher
 a donn6 une traduction de ces Quarante Hadiths en hongrois, avec une introduc-
 tion et des commentaires (Az Islam, Budapest, Academie des Sciences, 1881,
 pp. 383-412).
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 travaillant a la Bibliotheque Nationale et au British Museum
 et en compulsant les references des ceuvres specialisees et les
 catalogues des bibliotheques etrangeres : nous avons pu prendre
 connaissance, de ((252 ) Arba'an hadls rediges par ((218 ) ecri-
 vains, compilateurs, catalogueurs et commentateurs (1).

 Ce genre etant directement lie a la science des hadiths, et la
 langue scientifique du monde musulman etant l'arabe, quoi
 de plus naturel que les oeuvres les plus representatives et les
 plus celebres de ce genre aient ete congues dans cette langue ?
 II est cependant un point qu'il importe de preciser : tous les
 compilateurs des Quarante Hadiths ecrits en arabe ne sont
 pas necessairement des Arabes. Plusieurs appartiennent par
 leur race, par leur origine, a d'autres peuples musulmans, et
 particulierement aux Iraniens et aux Turcs. Grace a eux, les
 Quarante Hadiths, congus primitivement comme des instru-
 ments pratiques pour l'enseignement de la religion, ont acquis
 un caractere litteraire, didactique et religieux. II nous suffit
 de rappeler, pour nous en convaincre, les Quarante Hadiths
 commentes par Sa'd al-Din Taftazani, Baha al-Din 'Amuli,
 'Ali al-Karir.

 Quant aux traductions iraniennes des Quarante Hadiths,
 elles offrent deux particularits : la valeur litteraire est insepa-
 rable, des le debut, du caractere religieux et finit meme par le
 supplanter; les faits et gestes, et les vertus d'Imam 'Ali sont
 les sujets de predilection de presque tous les traducteurs et
 commentateurs (2).

 II n'est pas etonnant que l'on rencontre de temps en temps,
 dans les traductions iraniennes des Quarante Hadiths, de beaux
 exemples de litterature religieuse : le genie iranien, petri de
 poesie et d'art, se devait d'insuffler un elan nouveau a ce genre
 et de lui donner un caractere litteraire, ne serait-ce que pour
 eviter un didactisme sterile. D'autre part, le choix d'Imam
 'All comme theme principal des Quarante Hadiths ou dans les

 (1) Cf. les listes chronologiques et alphab6tiques (pp. 72-75 et 76-87) de notre
 ouvrage a Les Quarante Hadiths dans la litterature Islam-Turque '.

 (2) Dans le livre de Aga Buzurg, la moitie des Arba'in cites sont composes de
 hadiths oi il est question d'Imam 'Ali. On le comprend rien qu'a voir les titres.

 4
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 ( Cent paroles d'Imam 'All) (1) est une etape nouvelle dans la
 lutte seculaire et sanglante qui opposait les Sunnites aux Chiites :
 les Chiites utilisaient ces Quarante Hadiths comme une arme de
 defense, comme un element de propagande politique (2).

 Il nous est impossible de fixer la date de naissance de ce
 genre en Iran. Un des plus anciens Quarante Hadiths que nous
 ayons eu en main date de 500/1107 ; il a pour auteur Muhammad
 b. Muhammad b. 'All al-Faravi al-Harimi et porte le titre de
 Tabrb al-Kulub: on y trouve des hadiths sans aucune reference
 aux sources et une partie consacree aux contes (3). Mais l'ceuvre
 la plus celebre est sans conteste celle d"Abd al-Rahman Djami
 (817-898/1414-1492). Cette ceuvre, composee de 40 hadiths
 faciles a retenir et de leur traduction, est ecrite suivant la formule
 metrique du ( Fa'ilatun mafd'ilun fa'ilun ). Elle a, des sa paru-
 tion, exerce une grande influence et trouve de nombreux imi-
 tateurs surtout dans les litteratures iranienne et turque (4).
 Rappelons aussi, '(( al-Risalat al-'allya fi'l-ahddls al-Nabaviya )
 de l'erudit-poete Husayn Va'iz Ka?ifi (mort en 910/1505),
 ou l'on retrouve, dans le texte en prose, des vers rediges sous la
 forme de masnawT et de rubd'T. Nous devons cependant ajouter
 que ce genre a donne beaucoup plus de fruits dans les litteratures
 arabe et turque que dans la litterature persane, et cela malgre
 les quarante-six Qihl hadis iraniens que nous avons pu decouvrir.

 Parmi les peuples musulmans, les Turcs ont ete les plus produc-
 tifs en matiere de Quarante Hadiths rimes. Notons cependant
 que la plus grande partie de leur production etait en arabe,
 car les erudits turcs consideraient cette langue comme la langue
 scientifique par excellence et ne pouvaient - ni ne voulaient,
 d'ailleurs -, s'insurger contre cette tradition. Quelques-unes
 de ces oeuvres figuraient, dans les siecles derniers, dans les

 (1) Cf. bibl. Suleymaniye-Alir, section des manuscrits, no 1; bibl. de Nuros-
 maniye, n0 782; Bibl. nat. MSS. P, suppl., n? 510, 511, 513, et 1387.

 (2) Voir pour plus amples details str ces luttes au xvIe s. : Dr. Abdiilkadir
 Karahan, a Fuzult, son milieu, sa vie et sa personnalitd), Ist. publ. de l'Universit6,
 no 410, 1949, p. 47 et suite.

 (3) Bibl. de Nuruosmaniye, no 957 (meemua), la premiere ceuvre.
 (4) Cf. pour details et traduction en ture : Dr. Abdiilkadir Karahan, Arba'in

 de Djami et ses traductions turques, Istanbul, 1952.
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 seminaires de certains pays musulmans : citons les Arba'in
 hadis de Birgivf-Akkermani, d'Ibn Kemal Pa?a (1).

 Parfois, des auteurs ottomans ont traduit en persan des
 Quarante Hadiths. Citons, comme exemple, Sayyid Sadr, Bit-
 lisli Idris, Uzun Firdevsi, Ozbek Veliyuddin, etc (2).

 Il etait naturel que les Turcs produisent des Arba'in en arabe
 et en persan, puisqu'ils consideraient ces deux langues comme
 les langues de la science et de la poesie. D'ailleurs, les Turcs
 sont renommes pour la facilite avec laquelle ils apprennent les
 langues etrangeres.

 Les savants et les poetes turcs ont de tout temps possede a
 fond l'arabe et le persan, et ont ete capables d'entreprendre des
 recherches litteraires sur les oeuvres ecrites dans ces langues.
 Ils ont produit des ceuvres en arabe et en persan, tandis qu'il
 est rare de rencontrer un Arabe ou un Persan capable de rediger
 directement une ceuvre en turc. Les Quarante Hadiths nous
 fournissent une preuve a l'appui de cette these. Remarquons
 cependant, que les Arba'tn ecrits en turc depassent de loin,
 par leur valeur didactique et litt6raire, ceux qui furent 6crits
 en arabe ou en persan par des Turcs. Cela est tres naturel.
 Nous partageons l'avis du professeur Berthels qui a publie
 une etude sur les poesies en arabe du poete Fuzuli : ( Un homme
 qui ecrit une langue etrangere est dans la necessite de se confor-
 mer aux lois de cette langue. Il est tenu d'obeir a ces lois et
 forc6 d'imiter les particularites de cette langue (3) ).

 Le plus ancien des Quarante Hadiths turcs est l'ceuvre de
 Mahmid b. 'Ali: Nahc al-Farddl, ecrit en 759/1358. Ce texte
 a ete etudie non pas comme un Arba'un, mais comme un docu-
 ment philologique. Ces ceuvres qui commencent a voir le jour

 (1) Arba'ln commenc6 par Birgivi et termine par Akkermant, a et6 imprim6 en
 Tunisie, a Istanbul et en 1gypte (1295, 1316, 1321). Le manuscrit autographe
 de Akkermanl se trouve a la bibl. de Raglp pa?a, n0 269. Le Commentaire d'Arba'iun
 d'Ibni Kemal a ete imprime a Istanbul, en 1316..

 (2) Sayyid Sadr, Tuhafat al-Kha.adni, Palais de Topkapl-Revan, K6skui, n0 325;
 Idrs-i Bldhsl, gihl Hadls, bibl. de Fatih no 791; Firdevsl, manuscrit appartenant
 a notre bibliotheque privee; Vali al-Din Ozbeki, gihl Hadis, Palais de Topkapl,
 bibliotheque de la tr6sorerie d'Emanet, no 677 (manuscrit du commentateur).

 (3) Les po6sies arabes de Fuzuli, Bulletin de la Societe des orientalistes de
 l'Acad6mie des Sciences, Leningrad, vol. V, p. 43.
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 au XIVe siecle, sont devenues, aux xve-xvIIIe siecles, assez
 importantes pour former une categorie a part de litterature
 religieuse. Des poetes celebres comme Ali?ir NevaI (1441-1501),
 Fuzuli (mort en 1556), Nev'i (1533-1598), NabI (mort en 1712)
 ont 6crit chacun au moins un Quarante Hadiths (1). L'influence
 de Djami a joue un grand role dans l'interet porte par les Turcs
 aux Arba'un.

 Citons aussi l'Arba'un de Nawawi, qui a eu beaucoup d'influ-
 ence a partir du xvIIIe siecle sur les poetes turcs. Nous possedons
 six traductions en vers de l'Arba'un de Djami et quatre de
 Nawawi. 11 existe en outre un grand nombre de Arba'in arabes
 et persans traduits en turc. On peut l'expliquer ainsi: il y avait
 d'une part les auteurs qui travaillaient en toute liberte, choisis-
 sant des hadiths et les traduisant; et d'autre part, certains
 auteurs qui se contentaient de traduire textuellement les
 Quarante hadiths choisis par des erudits musulmans. Mais tous
 avaient le meme but religieux et moral que nous avons expose
 au d6but de cet article.

 La plupart des traducteurs de Quarante Hadiths turcs sont
 des poetes; certains, appartenant a des sectes, sont consideres
 comme des (('ulema' ).

 Les sujets traites sont d'une grande richesse. Ceux qui trai-
 tent un seul sujet preferent la guerre et la guerre sainte. Ils
 sont legion. D'autres s'interessent a l'etat des derviches, aux
 enfants, a la vie politique. Citons, comme exemple typique,
 l'ceuvre de Ankarah Ismail Rusuhi, qui, pour defendre la secte
 des Mevlevl dont il fait partie, se comporte en veritable pole-
 miste. Mais, d'ordinaire, les Quarante Hadiths turcs traitent de
 plusieurs sujets a la fois. On remarque parfois dans ces ceuvres
 les penchants politiques, sociaux et moraux de leur epoque.
 Certains sont lus surtout dans les m6dresses, dans les tekkes,
 dans les demeures des grandes families. D'autres sont rediges

 (1) Les Quarante Hadith de Newat a 6te imprime a Tagkend (1893) et dans la
 Revue Millt Tetebbular (vol. II, n 4). Les Quarante Hadiths de Fuzull ont bte publies
 d'abord par moi (Revue Selamet, 1948, no 57, 59, 61 et 64) puis par Kemal Edip
 (Istanbul, 1951). Le risale de Nev'i n'a qu'un seul manuscrit (Cskudar, Bibl.
 Kemanke?, no 50, 2. risale); un manuscrit de Nab! se trouve dans notre bibliothbque
 personnelle etea 6t publid dans la revue Milli Tetcbbular (Vol. II, n? 4).
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 uniquement pour s'attirer la clemence, les bienfaits d'un prince
 ou d'une personne influente. Parfois des sultans ottomans ont
 command6, par un ferman, des Quarante Hadiths aux ulemas.
 Citons parmi les sultans amateurs d'Arba'un, Ahmet I, Ahmet
 III et Mahmud II.

 Nos recherches r6centes nous ont conduit a fixer a ((80)

 le nombre de traducteurs de Quarante Hadiths, et a ((86))
 le nombre d'Arba'ln redig6s en turc. L'age d'or du genre se
 situe au xVIe siecle, qui a vu la naissance de dix-sept Arba'mn.
 Cependant, il est fort possible que nous arrivions, quelque
 jour, a decouvrir d'autres ceuvres inconnues sur les etageres
 poussiereuses des bibliotheques.

 *r

 J'ai pens6 qu'il serait souhaitable de donner, en compl6ment,
 la traduction d'un des ( Quarante Hadiths ). Les hadiths ci-
 dessous reproduits ont 6te choisis et traduits en vers d'abord
 par 'Abd al-Rahman Djram, le dernier des classiques iraniens.
 II en existe six versions rimees en turc, dont une anonyme,
 redigees, dans l'ordre chronologique, par Ali $ir Neval, Fuzuli,
 Rihleti, Nabi, Miinif... Nous avons WtB guides dans notre choix
 par le fait que quelques-uns de ces hadiths se retrouvent aussi
 dans d'autres recueils (par exemple, dans ceux de Latift, Hakant,
 K6stendilli $eyhI, etc.). D'autre part, d'apres l'attestation de
 Nevai, ami intime de Djami, a qui nous devons la premiere
 traduction turque de ce recueil, l'authenticit6 de ces hadiths,
 rapportes par Bukhari et Mtislim, ne peut etre mise en doute (1).
 De plus, - et les traducteurs insistent sur ce point dans leurs
 introductions -, la concision de la pensee et de la forme leur
 assure une grande puissance de persuasion et de diffusion. On
 peut les considerer en general, au meme titre que les hadiths
 choisis par Nawawi, comme des (( guides au point de vue de la
 morale, de la vie pratique et de la religion ).

 (1) Cf. NevAf, Terciime-i hadi?-i Arba'in, Istanbul, 1311, introduction, p. 4.
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 A. KARAHAN

 Voici donc ces ( Quarante hadiths ) :

 I. Nul n'est un pur croyant, s'il n'accorde de bon
 coeur a son coreligionnaire ce qu'il s'accorde
 complaisamment a lui-meme.

 II. Est musulman celui qui par ses paroles et par ses
 actes assure le salut des autres musulmans.

 III. Deux vices, l'avarice et le mauvais caractere, ne
 peuvent exister chez un croyant.

 IV, A mesure que deperit l'homme, deux sentiments
 rajeunissent en lui: l'anbition et l'espoir lointain.

 VI. Celui qui n'a pas remercie les hommes n'a pas loue
 Dieu.

 VII. Dieu n'aura pas pitie de ceux qui n'ont pas pitie
 des hommes.

 VIII. Le monde est maudit, et tout ce qui s'y trouve
 est maudit, sauf la parole de Dieu.

 IX. Maudit soit celui qui se fait l'esclave de la monnaie
 d'or. Maudit soit celui qui se fait l'esclave de
 la monnaie d'argent.

 X. Persiste dans la proprete, Dieu te comblera.
 XI. Le croyant ne sera pas mordu deux fois par (une

 bete logee dans) le meme trou.
 XII. Qui donne sa parole, s'endette.
 XIII. Ce qui se dit dans une reunion d'amis, est un pret

 que tu ne dois pas trahir.
 XIV. Si on te demande un avis, c'est qu'on te fait

 confiance.

 XV. La generosite est un gain.
 XVI. La dette est une honte pour la religion.
 XVII. Se contenter de ce qu'on a, est un bien inepuisable.
 XVIII. Qui fait la grasse matinee perd son pain.
 XIX. Celui qui parle de ses bienfaits detruit sa genErosite.
 XX. Heureux l'homme qui n'est pas un objet de crainte.
 XXI. Le peche de m6disance suffit a perdre son homme.
 XXII. Comme sermonnaire, la mort suffit.
 XXIII. L'homme de bien est celui qui se rend utile aux

 autres hommes.
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 XXIV. Dieu aime l'homme doux au visage souriant.
 XXV. Donnez-vous des presents et aimez-vous.
 XXVI. Cherchez le bien parmi les hommes au visage

 souriant.

 XXVII. Viens de temps a autre, tu n'en seras que plus aime.
 XXVIII. Heureux celui que ses defauts empechent de

 remarquer les defauts d'autrui.
 XXIX. Est riche celui qui ne convoite pas le bien d'autrui.
 XXX. Celui qui sait ignorer ce qui ne le concerne pas est

 un bon musulman.

 XXXI. Le veritable champion n'est pas celui qui gagne
 a la lutte, mais celui qui, dans un moment
 de colere, arrive a se dominer.

 XXXII. La richesse depend, non des biens que l'on possede,
 mais de la richesse du cceur.

 XXXIII. II faut prendre des precautions pour avoir confiance.
 XXXIV. Un savoir qu'on ne partage pas n'est pas un savoir

 beni.

 XXXV. Une bonne parole est une aum6ne.
 XXXVI. Trop rire tue le coeur.
 XXXVII. Le paradis est sous les pas des meres.
 XXXVIII. Le malheur est attache a la parole.
 XXXIX. Un regard furtif est une fleche empoisonnee du

 diable.

 XL. Un croyant ne se restaure pas quand son voisin
 a faim.

 Abdiilkadir KARAHAN

 (Istanbul).
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 IL DIRITTO MUSULMANO COMPARATO

 CON IL BIZANTINO DAL PUNTO DI VISTA

 DELTIA TIPOLOGIA DEL DIRITTO

 Cercheremo di delineare - molto schematicamente e soprat-
 tutto in riferimento a ci6 che noi diciamo diritto privato -
 una comparazione fra il diritto musulmano e il bizantino dal
 punto di vista di alcuni aspetti che possono interessare la tipo-
 logia del diritto. Pif precisamente il confronto sara istituito
 in ordine alla concezione monista o pluralistica del diritto,
 alla sua statualita o confessionalita, alla sua personalita o
 territorialita, alla sua imperativita o consensualita, alla sua
 rigidita o elasticitY, ai rapporti fra diritto ed equita, alla dot-
 trina quale fonte di produzione del diritto, al formalismo o
 antiformalismo giuridico, con particolare riguardo al tipo di
 costruzione (oggettiva o soggettiva) del negozio giuridico. La
 posizione assunta da un dato ordinamento giuridico (o da
 sue singole fasi storiche) rispetto ai suddetti punti ha, infatti,
 un riflesso nei caratteri generali del sistema stesso.

 Si potra cosi anche integrare l'altrettanto schematica compa-
 razione fra diritto romano e musulmano altrove gia delineata (1)
 in base al contenuto normativo di singoli istituti privatistici
 appartenenti ai due sistemi. Come infatti allora non fu conside-
 rato il solo genuino diritto romano, ma venne anche tenuto

 (1) Roman law and Muslim law (Comparative outline) in East and West (Rivista
 dell'Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, Roma) IV, 2, 1953.
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 conto del diritto bizantino lato sensu inteso (1), cosi ora non ci
 si riferira solo a quest'ultimo, ma si terra anche presente il
 genuino diritto romano.

 I. Fra i numerosi concetti di giuridicita seguiti (soprattutto
 nell'evo antico e medio) da intere comunita sociali o elaborati
 (massime in epoca moderna) da singoli studiosi vi sono, come
 noto, concezioni moniste non sempre legate alla statualita
 del diritto e concezioni che invece, in base alla preferibile tesi
 della socialita del diritto, ammettono la pluralita di ordinamenti
 giuridici.

 Nota e l'esistenza e la netta differenziazione nel genuino
 diritto romano di una pluralita di ordinamenti giuridici. Con
 la caratteristica distinzione fra ius civile e ius honorarium essa

 appare delineata entro l'ambito stesso dello ius, in quanto netta-
 mente distinto dal fas e dal mos. A Costantinopoli invece si
 ha una duplicita di costruzione giuridica dipendente dal diverso
 influsso esercitato nel campo del diritto dall'elemento religioso,
 che e costitutivo del diritto canonico e solo influenzatore del

 diritto imperiale. Nel periodo centrale dell'evoluzione storica
 del diritto romano, conformemente alla caratteristica attitudine
 della mentalita romana a distinguere (2), non solo infatti fu
 nettamente separata la giuridicita dalla non giuridicita, ma
 furono anche rigorosamente differenziati i vari sistemi di norme
 entro l'ambito proprio della giuridicita (3); a Costantinopoli
 invece le due sfere, religiosa e giuridica, non vennero altrettanto
 nettamente distinte e, fra le due, ebbe prevalenza la prima,
 conformemente alla caratteristica della mentalita bizantina

 e, in genere, orientale.

 (1) CioB, per il diritto statuale, a partire dal momento (trasferimento della
 sede dell'impero da Roma a Bisanzio) in cui cominci5 ad esercitarsi in esso il triplice
 influsso cristiano, ellenico e orientale che ne modificb la base romana.

 (2) F. Schulz, I principi del diritto romano (trad. V. Arangio-Ruiz) 1946, p. 16
 segg.

 (3) Si ricordi, ad esempio, il concetto di exceptio nel processo formulare, l'istituto
 pih caratteristico e tecnicamente raffinato del diritto romano (V. Arangio-Ruiz,
 Ist. dir. romano, 1952, p. 147).
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 IL DIRITTO MUSULMANO COMPARATO CON IL BIZANTINO

 Nel puro Islam invece la concezione del diritto e rigidamente
 monista. Sebbene il concetto musulmano di fiqh non corris-
 ponda esattamente ad alcuno dei nostri (soprattutto oggi
 troppo numerosi) concetti occidentali di giuridicita, si suol
 esattamente dire che diritto e nel puro Islam solo in fiqh,
 cioe quella parte della shari'ah che regola l'attivita solo esterna
 (non anche percio il foro interno) del credente verso Dio, verso
 se stesso e verso gli altri. Altre sfere che a noi sembrerebbero
 giuridiche (anzi, per i seguaci della statualita del diritto, le
 sole veramente tali) non lo sono secondo il puro concetto musul-
 mano, essendo fuori (anche se non in contraddizione) del fiqh.
 Tale, ad esempio, la siyasah shar'iyyah (cioe il reggimento della
 cosa pubblica in modo non contraddicente alla sharI'ah) rimessa
 al prudente arbitrio del sovrano (1).
 Entro il diritto musulmano (sia ortodosso che scismatico)

 v'e stata invece una pluralita d'indirizzi dottrinali (madhdhib)
 che ha assunto peculiari e interessanti caratteristiche (2), come
 avanti si avra occasione di ricordare. Contro di essa solo in

 epoca moderna e precisamente con la tendenza dogmatica
 nota con il nome di salafiyyah (3) e sorta una reazione che ha
 avuto accoglimento anche in sede legislativa. Cosi, ad esempio,
 secondo il nuovo codice civile egiziano (4) terza delle cinque
 fonti del diritto statuale egiziano e il diritto musulmano senza
 specificazione di scuola (madhhab). Analogamente dispongono
 due dei tre codici civili gia derivati dall'egiziano, cioe il siriano (5)
 e il libico (6), nei quali per6 il diritto musulmano e indicato come
 seconda delle cinque fonti dei rispettivi diritti statuali, mentre
 l'altro codice civile anch'esso modellato sull'egiziano, cioe
 l'iracheno (7), aggiunge espressamente che terza delle quattro

 (1) La letteratura musulmana dedicata alla siydsah shar'iyyah 6 infatti netta-
 mente distinta da quella relativa al fiqh.

 (2) Per il valore sociologico delle divergenze d'opinione (ikhtildf) fra le tre piu
 antiche scuole giuridiche musulmane sunnite, v. ora R. Brunschvig, Considerations
 sociologiques sur le droit musulman ancien, nel IIIo fascicolo (1955, p. 61 segg.) di
 questa Rivista.

 (3) Su di essa, v. F. M. Pareja, Islamologia 1951, p. 476.
 (4) Promulgato con la legge 131 del 1948 e in vigore dal 15 ottobre 1949.
 (5) Pubblicato il 18 luglio 1949.
 (6) In vigore dal marzo 1954.
 (7) In vigore dall' 8 settembre 1953.
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 fonti del diritto iracheno e il diritto musulmano (( senza alcun

 vincolo di scuola determinata , (1).

 II. La fenomenologia del diritto mostra l'esistenza di diritti
 sia statuali sia non statuali. II diritto statuale e infatti solo

 una specie del genere diritto.
 Mentre non pu6 essere qualificato statuale il genuino diritto

 romano che diciamo privato, in quanto a Roma scarsissima fu
 in tale campo la creazione del diritto mediante intervento
 statuale (2), nell'impero bizantino invece e nettamente affermata,
 anche nel campo del diritto privato, la statualita del diritto :
 alla romana aucloritas conslituentium si sostituisce la bizantina

 OOsvTLLoc -roU vopto0Toi5vToq. Fonte assolutamente prevalente di
 produzione del diritto e il 3ei?x (3), che e in terra (Nov. Iust.
 15. 2. 3) la legge vivente (v6ioS; e",uZxoS). Dalla sua cura (xpovoLoc)
 e amministrazione (8cotxyqa[) tutto dipende (Nov. 46 e 47 di
 Leone 6? il Savio); tutto ci6 che gli piace ha forza di legge
 (6OEp a&pan T pacrsLZ v6ioS arC ; Hex. 1, 1, 28) (4). Nel conflitto
 fra legge (v6oLoS) e giustizia (SLxocLov) solo a lui spetta decidere
 (Hex. 1, 1, 27). II pacX?6E . il cui potere e d'origine divina, e
 inoltre anche chiamato (solo per6 metaforicamente) epsteu (5) e
 le sue leggi (aujoxpocaopixol. v6oo) possono anche essere fonti
 del diritto canonico (6).

 Tutto ci6 e assolutamente ignoto al puro Islam ortodosso.
 Secondo la costruzione dottrinale sunnita (divergente dalle
 varie concezioni scismatiche relative all'Imam) il Califfo non

 (1) Cosi, del pari, in recenti leggi egiziane si trovano frequenti casi di talflq,
 cio6 di eclettismo nella scelta fra varie opinioni gia enunciate su determinati punti
 di diritto non solo da famosi giuristi delle quattro scuole giuridiche ortodosse, ma
 talora anche da appartenenti alla generazione degli ashdb o dei tabi'iin o da giuristi
 dell'epoca preletteraria o, perfino, da sequaci di scuole piu o meno lontane dal-
 l'ortodossia (Zaiditi; Gia'fari).

 (2) F. Schulz, op. cil., pp. 5-6, 11.
 (3) H. Monnier, Les novelles de Ldon le Sage, 1923, p. 8; L. Brehier, Les institu-

 lions de l'empire byzantin, 1949, p. 219 et 430.
 (4) In D. 1, 4, 1, pr. il principio quod principi placuil legis habet vigorem, appare

 ancora riferito alla lex de imperio.
 (5) L. Brehier, 'Iepe6 xc3L asL,tXs in Melanges Petit, Bucarest, 1948, pp. 41-45.
 (6) A. P. Christophilopoulos, 'EXX7)vLxv xXX7JLaocartxov S?xotov, Atene I,

 1952, 47.
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 ha infatti alcuna ingerenza nell'ambito del fiqh (1), essendo
 rimesso al suo prudente arbitrio solo la sfera della siyasah
 shar'iyyah (2). Il' diritto musulmano, in quanto intimamente
 legato alla religione, e invece un diritto confessionale, che non
 pu6 per6 essere qualificato canonico. Ci6 sarebbe non solo
 equivoco per noi, in quanto saremmo spinti a contrapporlo
 a un diritto statuale che nell'Islam non esiste, ma anche erroneo
 dal punto di vista musulmano, in quanto il vocabolo qanun,
 arabizzazione del greco xocvv, ha nell'Islam classico un signi-
 ficato profondamente diverso da quello cristiano (3). La nega-
 zione sunnita di qualsiasi ingerenza del potere politico sovrano
 (quale quello del Califfato) nel campo giuridico port6 perb,
 massime al tempo del califfato abbaside, ad attriti fra l'autorita
 politica sovrana e i dotti dedicati allo studio della religione e
 del diritto (4), contrasti che finirono con la prevalenza della
 prima sui secondi; il che non fu senza dannose consequenze
 per lo stesso Islam. Inoltre, essendo una delle funzioni del
 Califfo, secondo la stessa costruzione dottrinale ortodossa
 dell'istituto (5), quella di amministrare la giustizia, egli ebbe
 modo di usare legittimamente mezzi indiretti di natura proces-
 suale per influire (come spesso accade nella storia del diritto)
 anche nel campo del diritto sostanziale. Ci6 avvenne, ad esem-
 pio, sia con la creazione di una giurisidizione del sovrano accanto
 a quella sciaraitica, sia con la limitazione della competenza
 dei qadd (6), sia con il negare a questi ultimi i mezzi d'esecuzione
 delle loro sentenze.

 (1) E nemmeno nel campo della dogmatica. Sull'intervento di alcuni imperatori
 bizantini in materia di dogma, v. Monnier, op. cit. 26.

 (2) Diversa, come noto, 6 la concezione che dell'Imam hanno le varie sette
 scismatiche (da ultimo, l'accenno in J. Schacht, Esquisse d'une histoire du droit
 musulman, 1953, 62).

 (3) V. il IIn7ScXLov del canonista Agapios Leonardos (m. 1815) e del monaco
 Nicodemos (m. 1809), p. 12 (ed. Atene 1908); N. Milash, Das Kirkenrecht der
 morgenldndischen Kirche, Mostar, 1905, p. 8; Christophilopoulos, op. cit. I, 39.

 (4) M. Amari, Storia dei Musulmani di Sicilia2, I, 1933, p. 273.
 (5) Qual'6 quella esposta dallo shafi'ita al-MawardI (m. 450/1058) nel suo famoso

 Kitab al-ahkam as-sultaniyyah.
 (6) Anche oggi 6 talora usata nella legislazione di Stati musulmani per introdurre

 innovazioni nel diritto musulmano senza bisogno di modificarlo direttamente
 (v. Oriente Moderno, 1953, p. 320).
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 Poiche la statualita del diritto pu6 portare a una prevalenza,
 nella costruzione giuridica, del potere politico sovrano (1),
 mentre la confessionalita del diritto puo portare a una preva-
 lenza dell'elemento etico e religioso (o, meglio, dell'elemento
 soggettivo nei confronti dell'intersogettivo, caratteristico della
 giuridicita), in ambedue i casi pu6 esservi uno squilibrio (di
 diversa natura) nella fusione di vari elementi costituenti il
 substrato del fenomeno giuridico. Cio si osserva (con diversita
 d'aspetti a causa della diversa natura dei due sistemi giuridici)
 sia nel diritto bizantino imperiale (in quanto creato da uno Stato
 di tipo dispotico), sia nel diritto canonico bizantino e nel musul-
 mano (in quanto ambedue diritti confessionali) (2). Cio non si
 nota invece nel genuino diritto romano perche non statuale ne
 confessionale, bensi prevalentemente costruito da una dottrina
 libera, non patentata.

 III. Ben nota e la contrapposizione esistente fra personalita
 (necessaria o volontaria) e territorialita del diritto.

 Da un generale punto di vista dogmatico, essendo il diritto
 un prodotto della coscienza, sembra piu conforme alla natura
 stessa del fenomeno giuridico la personalita del diritto. a meno
 che il territorio non sia (come nel caso dello Stato) elemento
 costitutivo dell'organizzazione sociale produttrice della giuri-
 dicita (diritto statuale), poich6 in tal caso (quando non vi sia
 pluralita di coscienze sociali) appare piu idonea la territorialita
 del diritto. L'uno e l'altro principio hanno d'altronde vantaggi
 e ;difetti : la personalita del diritto (massime se volontaria)
 consente una maggior collimanza fra sistema giuridico e il suo
 elemento generatore, cioe la coscienza, ma dando luogo a diffor-
 mita, pu6 creare incertezza (3); con la territorialita si ha maggiore

 (1) E' una delle cause dell'attuale crisi del diritto lamentata da giuristi francesi
 (Ripert) e italiani (v. il volume collettivo a La crisi del diritto, Padova, 1953).

 (2) Per alcune analogie fra i due diritti, v. F. Roberti, The role of canon law
 in comparative law, in The Jurist, Washington, 1951, XI, 4, 14.

 (3) Gia osservata dall'arcivescovo di Lione Agobardo che verso 1'817 cosi scriveva
 all'imperatore Ludovico il Pio : Nam plerumque conligit ut simul eant aut sedeant
 quinque homines el nullus eorum communem legem cum altero habeat exterius in
 rebus transitoriis, cum interius in rebus perhennibus una Christi lege teneanlur
 (in Mom. Germ. Hist. Epistul. V, 159).
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 uniformita, ma possono crearsi dannosi sfasamenti fra sistema
 giuridico e coscienza (').
 Caratterizzare in proposito il diritto romano da luogo a

 difficolta anche per i vari modi d'intendere il concetto di persona-
 lita del diritto. All'opinione dominante secondo la quale fino
 alla costituzione di Antonino Caracalla del 212 v'e stata perso-
 nalita e in seguito territorialita del diritto, si e opposto sia
 chi, negata la possibilita di una siffatta contrapposizione a
 Roma, ha sostenuto esservi stata in essa sempre personalita
 del diritto (2), sia chi lo ha invece negato in base a un concetto
 di personalita del diritto che avrebbe avuto applicazione solo
 nell'alto medio evo occidentale (3).
 In quanto statuale, il diritto imperiale bizantino doveva

 avere un carattere territoriale. Ma non tutte le compilazioni
 ufficiali bizantine furono applicate in tutto il territorio del-
 l'impero. Permangono tuttora oscurita, ad esempio, circa l'effet-
 tiva applicazione pratica dei Basilici in rapporto, oltre che con
 le altri fonti giuridiche bizantine, con i territori nei quali sareb-
 bero stati in vigore.
 Nel diritto canonico orientale la tradizione e stata sempre

 favorevole alla personalita del diritto, in piena conformita
 con il suo carattere confessionale. Nel diritto canonico occiden-

 tale invece, a partire da Bonifacio VIII (4), la tradizione e,
 per la legge particolare, a favore della territorialita. Tale tradi-
 zione, che anche per influsso di uno studio pubblicato nel 1912
 dall'allora Monsignor Eugenio Pacelli.(5), era stata abbandonata
 nel progetto (1914) del Codex Iuris Canonici (6), venne succes-
 sivamente di nuovo accolta nel testo definitivo (1917) del
 codice (7) per non rompere troppo repentinamente con il pas-
 sato (8).

 (1) Su di essi, v. Annuario di diritto comparato e di sludi legislativi, XIII, 3
 (1937), p. 185.

 (2) P. Bonfante, Storia del diritto romano2, 1909, 252 nota 3.
 (3) F. Calasso, Medioevo del diritto, I, 1954 (Fonti), p. 110.
 (4) Decretale Ut animarum in VI, 1, 2.
 (5) Nel 1945 lo studio 6 stato ristampato in francese (La personnalite et la

 territorialite des lois, particulierement dans le droit canon).
 (6) Can. 8 ? 2: Lex non praesumitur territorialis sed personalis, nisi aliud constet.
 (7) Can. 8 ? 2: Lex non praesumitur personalis sed territorialis, nisi aliud constet.
 (8) Introduzione dello Staffa alla ristampa del citato scritto di Mons. Pacelli.
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 Nel diritto musulmano impera, con alcuni caratteristici aspet-
 ti, la personalita del diritto (1). Nell'Islam v'e infatti, anzitutto,
 una personalita necessaria del diritto, data dall'appartenenza
 alla religione islamica. Ve n'e poi un'altra, data dall'apparte-
 nenza a una delle scuole giuridiche ortodosse o scismatiche.

 In fine v'e una personalita volontaria del diritto, limitata pero
 all'ambito dell'ortodossia, nel senso che per regolare un dato
 negozio giuridico i seguaci di una delle quattro scuole sunnite
 tuttora esistenti possono, ove lo ritengano opportuno, seguire
 il regime dettato da un'altra scuola sunnita o anche da un
 singolo giurista di un'altra scuola sunnita (2). Ci6 potrebbe
 ricordare il sistema italiano medievale delle professiones iuris,
 ma mentre in queste la libera scelta (consentita dall'888 al
 1100) poteva esser fatta fra diritti diversi, nell'Islam la scelta
 pu6 essere solo fatta fra determinate scuole giuridiche sunnite
 o fra dottrine di singoli fuqaha' appartenenti ad esse.

 IV. II diritto pu6 sorgere per imposizione - come, ad esempio,
 ritengono che debba necessariamente avvenire i seguaci della
 tesi della statualita del diritto e in particolare della cosiddetta
 teoria imperativista del diritto - o per consenso, come sono
 piu propensi a ritenere i seguaci della socialita del diritto (3).

 Poiche la norma legislativa (lato sensu intesa), presenta in
 generale un carattere d'imposizione che manca sia alla norma
 consuetudinaria sia a quella creata dalla dottrina giuridica
 soprattutto se non patentata, a seconda della prevalenza dell'una
 o dell'altra fonte di produzione del diritto puo esservi in un dato

 (1) L'idea di territorialita del diritto 6 invece al fondo della moderna dottrina
 hanafita del a divario dei due territori ) (ikhtilaf ad-darain), sulla quale v. C. A.
 Nallino ora in Scritti IV, 63.

 (2) Frequenti esempi si sono avuti in materia di waqf ahll, in quanto costituiti
 secondo la dottrina del hianafita Abu Yfisuf (m. 182/798). Sulle moderne riforme
 legislative di Stati musulmani in materia di waqf ahli v. soprattutto J. N. D. Ander-
 son, in The Muslim World, 1952, pp. 257-276.

 (3) Come, ad esempio, il Gierke con il suo concetto d'Ueberzeugung (Das Recht
 wurzelt in der Gemeiniberzeugung und dem sie begleitende Gemeinwillen) e il Bierling,
 con il suo concetto d'Anerkennung (la cui differenziazione dal concetto di contratto
 non ha convinto i critici che hanno qualificato la teoria del Bierling come neocon-
 trattualismo).
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 ordinamento giuridico (o in una sua fase storica) un prevalente
 aspetto d'imperativita o di consensualita del diritto.
 A Roma, anche a prescindere dall'incerto significato originario

 di ius (1), il concetto di lex rogata e di consuetudine come lacilus
 consensus populi e, soprattutto, la spontanea osservanza di
 norme giuridiche poste dalla libera dottrina, danno concrete
 configurazioni storiche alla consensualita del diritto.

 Nell'impero bizantino invece, data la statualita del diritto
 e la prevalenza della legge (concepita come volonta dispotica
 del ,oBaXe6qs ) (2) come fonte di produzione del diritto, ha netta-
 mente prevalso la concezione imperativista del diritto.

 Nell'Islam il carattere d'imperativita del diritto e essenzial-
 mente dato (3) dal concetto stesso di fiqh, in quanto parte della
 shari'ah (4). Carattere imperativo hanno quindi le norme (non
 molto numerose) di natura giuridica contenute nel Corano, la
 prima delle ((radici del diritto musulmano (usal al-fiqh).

 Ma vi sono anche altre fonti del diritto musulmano nelle

 quali si pu6 vedere un carattere di consensualita del diritto
 che talora assume peculiari aspetti. Va in proposito ricordata
 non solo la consuetudine ('urf) (5), ma - soprattutto
 l'igma' sunnita, intesa come accordo (ittifdq) sia di tutta la
 comunita musulmana (igma' al-ummah) (6), sia dei soli giuristi.
 Nella costruzione classica sunnita degli usul al-fiqh l'igmd"
 occupa il terzo posto ; ma in realta, dal punto di vista sia storico
 che razionale, la sua importanza e assai maggiore di quella

 (1) Dalla medesima radice di iubeo che ha il genuino significato di consentire
 (Bonfante, St. dir. rom2., 101). Sul passaggio dal concetto romano di ius a quello
 cristiano di directum: W. Cesarini Sforza, lus e directum, 1930.

 (2) Non sembra convincente il concetto adidattico ) della legge bizantina
 sostenuto dallo Spulber (Le concept byzantin de la loi juridique, in Itudes de droit
 byzantin V, 1938).

 (3) A prescindere, evidentemente, dalla volontarieta di accettazione di quel-
 l'abbandono alla volonta di Dio che e detto Islam. Tale volontd non B concepita
 da Maometto come immutabile; B infatti ammessa un'abrogazione (nasakah)
 da parte di Allah di precedenti sue rivelazioni (Cor. S. 11, 100).

 (4) Intesa come avia ) imposta dalla divinita all'osservanza del credente.
 (5) Sulla sua importanza v. ora L. Milliot, Introduction d l'etude du droit musul-

 man, 1953, p. 156.
 (6) In questo senso qualche giurista musulmano l'ha avvicinata alla consuetu-

 dine.

 5
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 che risulterebbe da tale sua posizione nella scala gerarchica
 delle fonti del diritto musulmano.

 Storicamente il principio della consensualita appare cosi
 profondamente radicato fin dagli inizi dell'Islam (1) che tentativi
 successivamente fatti per limitarne la portata non ebbero
 successo (2). Razionalmente non si pu6 negare la posizione di
 preminenza dell'igmd', e quindi del principio di consensua-
 lita, anche rispetto agli altri due usul al-fiqh che nella costruzione
 classica sunnita la precedono (cioe il Corano e la Sunnah),
 in quanto la loro autenticita e la loro esatta interpretazione
 trovano la loro giustificazione nell'Islam appunto nell'accordo
 (igmd') al loro riguardo (3).

 Altro caratteristico aspetto della consensualita pu6 vedersi
 nella gia ricordata possibilita di libera scelta (sia pure solo entro
 l'ambito dell'ortodossia) di una diversa scuola o della dottrina
 di un singolo giurista da parte dei seguaci di una delle scuole
 sunnite.

 V. Nella giuridicita si e scorto un carattere talora d'immuta-
 bilita, talaltra di mutabilita ovvero anche una coesistenza
 - variamente configurata - dell'uno e dell'altro carattere (4).
 E in base a un diverso grado di fissita o mutabilita del sistema
 sono caratterizzabili i singoli diritti positivi.

 Allorche la fissita e eccessiva vi possono essere dannosi
 fenomeni di sfasamento fra diritto legale ) (o ufficiale, Reichs-
 recht) da un lato e coscienza e realta sociale dall'altro. Se invece
 e eccessiva la mutabilita, pu6 derivarne una non meno dannosa
 discontinuita del sistema (5), causa di un'incertezza del diritto
 che raggiunge il suo massimo grado allorche si giunga ad ammet-
 tere l'inaccettabile principio della retroattivita della legge.

 (1) V. ora Schacht, The origins of Muhammedan Jurisprudence, 1950, soprat-
 tutto p. 224 (circa la posizione dell'elemento coranico nel primitivo diritto musulma-
 no), 138 (sull'origine e lo sviluppo degli ahadith giuridici), 41, 82 (sullo svolgimento
 storico del concetto d'igmd').

 (2) Sul non riuscito tentativo di ShSfi'i (m. 204/820) v. Schacht, op. cit. 8895.
 (3) C. A. Nallino, ora in Scritti IV, 39-40.
 (4) V., da ultimo, G. del Vecchio, Mutabilitd ed eternitd del diritto, in lus, V,

 1954.

 (5) G. Ripert, Le declin du droit, 1949, p. 125.
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 Ad evitare tali dannosi eccessi, utilizzando al tempo stesso
 i vantaggi dati sia da una certa stabilita del diritto, sia dal suo
 necessario adeguamento alle mutazioni della realta sociale,
 giov6 a Roma la coesistenza di un sistema rigido, tradizionalista
 (quale il ius civile) con uno (il ius honorarium, introdotto adiu-
 vandi vel supplendi vel corrigendi iuris civilis gratia propler
 utilitatem publicam; D. 1, 1, 7) elastico e innovatore (1).

 A Costantinopoli, ove si distingue la preminante legge divina
 (isp6s ~tarccytac) dalla subordinata legge civile (7oXLLxov 8La-
 ,ayaoc), l'idea d'immutabilita del diritto e soprattutto colle-
 gata a quella parte del diritto che tanto nella concezione canonica
 quanto nella statuale e considerata d'origine divina. Mentre
 infatti i naturalia iura (2) divina quadam providentia constituta,
 semper firma atque immutabilia permanent (3), le leggi civili
 saepe mutari solent (Inst. lust. 1, 2; 11) (4). Talora pero il legis-
 latore bizantino pretenderebbe di cristallizzare anche la legge
 civile, illudendosi - al pari di altri legislatori antichi e
 moderni (5) - di riuscirvi.

 Anche nella concezione canonica occidentale e considerata

 immutabile, in quanto d'origine divina, solo una parte del
 diritto (suddistinta in diritto divino naturale e diritto divino
 positivo), mentre il ius humanae constitutionis (emanato dalla

 (1) ( I1 Romano pu6 tranquillamente procedere cos', come sempre ha fatto,
 innovando costruttivamente senza distruggere ) (C. A. Maschi in Attli Congresso
 Inter. dir. romano Verona 1948, I, 36).

 (2) Gia pero Cicerone (De Rep. III, 22) cosi si esprimeva : Est quidem vera
 lex recta ratio, naturae congruens, diffusa in omnes, constans, sempiterna... Nec erit
 alia lex Romae, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia posthac, sed el omnes gentes el omni
 tempore una lex et sempiterna et immutabilis continebit, unusque erit communis
 quasi magister et imperator omnium deus.

 (3) In D. 1, 1, 11 di Paolo (ove ius naturale e definito quod semper aequum
 ac bonum est) l'interpolazione di semper e dimostrata dal confronto testuale con
 il c. d. Fragmentum Dositheanum (in Fontes Juris Romani antejustiniani, II, 1940
 ed. Baviera, p. 618); v. E. Albertario ora in Studi di dir. romano, V, 1937, p. 278.

 (4) Cosi anche il Proemio del Prochiro e le novelle 47, 95 e 98 di Leone 60 il
 Savio.

 (5) Tali, ad esempio, Hammurabi (Dinda misharim: trad. G. Furlani, Leggi
 dell'Asia anteriore antica, 1929, p. 52), Giustiniano (Const. Tanta ? 23 :... leges
 nostras ... in omne aevum valituras), Leone 60 il Savio (nov. 118), Napoleone (che
 avrebbe esclamato Mon code est perdu, appena saputo del primo commentario al
 suo codice); Dekkers, Le droit prive des peuples, 1953, p. 274.
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 Chiesa nella sfera di propria competenza o dai vari Stati)
 non ha carattere d'immutabilita.

 Secondo invece la pura concezione islamica, essendo tutto
 il fiqh considerato d'origine rivelata, tutto il diritto dovrebbe
 essere immutabile. Ma poiche tale fissita e in contrasto con la
 natura stessa del fenomeno giuridico, si operarono necessaria-
 mente anche entro il diritto musulmano dei mutamenti, non
 ostante tale concezione teorica del fiqh. I1 che avvenne non solo
 per opera della consuetudine, ma soprattutto grazie all'opera
 d'interpretazione (che noi, a differenza dai musulmani,
 dobbiamo spesso qualificare creativa o almeno concreativa
 di diritto) compiuta dalla libera dottrina giuridica musulmana
 nel periodo del suo sviluppo. Anche mediante i qawdnTn emanati
 dai sovrani musulmani, soprattutto ottomani, furono apportate

 -anche se indirettamente - innovazioni nell'ambito che

 per noi (ma non per i musulmani data la loro distinzione fra
 fiqh e siydsah shar'iyyah) e giuridico.

 VI. Se - come nel genuino diritto romano - si concepisce
 l'equita (secondo il suo significato etimologico) come eguaglianza,
 trattamento pari in causa pari, essa e scopo intrinseco e finale
 della stessa norma giuridica e non puo quindi mai essere in
 contrasto con quest'ultima. Nemmeno sorgono difficolta concet-
 tuali se, pur intendendo per equita alcunche di diverso e magari
 di contrapposto al diritto, la si ammetta solo quando lo stesso
 ordinamento giuridico ne faccia espresso e particolare riferi-
 mento, poiche in tal caso essa, divenendo elemento dello stesso
 diritto positivo, non e mai in contrasto con quest'ultimo.
 Altrimenti (1), a meno di non voler ricorrere al cosiddetto diritto
 libero (2), sorge un inevitabile conflitto fra equita e diritto
 positivo.

 (1) Ad esempio, se per equita s'intende il diritto naturale o il razionale o la
 morale o lo spirito della legge o l'adattamento della norma o la benevolenza, l'indul-
 genza, l'umanita in contrapposto allo stretto diritto.

 (2) Sul freies Recht, v. F. Olgiati, II concetto di giuridicitd nella moderna scienza
 del diritlo2, 1950, p. 283. Altro modo di far cessare il conflitto b stato quello di
 identificare tutto il diritto con l'equita (G. Maggiore, L'equitd e il suo valore nel
 diritto in Riv. Intern. Fil. del diritto, 1923, p. 256; E. Osilia, L'equitel nel diritto
 privato, 1923).
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 Nel diritto lato sensu bizantino esiste un siffatto contrasto

 essendo l'equitia (ZeLxSaO, LXpav0pCota) intesa come humani-
 tas (1), benignitas, benevolentia, pietas, caritas e, come tale,
 contrapposta all'acerbitas, asperitas, duritia iuris (2). Talora
 per6 il contrasto non e dogmatico, bensi storico. Ad esempio,
 per i compilatori giustinianei spesso la soluzione genuina classica
 e conforme allo striclum ius, al ius subtile, mentre la nuova
 norma interpolata appare ad essi piu larga e umana. Ne deriva
 una contraddizione logica fra le stesse parti di uno stesso testo
 (o fra le parti di un medesimo periodo o con un altro testo del
 medesimo autore) che e uno dei noti criteri per la ricerca delle
 interpolazioni, ma non si creano difficolta dogmatiche, in quanto
 la nuova norma (basata sull'aequitas nel suo nuovo senso)
 ha carattere legislativo. E come ai compilatori giustinianei
 apparve talora strictum ius il diritto classico, cosi a posteriori
 legislatori bizantini sembr6 tale il diritto giustinianeo. Nel
 titolo stesso dell'Ecloga Isaurica si legge escelta di leggi
 (exXoy Tyov v6ocov) fatta in riassunto (v cuvt6vo,u yevopdva) da
 Leone e Costantino nostri saggi e pii imperatori, tratta dalle
 Istituzioni, dai Digesti, dal Codice e dalle novelle costituzioni
 del grande Giustiniano, emendata in un senso piu umano
 (7trLSt6pOotCL estL (pT 9lXavpOxn6Trpov) ). Del pari la qpiavpotlo'
 fu frequente motivo delle novelle di Leone 6? il Savio. Ma anche
 in questo caso, essendo divenuta diritto positivo, I'equita non
 e in contrasto con esso.

 Anche nell'Islam l'equita, intesa come benevolenza e mitezza,
 si oppone allo stretto diritto. Come infatti i bizantini (D. 13. 7,
 25 itp.) condannano il delicatus debitor, l'onerosus creditor e,
 in genere, ogni immoderatio (Nov. lust. 23, 20, pr.) favorendo la
 ricerca di una moderatio nel conflitto d'interessi, cosi secondo
 un hadith (3). Dio fara misericordia a chi si mostra generoso

 (1) Nel senso di pXoavopcorcax, pit ristretto del genuino concetto romano di
 humanitas (sul quale v. Schulz, op. cit. 164 e S. Riccobono, jr. Humanitas in Atti
 Congresso intern. dir. romano, Verona, 1948, II, 207).

 (2) E. Albertario in Bull. Ist. dir. rom. vol. 33 (1923), 63e in Studi I, 58 e 356.
 Vedi pero, di recente, A. Berger (in Atti Congresso dir. rom. Verona 1948, II, 187)
 e A. Carcaterra (ibidem, 37).

 (3) Riportato da al-BukharI, Kitdb al-buiii' (trad. Houdas et Martel, Les traditions
 islamiques, vol. II, tit. 34, cap. 16, n. 1, p. 11).
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 quando vende, quando acquista e quando reclama il pagamento
 di un debito. Cosi anche tanto nelle fonti bizantine quanto
 nelle musulmane si favorisce la ricerca di una giusta via di
 mezzo nella composizione dei conflitti d'interessi. Nei due
 diritti hanno infatti parallelamente influito analoghi concetti
 di umanita e di carita, talora espressamente richiamati nelle
 fonti bizantine e musulmane a proposito della medesima ques-
 tione.

 Discorde e pero la dottrina giuridica musulmana circa il
 rapporto fra ci6 che e mashrui (legale) e l'istihsan (equita). Se
 gli hanafiti fanno largo ricorso all'islihsan come metodo sussi-
 diario d'argomentazione giuridica, gli shafi'iti al contrario
 se ne astengono, considerandolo (non a torto) come un mezzo
 di creazione del diritto (man istahsana faqad shara'a) e quindi
 in contrasto con il concetto musulmano dell'origine rivelata
 del fiqh. Intermedia fra le due opposte e la posizione dei malikiti.

 VII. In tema di fonti di produzione del diritto non suole
 essere attribuita alla giurisprudenza dottrinale, soprattutto
 non patentata, quella considerazione ch'essa merita dal punto
 di vista storico e dogmatico (1).

 Nel diritto romano classico la dottrina soprattutto libera
 (interpretalio prudenlium), in quanto non auto-integrazione
 benzi etero-integrazione del ius civile, va considerata in sostanza
 non solo come fonte di produzione del diritto (2), ma addirittura
 come fonte prevalente. In tal senso il diritto romano classico
 pu6 essere esattamente qualificato come un diritto della giuris-
 prudenza dottrinale (Juristenrecht).

 Non ostante i limiti posti da Giustiniano all'attivita dottrinale
 (Const. Tanta ? 21), essa in realta non cess6 continuando ad

 (1) Sulla Dottrina quale fonte del diritto mi sono soffermato in Studia et Doc.
 Hist. et luris, 1945, p. 19. A favore di una sua utilizzazione nel campo del nostro
 moderno diritto civile si e di recente levata l'autorevole voce del Vassalli (in Studi
 Cicu, II, 1951, 481) contrastata per6 dal Tedeschi (in Riv. It. Sc. Giur. 1951, 186).
 Un grande valore 6 attribuito alla dottrina dal romanista spagnolo Alvaro d'Ors
 nella sua teoria del diritto ispirata, secondo la preferenza della piu giovane gene-
 razione dei filosofi del diritto spagnolo, al realismo giuridico.

 (2) E. Betti, in Atti Congresso intern. Dir. Romano (Verona, 1948) II, 101.
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 esplicarsi ampiamente. Ma sebbene spesso anche tale attivita
 sotto l'aspetto interpretativo (&p^veotac) abbia avuto carattere
 creativo di diritto, l'assoluta prevalenza della legge quale fonte
 del diritto statuale bizantino non consente di qualificare questo
 ultimo come un Juristenrecht.

 Larga attivita dottrinale (massime in certe materie, come la
 matrimoniale) si e avuta anche nel diritto canonico bizantino,
 che pero non la considera fonte formale di produzione del dirit-
 to (1). Essendo inoltre spesso difficile distinguere l'attivita
 pubblica da quella privata dei canonisti e dati i caratteri propri
 dell'organizzazione ecclesiastica, non sembra che nemmeno
 tale diritto possa qualificarsi un Juristenrecht, soprattutto se
 ci si vuol riferire alla dottrina libera.

 Nel diritto canonico occidentale l'opinione comune e costante
 dei dotti e invece considerata fonte sussidiaria di produzione,
 ma solo del diritto umano positivo universale (per tutto l'orbe
 cattolico o almeno la chiesa Latina). L'importanza di questa
 fonte, sotto l'aspetto creativo o almeno concreativo del diritto,
 e pero storicamente forse anche maggiore di quella che risulte-
 rebbe dalla posizione ad essa assegnata nella scala gerarchica
 delle fonti del diritto canonico.

 Terza delle fonti del diritto musulmano secondo la teoria

 classica dell'Islam ortodosso e, come noto, l'igma' che in uno
 dei suoi aspetti (accordo dei dottori di una data epoca su di
 un determinato punto rientrante nell'ambitb della sharTPah)
 e stato posto in raffronto con l'opinio prudentium romana.
 Ma anche qui l'importanza storica e logica di questa fonte del
 diritto e superiore a quella che appare dalla sua posizione nella
 scala gerarchica degli usuil al-fiqh. A prescindere infatti dal
 carattere rivelato attribuito al diritto musulmano, questo
 pu6 essere qualificato, massime nel periodo dell'igtihdd, come
 un Juristenrecht, in considerazione anche del carattere non

 patentato della dottrina giuridica musulmana (2) e della man-

 (1) N. Milash, op. cit. 54; A. P. Christophilopoulos, op. cit. 49.
 (2) Va ricordato che la prima istituzione di un diploma ufficiale di 'dlim si

 ebbe solo con il regolamento del 1 luglio 1896 per l'Universtita teologica al-Azhar
 al Cairo.
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 canza nell'Islam sia di sacerdozio, sia di gerarchia ecclesiastica
 sia di alcunche paragonabile ai concili cristiani. Un caratteristico
 aspetto ha poi assunto nell'ambito del diritto musulmano la
 molteplicita delle scuole giuridiche.

 Quanto al carattere di tecnicismo o di empirismo della costru-
 zione giuridica dottrinale, mentre la consequenziarieta logica
 (che non ha per6 mai sacrificato alla logica lo scopo del diritto),
 la precisione terminologica riflesso di chiarezza di posizioni
 concettuali, il saper isolare nella fattispecie gli elementi giuri-
 dicamente rilevanti dagli irrilevanti (1) costituiscono peculiari
 aspetti di quel perfetto tecnicismo della genuina costruzione
 giuridica dottrinale romana al quale sono dovuti la grande forza
 di resistenza e di espansione del diritto romano (2) e la costante
 utilita del suo studio (3) ,essi sono al contrario ignoti alla costru-
 zione giuridica sia bizantina sia musulmana, aventi ambedue
 in generale un carattere di empirismo.

 VIII. Anche senza seguire la Begriffsjurisprudenz (che pone
 nella forma la nota essenziale della giuridicita), non si puo
 negare l'importanza che la forma (vincolata o no all'osservanza
 di solennita) riveste ai fini della certezza del diritto. Se infatti
 la mancata osservanza di forme tassativamente prescritte
 dall'ordinamento giuridico pub talora produrre alcuni incon-
 venienti (ad esempio la nullita di atti per vizi di forma), la
 forma serve in generale - come di recente si e espresso il
 Betti - a dare il suggello della giuridicita all'attivita umana
 e -per usare le parole di Vittorio Scialoja - la sua osservanza
 permette al diritto di raggiungere in generale il massimo statis-
 tico dei suoi scopi pur dovendosene necessariamente frustrare
 per esigenze pratiche una certa quantita. Che poi la forma debba

 (1) S. di Marzo, Le basi romanistiche del codice civile [italiano] 1950, p. 5.
 (2) Basti ricordare la sua recezione da parte della Chiesa e in Germania, gli

 influssi da esso esercitati nelle moderne codificazioni (massime nel campo delle
 obbligazioni).

 (3) Tuttora riconosciuta anche in paesi socialisti, come la Russia sovietica,
 la Cecoslovacchia, la Polonia, la Jugoslavia (Hovart, Lo studio del diritto romano
 nelle Universitd jugoslave, in Atti Congresso Intern. dir. romano, Verona, 1948, II,
 479; v. anche Bartoshek, ibidem, III, 189).
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 o no essere vincolata all'osservanza di solennita, dipende dal
 giudizio sull'importanza sociale degli atti da compiere. Da tale
 formalismo a garanzia della giuridicita (dal quale perb la nostra
 moderna mentalita giuridica suole rifuggire) va distinto quel
 formalismo che e frode e paralisi del diritto in quanto, ad esem-
 pio si limita a richiedere l'osservanza della lettera della norma
 uccidendone lo spirito.
 Intesa la forma nel primo senso, il genuino diritto romano

 e decisamente formalista : con tre sole forme solenni di negozio
 giuridico (mancipatio, in iure cessio, stipulatio) esso permetteva
 di raggiungere i pii svariati scopi pratici della vita (1).
 Antiformalisti invece, intendendo sempre il formalismo nello

 stesso primo senso, sono il diritto bizantino e il musulmano.
 Per quanto riguarda quest'ultimo, sebbene infatti la forma

 (sighah) sia dai giuristi musulmani considerata come elemento
 essenziale (rukn) di ogni contratto ('aqd) - rectius, di ogni
 negorio giuridico - con tale vocabolo i fuqahd' intendono in
 realta tanto la volonta effecttiva (nmyah animus = -uX),
 quanto la sua manifestazione esterna.
 Sotto il primo punto di vista sia nel diritto musulmano che

 nel bizantino, prevale nella costruzione di ci6 che diciamo
 negozio giuridico (2) un indirizzo soggettivistico anziche quello
 oggettivistico (o, meglio, intersoggettivistico) del diritto romano
 classico. Sia infatti nel diritto bizantino con la considerazione

 della 4uX~ che nel musulmano con la rilevanza della niyah
 (intenzione, interno volere) ci si ispira al cosiddetto dogma della
 volonta, mentre il diritto romano classico da rilevanza ai verba;
 come e anche preferibile in sede dogmatica, perche permette di
 soddisfare meglio le fondamentali esigenze della vita di rela-
 zione (3).

 Dal secondo punto di vista e noto che la forma dei negozi

 (1) A. Ruiz, Ist. dir. rom.1, 1952, 80. Sull'originalita dell'antichissimo diritto
 romano e la sua autonomia di fronte agli altri diritti mediterranei, v. E. Volterra,
 Diritto romano e diritti orientali, 1937, pp. 85-237.

 (2) Nelle fonti giuridiche musulmane, come d'altronde nelle romane, vi sono
 solo elementi per la costruzione del negozio giuridico; questa e opera della moderna
 scienza del diritto.

 (3) E. Betti, Teoria del negozio giuridico (1952), pp. 51, 63, 163.
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 giuridici musulmani e bizantini e in genere libera. Se infatti
 spesso i giuristi musulmani nei loro libri di fiqh discutono intorno
 ai vocaboli e alle espressioni che vanno usate per costituire
 validamente un negozio, ci6 non significa sempre che si tratti
 di negozi formali. Talora tali vocaboli ed espressioni sono
 indicati solo per evitare incertezze sull'esistenza del negozio, per
 cercare di evitare alle parti discordanze fra volonta effettiva
 e manifestazione e per distinguere subito il negozio da altri
 affini. Ci6 ad esempio avviene nel caso della musdqdh, del qirdd,
 del salam, del waqf o hubus.

 Quanto al deteriore aspetto, sopra accennato, del formalismo,
 gia condannato in base al significato classico (diverso dal gius-
 tinianeo) del famoso aforisma ricordato da Cicerone (summum
 ius summa iniuria) (1), si puo notare un certo parallelismo
 fra alcuni aspetti delle cautelae occidentali e le hiyal (sotterfugi
 o artifizi legali) hanafite (2).

 Per concludere, volendo confrontare i caratteri del diritto
 musulmano con quelli del diritto bizantino, giova talora distin-
 guere, nell'ambito musulmano, la costruzione sunnita dalle
 scismatiche e, nell'ambito cristiano bizantino, la costruzione
 canonica dalla imperiale.

 La concezione musulmana sunnita che esclude qualsiasi
 ingerenza del Califfo, cioe del potere politico sovrano, in materia
 di fiqh si differenzia nettamente dalla concezione bizantina
 sia imperiale (per la quale il poccEXI; e fonte prevalente di
 diritto), sia canonica (che considere il 3ocasL?; fonte sussi-
 diara di diritto). A quest'ultima soprattutto si avvicinano invece
 le concezioni musulmane scismatiche in quanto ammettono
 (in vario modo) un'ingerenza dell'Imam nel campo del diritto.

 In quanto considerato d'origine divina, il fiqh ha in teoria

 (1) J. Stroux, Summum ius summa iniuria in Ann. Univ. Palermo, 1929, vol.
 XII; E. Albertario, Dir. romano, 1940, 92.

 (2) Le opere sulle hiyal di Khassaf, QazwInI e Shaibanl sono state edite dallo
 Schacht. (V. la recensione di G. Levi Della Vida, in Oriente Moderno, 1924, p. 351).
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 un carattere d'immobilita (in realta inesistente perche in con-
 trasto con la stessa natura del fenomeno giuridico) che nel
 diritto bizantino, anche imperiale, e attribuito solo a quella
 parte del diritto anch'essa considerata d'origine divina.
 Per la contrapposizione fra stretto diritto ed equita, per il

 suo carattere antiformalista e per la costruzione soggettiva
 del negozio giuridico, il diritto musulmano presenta analogie
 con il diritto bizantino e si differenzia invece dal diritto romano

 classico che considera l'equita come scopo intrinseco e finale
 della norma giuridica, che e formalista e che costruisce il negozio
 giuridico con indirizzo oggettivo (o, meglio, intersoggettivo).
 Ma per l'importanza storicamente assunta dalla dottrina non
 patentata nell'opera di costruzione del sistema giuridico il
 diritto musulmano (nel periodo dell'iglihad) presenta una certa
 analogia con il diritto romano classico anziche con il bizantino.

 E' evidente che tali analogie derivano da parallelismi e non
 da recezione, trattandosi - a prescindere da altre considera-
 zioni - di caratteri generali del sistema giuridico intimamente
 connessi con la coscienza elemento generatore della giuridicita.

 A causa di siffatta intima connessione alcuni di tali caratteri

 sono insuscettibili di valutazione strettamente giuridica. Per
 altri invece e possibile una siffatta loro valutazione, conside-
 rando di segno positivo i caratteri che avvicinano allo scopo
 del diritto - che tanto per i romani, quanto per i bizantini
 e i musulmani consiste nell'assicurare la migliore coesistenza
 sociale, soddisfacendo l'utilitas publica (D. 1.1.7.1; 1.3.16;
 c. d. Fragmentum Dositheanum ? 1; anche Orazio Sat I, 3,
 98) l' pXssoca xaocd .uavxL'tL -C:v XToC cp& oi 0 7M 'nT?:U(J'vowv XiasiS~
 jn=x6cov (Poemio Prochiro), la maslahah al-'ammah - e di segno
 negativo quelli che allontanano da esso.

 L'entrare in siffatta valutazione esula dall'ambito di queste
 brevi note. Ma un'osservazione almeno pu6 esser fatta. Di
 segno positivo - nel senso sopra indicato - va considerato
 quel carattere dottrinale della costruzione giuridica musulmana
 che ha avuto la massima importanza nel periodo storico del-
 l'igtihdd e la sua giustificazione in un aspetto del concetto sunnita
 di igmd'. E nello stesso senso va giudicata l'esclusione, anch'essa
 solo sunnita, di qualsiasi ingerenza del potere politico sovrano
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 nel campo del diritto, variamente invece ammessa nelle conce-
 zioni scismatiche. Se infatti dall'elemento politico non si puo
 prescindere in alcuna costruzione giuridica, essendo uno degli
 stessi suoi substrati, non e invece altrettanto necessaria -soprat-
 tutto nel campo che diciamo diritto privato - anche un'inge-
 renza del potere politico sovrano. Essa e anzi- assai spesso -
 dannosa poiche, se ammessa, tende a divenire eccessiva ed
 a creare squilibri che allontanano dallo scopo del diritto, gene-
 rando crisi talora pericolose per l'ambiente sociale nel quale
 vengono a manifestarsi.

 Antonio d'EMILIA

 (Roma).
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 THE IDEAL OF WORLD DOMINATION

 AMONG THE MEDIEVAL TURKS

 Sociology and ethnology have demonstrated that the actions,
 thoughts and beliefs of a people are closely related to one another,
 and that certain institutions survive as a remnant or a develop-
 ment of a former mode of life and creed. For instance, the
 shamanist creed which, contrary to the religions originating
 among the un-warlike races of India yet in line with the Islamic
 conception of Holy War, promises a reward in proportion to the
 number of foes killed in action, cannot be explained fully without
 considering the war-like life and spirit of the Turks. Likewise,
 it is only natural that the political power or impotence of peoples
 should leave a mark on their psychology, or that certain creeds
 inspiring either hope or despondency for the future should
 come into existence. And such ideas and tendencies, assuming
 the form of an ideal, can influence the course of history. The
 modern historian, who seeks to understand and explain the
 past realistically with its moral and material factors will have
 to dwell on these relationship and their implications.

 This line of thought leads us to a study of the manner in
 which material power affected the psychology of the Turks
 who, prior to Islam, had built great empires and extended
 their rule over many lands and races; of the political creeds
 and ideals that came into existence, or of the extent to which
 such moral factors influenced the course of the Turkish history.
 In fact, the existing sources contain an adequate amount of
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 records indicating that throughout the Middle Ages the Turks
 sincerly believed not only in an ideal of world domination,
 but also in their being a chosen people of God. According to
 the Oghuz-ndme, an epic reflecting the Turkish activities during
 the Hiong-nu, Gok-Tiirk, and Seljuk periods, the legendary
 ancestor Oghuz Khan is a hero who subdued many an ancient
 race and conquered China, India, Persia, Syria, the Byzantine
 Empire and Russia. He and his sons have a celestial origin
 with miraculous events attending their births. Like Jenghiz
 Khan's shaman Gokge, Oghuz Khan's shaman Ulugh-Tuirk
 (also called Irkil-Khoja and Korkut-Ata) prophesied that God
 would grant Oghuz domination over the world (I). According'
 to a legal tradition of the ancient Turks Oghuz Khan, as a
 symbol of this world domination, sent arrows to the east and
 west and on his death-bed divided the realm according to the
 relationship supposed to exist between the arrow and the
 bow (2). In addition to the Oghuz-ndme which contains some
 reflections from the Hiong-nu period there are other indications
 that the ideal of world domination existed amoung the Hiong-
 nu, the ancestors of the G6k-Turks : a phrase which appears
 in the Chinese sources and which shows the belief in the celestial

 origin of their soverreignity, the existence of the ideal of and
 the same belief in the heavenly origin of domination among
 their European successors, the Huns and the Danubian Bulgars,
 may well be quoted as evidence (see below).

 Thus, the idea of world domination that began in a legendary
 form and originated with the Hiong-nu acquired a prominant
 and historical form under the Gok-Turks (Tou-hioue). Syriac
 sources, in connection with an exchange of envoys (568 A. D.)
 between the Khan of the Gok-Turks and the Byzantine Emperor
 Justin, furnish the following information which does not appear
 in other sources : Tears, it is said, filled the eyes of the Turkish
 Khan on the arrival of the Byzantine envoy. When requested

 (1) Oghuz Kagan destani, ed. W. Bang and R. Rahmeti, Istanbul, 1936, 11,>
 15, 17, 21, 27, 29, 23.

 (2) Osman Turan, The use of an arrow as a juridical symbol among the ancient'
 Turks (in Turkish), Belleten XXXV (1945), 305-318.
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 WORLD DOMINATION AMONG THE MEDIEVAL TURKS

 to explain why he wept, the Khan answered : ((We have been
 told by our ancestors that the time is ripe for us to invade the
 whole world , (1). This answer is important, suggesting as
 it does not only the existence of this ideal but also its ancient
 date and its extension to neighbouring peoples. The Orkhon
 Monuments, which were erected some 60 years later and which
 occupy an exceptional place in the history of nationalist ideas
 and tendencies, are saturated with the same ideal. In fact,
 this idea is expressed in the monument which begins with the
 sentence : ((When the blue sky was created above and the
 black earth below, in between man was brought into being,
 and my ancestors Bumin and Istemi Khans ruled over the sons
 of Man ). Though Turks did not subdue many different races
 in that time, the idea of domination over other peoples is at
 least implicit here. The Turkish ruler has such a firm belief
 in the power of his people that he thinks that the Turkish state
 can be destroyed not by a foreign people, but only by the
 disobedience of the Turkish people itself to its own laws and
 King. A sentence such as : (( Hearken, o lords of the Oghuz
 and Turks and Turkish people. Unless the sky falls down
 and the earth is worn through by holes who can undermine your
 government, your Law ? I have brought so many peoples under
 the Law. 0 Turk ! So long as thou dwellest in Otiiken, thou
 shalt maintain an eternal empire ), (2), illustrates that ideal
 eloquently. This political ideal of the Turks springs from the
 requirements of their shamanist creed, and from the belief that
 God has created them as a chosen people. A characteristic of
 this God who, like the Jehova ot fhe Jews, is possessed of the
 qualities of the deity as described by Celestial Creeds, is that in
 difficult times He rushes to the rescue of the Turks, saving them
 from annihilation by sending a hero of celestial origin. This
 belief is reflected by the statements : ((To save the Turkish
 people from annihilation, the God of the Turks lifted up my
 father Il-teris, and mother Il-bilge to the top of the heavens ) (3).

 (1) Michel le Syrien, Chronique, trad. Chabot, Paris, 1905, III, 150.
 (2) V. Thomsen, Inscriptions de l'Orkhon, Helsingfors, 1896, 97, 105, 117.
 (3) Turk Tanrisi... Turk budun yok bolmasun tiyin budun bolsun tiyin (Thomsen,

 ibid., p. 100, 101).
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 Because of this divine favour bestowed on the Turkish people,
 Turkish kings were no ordinary mortals. Their person and
 their authority alike were believed to be of divine origin. A
 sentence from the Orkhon Monuments which reads ((Tanri

 leg tanrida bolmi? Turk Bilge kagan bu odke olurtum a> (1), that is
 to say (( I, Godlike and heaven-born Bilge Khan ascended my
 throne ), as well as passages from the Tonyukuk' Monument
 clearly reflect that belief. In the correspondence exchanged
 by Gok-Tiirk kings and Chinese emperors the formula implying
 the divine origin of authority was put at the top of the letters.
 The Chinese formula ((Cha-po-lio Khan, sage empereur de l'em-
 pire des grands Tou-kioue, envoye par le ciel (ne)... ), that
 appears at the beginning of the letter of Ishbara (Sha-po-lio)
 Khan (2), is indeed an exact translation of the original sentence.
 As the Chinese styled their emperors the son of Heaven, and
 as the original Turkish conception of authority was similar
 to it, that formula was sometimes translated to read ((the Son
 of God )) (3). The letter dated 584 A. D. by the same Khan, for
 instance, was translated into French in this sense by Pelliot (4).
 This formula is the result of a belief in the celestial origin of
 authority, and a record showing that it first appeared among
 the Hiong-nu is important as an evidence of its antiquity.
 In fact, Chinese sources mention that T'uman bore the title
 of ((T'ang-li Ku-t'u Shan-yu,), which meant the Son of
 Heaven (5). It appears that this, like the letters of Gok-Tiirk
 kings, was translated differently to suit the Chinese conception.
 Certain scholars, who failed to note the difference between
 the Turkish and the Chinese conceptions, expressed the opinion
 that the former, which is entirely a product of the Turkish
 view of religion and authority, had been transmitted to the
 Turks by the Chinese. The formula (( Khan by (the grace of)

 (1) Thomsen, ibid., 114.
 (2) Thomsen, Ancient Turkish Inscriptions of Mongolia (Turkish translation),

 T MIII, 111, 116.
 (3) Stanislas Julien, Documents sur les Toukioue, Paris, 1877, 48.
 (4) Neuf notes sur des questions d'Asie Centrale, Toung Pao, XXVI (1929),

 205, 206.

 (5) 0. Lattimore, Inner Asian Frontiers of China, New York, 1951, 450.
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 God, God-like, Melemir (appointed by God) ), which appears
 on a monument in Greek of the Danubian Bulgars, prior to their
 slavification (1), is identical with the statement found in the
 Orkhon monuments. This shows that they, too, believed in the
 divine origin of authority, which could be a remnant of the
 Hun period. From the statement of Priskos that Attila decla-
 red that he had been appointed by God as the ruler of the
 whole world, we gather that the Western Huns, as well as the
 Asiatic Huns, shared this conception (2).

 This belief and the formula reflecting it were bound to appear
 in the manuscripts of the Uighurs, whose kingdom was in every
 way a continuation of that of the Gok-Tiirks (3). This belief
 in the divine origin of authority appears more clearly among
 the Mongols, who remained within the framework of Turkish
 culture and adopted the style of the Uighur chancellery. The
 two famous historians of the Mongol Period, Juweyni and
 Rashiduddin, narrate, on the basis of what they heard from
 distinguished Mongols, that a shaman named G6kge or Tab-
 Tangri was in communion with God, and that the holy man
 once announced that God had bestowed the domination of the

 world on Jenghiz Khan (4). A statement by Ascelin, the
 Pope's ambassador to the Mongols in 1247, that he was the
 representative of the greatest head of the Christians, angered
 Bayji, the Mogul commander, in so much as it implied a partner-
 ship in the Khan's domination of the world, which ran counter
 to the aforesaid belief, and the papal letter omitted to mention
 the Khan's name. In the letter he addressed to the Pope, the
 commander specified that the domination of the world was
 entrusted to the Mongols by God (5).

 (1) G6za F6her, Les litres des Khans Bulgares, in Uspensky Memorial Volume,
 Paris, 1930, 38.

 (2) S. Eckhard, Attila and his Huns (in Hungarian), Budapest, 1940, 151;
 G. Vernadsky, The Mongols and Russia, Yale University Press, 1953, 97.

 (3) E. Chavannes et P. Pelliot, Un traite manicheen retrouve en Chine, Paris,
 1913, 189; A. Caferoglu, Titles of Khans among Tu-kiu and Uighurs (in Turkish),
 T H I T M, I, 105-119.

 (4) Osman Turan, On the name of Qingiz (in Turkish), Belleten XIX (1941), 268.
 (5) Voyage du Frere Ascelin, trad. Bergeron, Paris, 1830, 233; P. Pelliot, Les

 Mongols et la papaute, 119, 120.
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 The Turkish formula Mengii Tangri kiicindd kiir ulug ulusi
 ning laluy ning khan yarl'ig'miz, which was sometimes replaced
 by its Mongolian equivalant, was used by Mongol khans at
 the top of their letters. This is a continuation of the Turkish
 concept of authority, and of a Turkish literary tradition. It
 is clear that this formula, of which the French version of
 P. Pelliot reads ( Dans la force du ciel eternel, (nous) le Khan
 Oceanique du grand peuple tout entier, notre ordre ) (1) agrees
 with that used by the ancient Turkish Khans, that the text of
 the Orkhon monument Tanri-leg tanri yaralmi? Turk Bilge
 Kagan sabim (soziim) (2) is its original form, and that the
 Mongols acquired it from the Uighurs with slight modifications.
 The same formula, with certain Islamic terms added, was used
 by the Khans of the Golden Horde, too (3). Georgian sources
 mention that the Mongols, when referring to their God, put the
 phrase Mengii Tanri giijindd (((By the Power of the Eternal
 God )) at the beginning of their books (4), i.e. their official
 documents. The Mongols, the Armenian historian Kiragos
 writes, believed that the Heavens belonged to God, and the
 Earth to Jenghiz Khan, and in proof therof maintained that
 Jenghis was born not of human parentage but of a heavenly
 light (5). In fact, such miraculous births were attributed to
 all the ancient Turkish heroes. Kings, because of their divine
 origin, were strangled with a bow string, without shedding their
 blood. The Turks, after they had become Moslems, conti-
 nued this shamanist practice, and Seljuk rulers and great emirs
 met their death in this manner (6).

 (1) P. Pelliot, ibid., 15-23; for the same formula on coins, see Mubarek Galib,
 Ancient Moslem Coins (in Turkish), Istanbul, 1321, 62.

 (2) Thomsen, Inscript., 122.
 (3) A. N. Kurat, Yarlik ve Bitikler, Istanbul, 1940, 64 (Mengii Tangri kiigindd

 Muhammad rasul Allah Ha/i Giray sziim).
 (4) M. Brosset, Hisloire de la Georgie, I, 487.
 (5) Kiragos, trad. E. Dulaurier, in T M, II, 173.
 (6) F. Koprulii, La Proibizione di versare il sangue nell'esecuzione d'un membro

 della dinastia presso i Turchi ed i Mongoli, in Annali del R. Istituto Superiore Orien-
 tale di Napoli, Nuova serie, I, 15-23; also in Bull. Hist. Turk. Law (in Turkish),
 Ankara, 1944, I, 1-19.
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 II

 At the time that they adopted Islamic civilization the Turks
 held these conceptions and ideals. We are not going to explain
 here the reasons that led to their conversion to Islam. This

 was outlined in an article entitled ((The Turks and Islam )) (1).
 It will, however, be to the point to remark that certain affinities
 between the basic principles of shamanism and Islam played
 no small part in this change of religion, that the attributes of
 the God of Islam and those of the Turkish God, as noted by
 the 12th century Syriac historian Michael (2), were not much
 different, that the Islamic concept of Holy War was consistent
 with the Turkish spirit, and that certain traditions of the Prophet
 tending to favour the Turks, which were extensively known
 even before the conversion of the Turks to Islam, seem to have
 attracted them to that religion. A tradition of the Prophet
 mentioned in the Tabakat of Ibn Sa'd and purporting to imply
 that the Turks would drive the Arabs into the desert, another
 widely reported tradition (( Do not hurt the Turk till. he hurts
 you ) (3), works written by certain Mohammedan authors in
 praise of the Turks like that of Jahiz, the belief brought about
 by the crisis through which Islam was passing in the 10th century
 that Turkish conquerers from the East would save the world
 of Islam - all these convinced the Turks that Islam confirmed

 their ideal of world domination. The Seljuk invasion, which
 established the Turkish sway over the world of Islam, served
 to preserve and strengthen that ideal. The ((holy tradition))
 (haddth-i kudsi) : ( I have an army in the East which I call
 Turk, I set them on any people that kindle my wrath)) (4),
 allegedly a word of Allah and equally applicable to the Mongols,
 first appeared at the time that the Seljuk Empire had just

 (1) Osman Turan, in Bull. Fac. of Arts of Ankara (in Turkish), IV 4, 465-471.
 (2) Michel le Syrien, III, 156.
 (3) Apart from the great collections of traditions by Bukharl, Muslim, Nasa'I,

 Suyfut and others, this kind of tradition can be found in the geographical dictio-
 nary of Yakat and several medieval chronicles.

 (4) Mahmfad of Kashtar, Dfvdn lugat al-Turk, I, 293.
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 been founded, and was later repeated in many works dealing
 with the Turks. This tradition is nothing but an Islamized
 form of the pre-Islamic belief of the Turks that they were a
 chosen people of God, and that the domination of the world
 was bestowed on them by Him. The Moguls urged the neigh-
 bouring rulers to surrender by sending them letters containing
 this (( Word of Allah >, which had gained extensive circulation.
 In the letter addressed by Hulagu to Malik al-Nasir, the opening
 words (( We are the soldiers of Allah)) allude to that tradition (1).
 Mahmid of Kashgar saw the greatness of the Seljuk period, and
 was proud of it. After observing that God had bestowed world
 domination and the control of nations upon the Turks, that he
 had made them superior to other peoples, that he blessed and
 aided with his providence all those who followed them and
 that he protected mankind from evil through them, this learned
 citizen of Kashgar narrates under oath that he had heard the
 following authenticated tradition from two Imans of Bukhara
 and NIshpuir: referring to the rise of the Ghuz (Oghuz) Turks
 and the signs which will announce the last days of the world,
 the Prophet said : (( Learn the language of the Turks, for their
 rule will last long,). ( If this tradition is authentic ), says
 Mahmid after recording it, (it is necessary to learn Turkish.
 If not, then reason makes it necessary for people to learn it ).
 He thus expressed the Turkish ideal of world domination (2).
 Obviously what is important in this matter is not the authen-
 ticity of the tradition attributed to the Prophet, but rather
 the psychology reflected by it and its results.

 Mohammedan thinkers, realizing that the internal and external
 dangers to which the world of Islam had been exposed were
 averted by the Turks, expressed their gratitude and cherished
 the Turkish ideal of world domination. The following story of
 Rawandl, who dedicated his work to Giyathuddin Keykhusrev,
 is significant. (( Grant me Thy grace, oh Allah, if my inter-

 (1) Aksarayi, Musdmardt al-akhbdr, Ankara, 1944, 51; 'Ata-Malik Juwayni,
 Jahdn-Gushd, I, 17; Juzajani, Tabaqat-i-Ndsiri, transl. Raverty, 353; Ni.amud-
 din Sami, Zafarndme, ed. F. Tauer, 218; Aflaki, Manaqib al-'drlfin, Ankara Public
 Library, 227 a.

 (2) Mahmud of Kashgar, I, 2-3.
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 pretations of the divine law are right ), prayed Imam Abi
 Hanifa according to the story, during his last pilgrimage to
 Mecca, (( for I have consolidated the religion of Mohammed for
 Thy sake ,. To this an invisible speaker answered: ((Thou
 speakest the truth, so long as the sword remains in the hand
 of the Turks, thy faith shall not perish >. Adding his opinion
 of this story, the same author says: ( Praise be to God that the
 defenders of Islam are mighty and followers of the Hanafi
 school, happy because the Turk carries the sword in his hand to
 the lands of the Arabs, Persians, Byzantines, and Russians)) (1),
 thereby expressing the feelings of all Mohammedan writers. In
 addition to the works of such well-known authors as Fakhruddin

 Mubarakshah, Nasiruddin b. 'Abduljalil and Ibn Hassil,
 a large number of other sources express feelings of gratitude
 for the service rendered to Islam by the Turks (2). We shall
 content ourselves with quoting a passage attributed to Afrasiab,
 and apparently known among the Turks, which Fakhruddin
 Mubarakshah mentions in connection with his praise of the
 Turkish slaves who founded kingkoms far from their native
 land : (( Like a pearl torn away from the mother-of-pearl in the
 sea, the Turk when separated from his home becomes precious,
 a crown for kings and an adornment for brides alike ).

 The poem of Gazzi (1049-1130), wherein the Turks are descri-
 bed as demons in war but angels in peace, is quoted in a large
 number of sources. Thus, many thinkers believed in the Turkish
 ideal of world domination and elaborated it. From the time

 of the Seljuks onwards, non-Turks had no longer any political
 part to play in the world of Islam ,and the belief that domination
 was an exclusive right of the Turks became firmly established.
 The Caliphate at Bagdad, which lost its political authority
 with the emergence of the Seljuks, attempted under Nasir li-
 dinillah (1180-1225) to re-establish its political sovereignity
 after the dismemberment of the Seljuk Empire. The Turks

 (1) Radhatu's-sudur, Gibb Mem. Series, 17-18.
 (2) Tdrlkh-i Fakhruddin Mubarakshah, ed. D. Ross, 36; Nasir uddIn b. 'Abdul-

 jall, Kitab al-nahd, Teheran 1331; Najmuddln Razl, Mirsad al-'ibad, ed. Teheran,
 11-12; Yakut, Mu'jam al-Buldan, ed. Wiistenfeld, IV, 403; Vassaf, ed. Hammer,
 105.
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 considered this an illegitimate action, and warned the Caliph
 not to step beyond the sphere of religious affairs (1). Having
 originally admitted the superiority of the Arabs and Persians
 in civilization the Turks, once they had gained world domination
 and power, regarded them as an effiminate body of men whose
 morals and character had become lax under the drowsy influence
 of civilization. Even certain Turks exposed to the safte influ-
 ence were considered no better than Arabs and Persians, and
 called Tajik in derision (2). Although the heaviest blows of
 the Mongol invasion fell on the Turks, political control after
 the decline of the Moguls passed again into Turkish hands.
 In dealing with the battle of 'Ayn-Jalut, where the Mongols
 sustained their first defeat, Mohammedan authors who regard
 the Mongols as Turks say : ((What an irony of fate that the
 Tartars could only be defeated by the Turks, their kinsmen )) (3).

 The Turks felt their ideal of world domination and superiority
 still more strongly in front of the Armenians, Syrian Christians,
 and especially the Greeks, with whom they established contact
 in Anatolia (4). This is also recorded and admitted by Byzan-
 tine authors. Kutalmi$ regarded the Byzantines as effeminate
 men, and this view was one of the factors that led to the conquest
 of Anatolia. ((What brings you here, a desire to embrace
 Christianity or to do evil acts ? ) demanded the envoys of the
 first Crusade from Giir-buga; (( we suggest that you withdraw
 from the country of the Christians ). ( We are not interested
 in your God and your Christianity ), proudly answered the
 Turkish commander, (it surprises us that you should put
 forward a claim on these lands, for we have taken them from
 effeminate people. Are your lords willing to become Turks,
 to renounce their God and religion ? If so, they may stay here.

 (1) Rahatu's-sudiir, 334.
 (2) This reflects the thought of the nomadic period. On the contrary, when the

 Turks had later been influenced by Persian culture and had' forgotten their own
 Turkish traditions, they called their congenerous nomads and peasants, who were
 not under the same influence, T Tiirk , in derision.

 (3) 'Aynl, 'Ikd al-Jumdn, Veli ud-din Library, Nr. 2391 (vol. XIX), 436.
 (4) Briennos, trad. Cousin (Histoire de Constantinople), Paris, 1672, III, 674;

 Zonaras, Chronique, trad. M. St. Amour, Paris, 1560, I, 97 a.
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 We will give you cities and horses, you will become horsemen
 like us, and we will always extend our friendship to you.
 Otherwise, we will put you in chains, take you to Khorasan
 or kill you , (1).
 The Turks changed neither their belief nor their attitude, even

 after the first Crusade when they were retreating and the Byzan-
 tines advancing in Anatolia. Although the Emperor Alexis
 Komnenos had recaptured the Anatolian coast, the Turks
 regarded his alleged illness as a design to cover his cowardice.
 And at their military camps they amused themselves with comic
 plays representing the Emperor as a bed-ridden invalid with
 physicians rushing to his bed-side in a mirth-provoking man-
 ner (2). After the battle of Myriokephalon (1176), the Byzantine
 were fully convinced that supreme power had passed from them
 to the Turks. So they did not even refrain from clearly admit-
 ting this fact among themselves or in their talks with the
 Turks. A discussion between the Byzantine emperor and a
 Turkish scholar, which is mentioned in a Greek source, reflects

 the same attitude (3). On the other hand, a Turkish source
 narrates that in a discussion among the Greeks, an assurance
 by a priest that the Turks will not go to Heaven was countered
 with the question : ((Will the Turks, who drove us from our
 homes in this world, leave us alone in Heaven ? (4). ((The
 Turks who fled like women before the Moguls ), writes a Byzan-
 tine chronicle, ((acquitted themselves manfully against the
 Greeks ) (5), thereby contrasting the reactions of the two sides
 to the Mogul invasion. According to a tradition attributed
 by the Syriac Christian Michael to Ezekiel, ( God incited the
 Turks to this invasion as a retribution for the wickedness of

 the Greeks , (6). This shows the prevalence among Christians,

 (1) Hisloire anonyme de la Premiere Croisade, ed. Brehier, Paris, 1924, 150, 151.
 (2) Anne Comnene, Alexiade, Paris, 1945, III, 188.
 (3) M. C. B. IHase, Notice d'un ouvrage de l'empereur Manuel Paleologue intit-uld

 Entrelien avec un professeur Mohametan, in Notices et Extrails, t.VII, Paris, 1810,
 309-382.

 (4) Saljuk-ndme, Top-Kapu Saray Library, 4b.
 (5) N. Gregoras, I, 137; P. Wittek, Mente?e Beyligi, Ankara, 1944, 16.
 (6) Michel le Syrien, III, 154.
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 too, of a belief similar to the tradition of the Prophet Mohammed
 prevalent among Moslems. A similar belief concerning Attila
 had also existed in the Europe of his time. Thus, the Turkish
 ideal of world domination, which developed along with Turkish
 political power, was accepted by other peoples who admitted
 the superiority of the Turks.

 The Turks also retained their feeling of superiority towards
 the peoples of Western Europe with whom they established
 contact during the Crusades, and the world of Islam, in spite of
 its political dismemberment, believed that the superiority would
 remain in the hands of the Turks. Sheikh Sharafuddin Bfsiri,

 inspired by a vision he saw during the battle of Acre, foretold
 to Malik al-Ashraf Khalil that ((The Turks once on their forward

 march, would not yield an inch of ground to the Crusaders , (1).
 The Turks, however, noticing the valour and chivalry on the
 Franks on the battlefield, had a higher regard for them than for
 other peoples, and the Franks, too, felt the same admiration for
 the Turks. (( The Turks are a heroic people ), writes a chronicle
 of the First Crusade. (( They thought they could frighten us as
 they frightened the Arabs, Moslems, Armenians, Syrian Christians
 and Greeks. The Turks believe they belong to the same race as
 the Franks (an allusion to the myth that the Turks and the Franks
 had their origin in Troy). They maintain, therefore, that only
 the Turk and the Frank have a right to become a knight. If
 they embraced Christianity no one could equal their power. But
 our men will not, I hope, be terrified by the Turks, and we shall
 beat them by the Grace of God ) (2). This reflects the mutual
 admiration which both sides had for one another. In fact the

 Franks, who had come to fight the Turks and give assistance to
 the Byzantines, went back home convinced that the latter had
 betrayed them and the cause of Christianity. On the other hand,
 the Franks, as mentioned by noteworthy sources, changed their
 feeling of antagonism towards the Turks who showed themselves
 to be chivalrous and valiant in war and kind and human in peace.

 (1) Quatremere, Histoire des Sultans Mamlouks, II, 127.
 (2) Hist. anon. Ire croisade, 51; Histoire du voyage d Jerusalem par Tudebode

 (Michaud, Bibl. des Croisades), I, 255; G. Finlay, History of the Byzantine Empire,
 London, 1851, 235.
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 WORLD DOMINATION AMONG THE MEDIEVAL TURKS

 Following the Mongol domination, the Turks, rallying round
 the Ottoman Dynasty, sought to revive their ideal of world
 domination, strengthening it with such sacred elements as
 Mohammed's alleged statement on the conquest of Istanbul
 and the existence near that city's walls of the tomb of Abu
 Ayyib, a disciple of the Prophet (1). To this they added a
 more intelligent conception of national culture, language and
 history. Furthermore, a concept of history which, through
 the Seljuks and Karakhanids, reached back to the mythical
 ancestor Oghuz-khan, assumed at this period a clearer form.
 What is even more important is that at that time the ideal of
 world domination penetrated the consciousness of the masses.
 In fact, the myth of Kizil-Elma ( The Red Apple ), which symbo-
 lized the ideal of world domination, appeared for the first
 time at this period in Anatolia. A brilliant metal ball on
 Justinian's monument standing before the Church of St. Sophia
 was the lucky charm of the Byzantine Empire. In the 14th
 century, when the Byzantines thought that the falling down
 of that metal ball would spell the doom of their Empire, the
 Turks believed that by taking possession of that lucky charm
 they would realize their dream of world dominion. Such was
 the Turkish myth of the ((Red Apple ,, and as the Turkish
 Empire grew wider, the Red Apple moved farther and farther
 away. Thus, following the conquest of Istanbul it moved to
 the dome of St. Peter's in Rome. The fact that Evliya Qelebi
 saw a connection between this and a myth relative to the birth
 of Mohammed is rather significant (2). In spite of the Otto-
 mans' attachment to the theory of Ibn Khaldiin, they believed
 in the permanence of the Empire even when it was on the
 decline. This is important, insefar as it demonstrates the
 strength of the ideal.

 How did the Turks, with their ideal of world domination,
 and with their feelings of superiority, behave throughout the

 (1) On the traditions on the conquest of Constantinople, see M. Canard, Les
 expeditions des Arabes contre Constantinople dans l'histoire et dans la legende, JA,
 1926, and Osman Turan, The Conquest of Constantinople and History (in Turkish),
 in Turk Yurdu, Ankara, 1954, I, 30, 35.

 (2) F. W. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans, Oxford, 1929,
 II, 736.
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 middle ages towards the many foreign races and religions under
 their rule ? That this rule which lasted so long and united so
 many lands and races, could not have endured without justice
 and religious tolerance is self-evident.

 In fact, we have in our hand a sufficient number of documents
 which show that the ideal of world'domination ran parallel to an
 ideal of humanity, and that the Turkish people and Turkish
 thinkers along with the Turkish rulers nurtured this ideal of
 humanity. This point was dealt with in my articles entitled
 ( Coordination of Nationalist and Humane Feelings in the Tea-
 ching of History ) (1) and ( Les Souverains Seljoukides et leurs
 sujets non-musulmans ) (2), and other aspects of this subject will
 be studied in the future. The Turks made extensive use of this

 spiritual factor in realizing their ideal of world domination. Ano-
 ther important factor which undoubtedly contributed to the
 growth of Turkish political power was the fact that the Turkish
 people and the Turkish rulers in their concept of state thought
 above everything else of public good and social solidarity. This
 is not the place for handling this subject. We shall therefore,
 content ourselves with giving two quotations. The Gok-Turk
 kings, according to the Orkhon Monuments, sought ( to feed the
 hungry, to clothe the naked, and to make the Turkish people
 happy and powerful ), and in a corresponding spirit the Gok-Tiirks,
 under the Chinese yoke, wondered: ( I was a people with a Khan.
 But, where are, now, my government, my Khan ? Whom shall I
 serve now and why? (3). Likewise, Mohammedan authors write
 thta, whilst the rich in other countries squandered their wealth
 for their own pleasures, wealthy Turks, first in Turkestan and then
 in Anatolia, devoted their wealth to charity, and to religious,
 social and cultural institutions (4). But orf this moral element
 supporting material power, and ideal of world domination could
 not have existed.

 Osman TURAN

 (Ankara).

 (1) Bull. Fac. of Arts of Ankara (in Turkish and French), X, 3-4 (1952), 209-225.
 (2) Studia Islamica, I, 65-101.
 (3) Thomsen, Inscript., 106, 107.
 (4) Osman Turan, Seljuk Caravanserais (in Turkish), in Belleten XXXIX (1946),

 489-491.
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 DANS LE DELTA DU NIL:

 LE VITLLAGE ET L'HISTOIRE

 Les manuels insistent sur la demarcation qu'opere, dans le
 passe de l'tgypte, l'expedition frangaise. Le repere est commode,
 le moment aigu, violemment eclaire, pare d'un exotisme en
 avance de trente ans sur les Orientales. La prise de conscience
 du pays par l'Occident semble s'accompagner d'une prise de
 conscience du pays par lui-meme.

 Sans doute entre-t-il dans cette vue une bonne part de temerite.
 Et surtout, c'est un jugement retrospectif porte sur le passe
 a la lumiere d'evolutions ulterieures (1). Cependant, scrutons
 certaines vies de l'epoque.

 Voici, par exemple, trois personnages d'al-Azhar, purs tradi-
 tionalistes a l'origine. L'historien al-Gabartf passe du stade
 de la croyance la plus naive a celui de la critique. Le Cheikh
 al-'At't'ar devient l'annonciateur de temps nouveaux. Le
 Cheikh ach-Charqawi pressent des methodes educatives jusque-la
 inconnues (2).

 N. B. L'6tude d'une dizaine de villages du district de Menouf, en Basse-Egypte,
 a fourni la mati6re du present article, ainsi que des articles suivants, auxquels
 on pourra se reporter: ((Sur la structure sociale de quelques villages egyptiens ,,,
 Annales E. S. C., 1955; a Dans le delta du Nil: des bourgs ; la terre et l'6venement,,,
 donne aux Annales de Geographie; a Le comedien et les fellahs ), donn6 a Hesperis.
 En preparation: a Dans le Delta du Nil: jadis et nagubre ,).

 (1) Cf. en ce sens, A. Louca, K La renaissance 6gyptienne et les limites de l'ceuvre
 de Bonaparte n, Cahiers d'histoire egyptienne, fevrier 1955, pp. 1 sq.

 (2) Ibrahim Salama, L'enseignement islamique en Egypte, 1939, pp. 159 sq. Sur
 'Abd Allah ach-Charqawi, cf. Mah'mfd Charqawi, Migr f?l-qarn ath-thdmin 'achara,
 1955, pp. 54 sq., 191. Par contraste, Zakkl Muh'ammad Ghayt', ( Chuyfkh al-
 Azhar fi'l-qarn ath-thani 'achara ), Al-Majalla at-ta'rtkhiyya al-micriyya, t. II,
 1949, pp. 245 sq.
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 Avec le copte Mu'allim Ya'qub, prematurement mort en
 Europe, l'idee nationale egyptienne fait son apparition sur
 le plan de l'expression consciente. Cette carriere est l'antithese
 de celle de 'Umar Makram (1), leader du concept islamique, et
 que l'on oppose aujourd'hui volontiers a Muh'ammad 'Ali.
 Mais si rigoureux champion d'authenticite que soit "Umar
 Makram, sa vie n'en regoit pas moins, des annees de 1798 a
 1801, comme un changement de rythme. Du reste, il echoue
 aussi bien que le copte Ya'qib : celui-ci parce que trop en
 avance; celui-la ( parce qu'il ne peut pas payer le prix de la
 theocratie islamique qu'il souhaite , (2).

 L'un et l'autre echouent. Mais le branle est donne. Le style
 des evenements generaux comme celui des psychologies indivi-
 duelles s'est modifie. Le rythme inquiet du jacobinisme semble
 avoir fait nattre ici de nouveaux rythmes. La reponse est imme-
 diate, qu'elle soit de comprehension ou d'hostilite. Et l'on ne
 peut s'empecher de comparer - mutatis mutandis - sa vivacite
 en Egypte, a sa precarite dans l'Alger de 1830. II est vrai que,
 dans le cas de l'Egypte, le conquerant s'en va, et qu'ainsi se
 delimite, dans le temps comme dans l'espace, une belle causalite
 historique. Mais certainement aussi, c'est que le pays est plus
 riche de substance et d'appels.

 Dans quelle mesure cette mutation atteint-elle les campagnes ?
 De celles-ci l'immobilite, l'immutabilite legendaires font illusion.
 Elles ont ete le theatre, pendant le XIXe siecle, de changements
 dans tous les domaines. Leur cadre physique a ete perturbe
 par la substitution de l'irrigation perenne a l'irrigation de
 crue, qui couvrait periodiquement le pays. Simultanement, les
 especes vegetales ont etendu leur gamme et de nouvelles cultures
 se sont developpees. De tenancier precaire, soumis a une sorte
 de seigneurie fiscale, celle du mullazim, le paysan a accede a
 la pleine propriete. D'une occupation lache et nonchalante
 ou abondent maquis, paturages et terres incultes, le pays
 est passe a une formidable compression demographique : pres

 (1) Sur ce personnage, cf. Farid Abi H'adfd, Strat as-sayyid 'Umar Makrdm,
 1948; G. Wiet, Nicolas Turc, 1950, p. 277, n? 2 (bibliographie).

 (2) qubh'f Wah'ida, Fi ucul al-Mas'ala al-micriyya, 1950, p. 133.
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 de 800 habitants au kilometre carre de nos jours dans la
 Menoufia, a laquelle nous emprunterons nos exemples.
 Tous ces phenomenes politiques, juridiques, economiques,

 techniques, demographiques sont naturellement responsables
 des structures et des mentalites presentes, encore qu'il soit
 delicat de faire la part de ce qui procede d'eux a coup sur,
 et de ce qui remonte a des permanences dont ce pays, plus que
 tout autre, a le secret. C'est ce que nous allons tenter.

 ELEMENTS HISTORIQUES D'UN PAYSAGE RURAL

 La Menoufia, dans les sources arabes, est le rif, c'est-a-dire
 la ( campagne ) par excellence (1). Cette campagne est constitude
 d'agglomerations massives entre lesquelles regne le terrain
 de culture, le ghit'. Chaque village dispose d'une superficie varia-
 ble, appelee zimdm. Cette appartenance s'enfonce dans la nuit
 des temps. Les perimetres sont stables, encore que les operations
 cadastrales du xIXe siecle aient parfois constate une tendance
 a l'expansion et qu'inversement la defaillance d'un village a
 payer l'impot ait pu, dans certains cas, entrainer son demem-
 brement (2) au profit des voisins. En gros, cependant, ces peri-
 metres semblent traditionnels. Mais leur trace pose des proble-
 mes que 1'antiquit6 des origines et les conditionnements du
 milieu expliquent, sans les resoudre. Parfois les limites s'entre-
 lacent. Parfois au contraire, elles affectent un parallelisme
 regulier, a moins qu'elles ne s'allongent demesurement, comme
 c'est le cas en bordure du desert (3).

 Le zimam est decoupe en unites secondaires appelees h'ud'
 (litt. : h'awd') dans le Nord, qibdla dans le Sud. Unites avant tout
 fiscales. Elles visent a traduire une certaine homogeneite entre
 pieces contigues pour l'assiette de l'imp6t. Tant s'en faut pour-

 (1) Sur ce mot, cf. Silvestre de Sacy, Relation de l'Vgypte par Abd-Allalif, 1810,
 pp. 378 sq.

 (2) H. G. Lyons, The cadastral survey of Egypt, Cairo, 1908, p. 62. Dans quelle
 mesure cet arbitraire 6tait-il accepte ? C'est une autre histoire. Ne retenons ici
 que ces possibilites administratives exorbitantes.

 (3) Id., ibid. cartes XI, XIII et XIV hors-texte.
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 tant que la notion soit claire. Son caractere administratif
 l'emporte, du moins aujourd'hui, sur tout autre : aucun lien
 ressenti entre cette division territoriale, et celle qu'imposait
 autrefois l'irrigation par bassins. Cependant, celle-ci est dite
 h'awad'i (1). La ressemblance de noms paralt assez forte pour
 qu'il faille voir dans ces ( quartiers > purement fiscaux la trace
 d'anciens ( quartiers ) naturels, lies au facies du paysage et a la
 technique de l'eau. L'archaisme des noms confirmerait l'id6e
 d'un ordre anterieur aux organisations des derniers siecles,
 et ouvre un champ d'etudes fort suggestif (2).

 Cependant le rudiment antique a disparu sous l'apport consi-
 derable d'un etatisme centralise. L'impot et le cadastre sont les
 deux elements essentiels du passe de ces campagnes. La part de
 l'exigence gouvernementale, traduite par I'arpentage des terres,
 a domine la construction du paysage. De cette campagne plan-
 tureuse, a la triple fecondit : vegetale, animale et humaine,
 l'histoire qui se discerne est une histoire venant d'en haut, et
 soumettant la vie aux regles de la geometrie et de la fiscalite.

 C'est egalement cet aspect qui a regi la limitation des fonds
 de terre. Ici, pas plus qu'en matiere de zimdm, ou de h'awd',
 la documentation actuelle, qui nous renseigne sur les lkgislations
 du xixe siecle, n'est un guide suffisant pour l'intelligence du
 passe. Quelle est la realite sociale qui monte vers nous, de plus
 loin que la fin du XVIIIe siecle et que la Description de l'Egypte?
 Comment s'opere, en quelque sorte, la jonction entre ce legs
 ancestral et les violentes reorganisations de Muh'ammad 'All ?
 En un mot, avons-nous le droit, dans cette civilisation rurale,
 de considerer le fonds de terre comme procedant d'une antique
 continuite, ou tout au contraire comme resultant des r6formes
 du XIXe siecle ?

 La question est d'importance, par les lumieres que sa solution
 pourrait jeter sur la psychologie paysanne. S'il y a, dans l'actuelle
 repartition des fonds de terre, quelque chose qui reflete un ordre
 de choses anterieur aux reformes et qui, sous l'oppression m$me

 (1) Ou h'iydd'i, cf. Muh'ammad Fahmi, Uul az-zird'a, 1952, pp. 37 sq.
 (2) Remarque de H. G. Lyons, op. cit., p. 66. Mais o0 en sont les etudes de

 toponymie en Egypte ?
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 de l'iltizdm, aurait traduit la reciproque appropriation du
 groupe et du zimdm, notre conception de la societe rurale
 egyptienne sera celle d'une exacte et immemoriale continuite,
 celle meme que postulent le folklore et les moeurs. Au contraire,
 si Muh'ammad 'Al, lorsqu'il detruisit le regime de l'iltizdm,
 a agi sur table rase, la propriete moderne, depouille de ce long
 contexte historique, ne sera plus, en quelque sorte, qu'un fruit
 des temps nouveaux. La part de l'improvise, de l'artificiel et
 du regalien sous toutes ses formes sera en elle predominante.
 L'extreme morcellement qu'entraine la croissance demogra-
 phique, viendra parachever cet aspect, pour nous faire considerer
 le fonds individuel comme resultant d'un moment historique
 determine.

 Or le statut du paysan du XVIIIe siecle, tel qu'il ressort de la
 Description de l'Vgypte (1) n'est pas celui d'un proprietaire,
 mais d'un manouvrier et d'un terrassier. Quoi que l'on puisse
 supposer des sentiments ((naturels ) qui lient cet etre au sol,
 tant de precarite juridique ne peut manquer de les affecter.
 Le (( seigneur ) du village n'est qu'un concessionnaire de l'imp6t.
 Absenteiste, etranger dans la plupart des cas, il n'est pas toujours
 le seul maitre au village. Malgre les liens personnels qui fata-
 lement doivent s'instituer entre les villageois et lui, et qui
 comportent eux aussi leur equivalent fiscal, l'illizdm n'est a
 aucun titre une feodalite (2). C'est comme une valeur mobiliere,
 transmissible sous certaines conditions, et dont l'Etat pourra,
 sans grandes difficultes, operer le retrait. Ajoutons qu'il y a
 de nombreuses terres inoccupees. Les recensements de la premiere
 moitie du XIxe siecle, dans le laps meme ou s'opererent les refor-
 mes de Muh'ammad 'Alt, les chiffrent a des superficies conside-
 rables. Precarite de l'usufruit, disponibilite du sol, mouvements
 de la propriete eminente et des fermages, tout cela fagonne un
 sentiment sui generis.

 (1) M. A. Lancret, Memoire sur le systeme d'imposition territoriale et sur
 1'administration des pouvoirs d'1gypte ,, Description de l'lpgypte, 2e ed., 1822,
 t. XI, pp. 466 sq. Cf. aussi H. A. R. Gibb et H. Bowen, Islamic society and the
 West, Oxford, 1951, pp. 259 sq.

 (2) Volney l'avait note, dans sa judicieuse analyse du miri, Voyage en Syrie et
 en tgypte, 1787, t. II, pp. 372 sq.
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 Or la vehemence de ce sentiment n'est pas douteuse. Opprim6
 et exploite, le paysan revient toujours a sa campagne. II ne
 peut s'en passer. I1 a horreur de la quitter. La conscription
 militaire, qui l'arrache a ses assises sera son epouvante : les
 mutilations memes lui paraitront un moyen valable pour y
 echapper (1). Cela, en tout cas, c'est ce qu'on nous dit. Mais
 1'explication peut etre moins simple. Est-ce son champ, que ce
 paysan regrette, ou son village ? Dans le service militaire,
 est-ce l'exil qui lui fait horreur, ou bien la mutation de type,
 le passage brusque a une forme de vie dont il fait, tradition-
 nellement, la caracteristique d'immigrants ? Nous ne pouvons
 conclure.

 Ce qu'il y a de certain c'est que cet homme, en tant que
 paysan, est aliene. Les juristes expliquent ce cas par la tenure
 Khardji, ou seul l'usufruit est devolu au cultivateur, la propri6t6
 eminente revenant a l'etat. Cette theorie du Kharaj, sur laquelle
 personne ne s'entend, du Khorasan au Maroc, paralt avoir 6t6
 une colossale machine de justification fiscale, et d'etiologie
 retroactive. Le paysan n'est pas opprime parce que de statut
 Khardji. On legitime son oppression par le Kharaj. Ceci est
 tellement vrai qu'en Afrique du Nord, terre d'autonomie commu-
 nale, elle n'a jamais pu entrer dans les faits. II faut done
 chercher ailleurs que dans la theorie juridique l'explication de
 destins si divers (2).

 L'homogeneite de ce paysage rural, periodiquement submerge,
 necessite sans aucun doute un art de l'arpentage capable de
 restituer des limites apres la crue, et d'autre part des demar-
 cations juridiques tranchees entre categories de sol. Nous igno-
 rons absolument si le larbi' actuel des villages, leur repartition
 en quatre quartiers cardinaux, a pu r6pondre initialement a
 une repartition des tenures. Rien de tel n'est observable, semble-
 t-il, ni ne ressort de documents a vrai dire insuffisamment

 (1) A. B. Clot-bey, Apergu general sur l'?Jgypte, Bruxelles, 1840, t. II, p. 244
 et Memoires, ed. J. Tagher, 1949, p. 304.

 (2) Aux antipodes du type, le Maghreb, ou le concept de Khardj n'a et6 qu'un
 argument de chancellerie en vue d'une main-mise du prince sur les terres de tribu,
 et l'lfgypte oi il a au contraire recouvert une domanialite d'etat. Cf. sur ce dernier
 point, C1. Cahen, c. r. du livre de Loekkegaard, Arabica, 1954, p. 348.
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 depouilles. Ce qui est net, en revanche, c'est la qualification des
 terres en Khardil, ((tenure ), waqf ((mainmorte de fondation
 pieuse ), rizq, wagiyya, masmuih'a, etc..., correspondant plus
 ou moins a l'( apanage ). Dans la plupart des cas, l'immeuble
 a si peu d'identite materielle, s'accroche si peu au paysage que
 sa consistance tient a un rapport : le dominicum du concession-
 naire est proportionnel a la surface de terre affermee, et celle-ci
 s'exprime en qirdf'-s, (( sous-multiples ) du perimetre villageois.
 Seul le waqf echappe a cet anonymat. Il parvient a un degre
 superieur de personnalite topographique. Mais c'est une cate-
 gorie tres speciale. D'une fagon generale, Ia ou, sur la foi de
 l'histoire rurale mediterraneenne ou europeenne, nous serions
 tentes de chercher un lien substantiel entre la terre et ses modes

 d'appropriation, nous ne trouvons qu'agilite abstraite, expres-
 sion monetaire, fantaisie du pouvoir.

 Sans doute n'est-ce Ia que le visage administratif des choses.
 Mais quelles realites se dissimulent sous cette forme, et dans
 quelle mesure celle-ci est inadequate ? II faudra bien des recherches
 dans les archives de la Rouznamah (1), bien des analyses de titres,
 et aussi l'interpretation archeologique de ce qui peut subsister
 d'ancien dans ce paysage rural (toponymes, repartition des fonds
 familiaux, etc...), - si nous voulons repondre a cette question.
 A partir du cadastre (2) de 1813 s'affirme la decheance du

 regime de l'iltizdm. La concession s'opere directement desormais
 du souverain a ses tenanciers. Une repartition du sol disponible
 est faite entre ceux-ci. Mais dans quelle mesure se refere-t-elle
 a d'anciennes limites ? C'est ce que nous ignorons. Que l'arpen-
 tage ait respecte les unites anciennes ou qu'il en ait constitue
 de nouvelles, comme sur table rase, ou encore, plus vraisembla-
 blement, qu'il y ait eu transaction entre les deux systemes,
 l'aspect fiscal de la reforme, I'augmentation du miri, la surta-

 (1) Entreprises par Ibrahim al-Mouelhy, dont on consultera avec profit l'utile
 petit livre, Le paysan d'lgypte a travers l'histoire, Caire, 1954.

 (2) F. Mengin, op. cit., t. II, pp. 337 sq. (critique); A. B. Clot bey, Apergu
 general, pp. 182 sq. (favorable); Ibrahim al-Mouelhy, (Ibrahim administrateur D,
 Cahiers d'histoire egyptienne, num6ro special, s6rie I, no I, pp. 29 sq. (pr6cieuse
 contribution d'archives). Ce cadastre est appele ruk al-bildd ou tarf' (probablement
 pour tarbt', mot consacre depuis le premier cadastre ottoman).
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 xation r6sultant d'un changement de l'instrument de mesure,
 la commercialisation par l'ltat des produits du sol: ces divers
 elements ont certainement joue pour conferer a la reforme un
 tout autre sens que celui que nous lui pretons dans les perspec-
 tives de la legislation ulterieure. A coup sur, l'operation de 1813
 consacre moins l'avenement du droit de propriete du fellah,
 qu'elle n'oblige le malheureux a de nouveaux travaux, a de nou-
 velles peines, et ne le soumet a une rigoureuse machine d'econo-
 mie dirigee.

 Et c'est pourtant dans le sens de l'affranchissement que
 l'evolution va jouer. La principale etape est celle de la loi de
 1858, qui combine curieusement l'affirmation d'une propriete
 eminente du prince et la consecration d'un fait envahissant.
 Elle subordonne encore toute transmission successorale a la

 solvabilite des heritiers, toute amodiation, et meme tout trans-
 fert a autorisation administrative. La derniere trace de ces

 reserves disparait avec le decret de 1891, et celui de 1896 fait
 entrer expressement les anciennes terres Khardji dans la cate-
 gorie du milk (1).

 Dans le meme temps cette humanite decuple. Les taches
 vides que mentionnent les cartes de l'Expedition frangaise se
 peuplent. Certains villages croissent jusqu'a ne plus laisser
 entre eux d'interstice : ils poursuivent, soudes, une vie auto-
 nome. Et la face du pays se transforme. L'irrigation perenne,
 empruntant canaux et rigoles, se substitue a l'irrigation de
 crue, qui recouvrait periodiquement le pays par nappes. Ce
 n'est plus l'alternance du desert, de l'eau et de la verdure,
 comme jadis. Mais une pouss6e permanente de vegetaux. A la
 densite humaine repond la luxuriance botanique, que confirme
 une insistante politique de plantations. Concurremment, la
 duree se condense. Il y a desormais deux, trois campagnes
 agricoles. D'ofi multiplication du travail. Et comme le limon
 n'arrive plus aux champs, il faut restituer a la terre, par l'engrais
 animal, une fecondite mise a rude 6preuve. L'infini va-et-vient

 (1) Sur toutes ces 6volutions, Yacoub Artin pacha, La propriete fonciere en
 1egypte, 1883, pp. 88-115 et le clair expose de Kamil Moursy, de Il'tendue du droit
 de propriete en lgypte, Paris, 1914, pp. 104 sq.
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 des betes de somme, anes surtout, de l'ecurie au champ, com-
 mence, pour ne plus s'arreter. II dure jusqu'a nos jours, malgre
 l'introduction de l'engrais chimique. Son obsession est telle
 qu'elle chasse le paysan du village. J'en connais un, de Ficha
 ag-?oghra, que la tyrannie des fumures a force a emigrer!
 Car cette expansion vitale a deja trouve ses limites dans les

 possibilit6s de superficies trop etroites et d'un sol surmene.
 L'univers, autour du paysan, se meuble, se resserre. II devient
 dirait-on, compact. II se solidifie. Reste l'6vasion. La multipli-
 cation des taches ne suffit plus a tenir la horde croissante en
 haleine ni surtout a l'occuper efficacement. Chomage, sous-
 emploi, affairement improductif, parasitisme deviennent le lot
 du villageois. La construction sociale se complique. Les formes
 familiales luttent obstinement et maintiennent, comme un
 legs archeologique, de vieilles institutions de solidarit6. Mais
 sous une forme diminuee et comme inoffensive. A la compacite
 qui l'oppresse, l'homme repond par la diversion et par la dis-
 persion.

 Depuis deux gen6rations au moins, le paysan 6gyptien est
 parvenu a la pleine capacite immobiliere. Et ce progres legal
 s'est accompagne d'un mouvement demographique qui, a
 chaque succession, tron?onne des parcelles deja exigues et
 divise les lopins au point de leur oter toute substance (1).
 L'evanescence juridique des origines est parvenue de nos jours
 a une sorte d'evanescence economique. Et cependant, le seigneur,
 de representant du fisc, se faisait grand latifondiaire (2). Malgr6
 bien des tentatives gouvernementales, l'in6galit6 des richesses
 reste flagrante et condamne la grande masse des villageois au
 sous-emploi et a la sous-alimentation.

 Et cependant l'oeuvre du gouvernement fut et reste gigan-
 tesque. Depuis un siecle et demi, dans toutes ces institutions

 (1) I1 y a une cinquantaine d'ann6es, le Cadastral Survey ne d6nombre en
 Menoufia que 261.000 parcelles pour 374.000 feddans (157.000 ha.) cultives, soit
 1, 5 feddan par parcelle (H. G. Lyons, op. cit., p. 147).

 (2) Cette 6volution a dO commencer immediatement apres la suppression de
 l'illizam, et notamment par le jeu des depossessions resultant de la d6faillance a
 l'imp6t. Cf. temoignage de J. Bowring, m6moire de 1837, traduit par Fu'ad Chukri
 et autres, Muh'ammad 'Ali, bana' dawla Migr, 1948, p. 165.
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 la part du legislateur, de l'administrateur a ete plus forte qu'elle
 n'ose l'etre d'habitude en des sujets soumis a l'empire de la
 coutume et des traditions, Cet aspect est si prononce que les
 limites du zimdm, celles du h'awd' et celles meme du fonds de
 terre reposent en grande partie sur des mesures administratives.
 Par le meme contraste qui s'observe en matiere d'irrigation,
 ces matieres qui sont par excellence, ailleurs, le domaine des
 lois non 6crites, sont reglees ici, jusque dans le detail, par l'Etat:
 c'est lui qu'on trouve a l'origine de beaucoup des elements
 constitutifs d'un paysage oiu nous verrions volontiers le fruit
 naturel des temps.

 SUBSTRAT ET CAUTION ISLAMIQUES

 De ces elements, la plupart se situent aisement dans la chro-
 nique du dernier siecle et demi. Ressortissent-ils pourtant, dans
 l'ame de ces populations, a de l'histoire ? II n'est pas facile
 parmi eux de distinguer ceux qui se sont incorpores a l'etre col-
 lectif, de ceux que reperent des traces conscientes : souvenirs
 plus ou moins romanc6s, relations plus ou moins exactes (1).
 Encore faut-il faire la part, depuis une generation, d'un processus
 de connaissance retroactif, lie au developpement de l'instruction
 primaire dans les villages. Le ndz'ir, le mu'allim, l'amplification
 journalistique r6agissent sur le passe des villages, dont la tradi-
 tion populaire n'est plus le seul conservatoire. Enregistrement
 des faits, elaboration folklorique et reinterpretation moderne
 combinent leurs effets de fagon inextricable. On voit la comple-
 xite du probleme. II est actuellement insoluble. Une investi-
 gation rigoureuse permettra peut-etre un jour de restituer la
 physionomie exacte de cette evolution, grace au triple secours
 des sources etrangeres, jusqu'ici uniquement considerees, des
 archives publiques et des documents locaux, qu'ils soient ecrits
 ou elabores en folklore.

 Pouvons-nous aller plus loin que cet espoir ? Notre enquete,

 (1) 11 y a, dans quelques-uns des villages que nous 6tudions, des mudhakkirat
 ou a annales ) tenues par tel ou tel lettre. Malheureusement, il n'a pas encore ete
 possible d'exploiter ces sources combien precieuses.
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 pretendant partir du concret, s'est attachee d'abord a l'inter-
 pretation d'un paysage rural. Or, le second grand fait auquel
 nous achoppons, c'est celui de la continuite islamique. Certes,
 elle ne ressort pas imm6diatement de la toponymie. La grande
 masse des noms de village remonte a une pr6histoire (1) ant6-
 rieure a l'apport chretien ou musulman. Mais, a l'int6rieur de
 ces bourgs, que de points de repere !
 La campagne du Delta est pavee, si j'ose dire, des grands

 noms de la culture arabe. La coutume de designer l'6crivain
 ou le juriste celebre du nom de sa localite, nanti d'une desinence
 d'origine, compose, a l'usage du promeneur erudit, le plus
 etonnant paysage mental. Une telle erudition n'a pas besoin
 d'etre consciente ou professorale. Dans le trefonds de chaque
 habitant, elle est tout simplement fidelite. Beaucoup de ces
 noms ont franchi les limites de l'rgypte, sont parvenus jusqu'aux
 confins occidentaux, ou ils illustrent telle poudreuse bibliotheque
 de monastere perdu dans l'Atlas.
 Localement, leur densite est extraordinaire. Une quinzaine

 de kilometres a peine separent Bagour, sur la route du Barrage
 a Alexandrie, de Menouf (2). La chaussee agricole qui unit
 ces deux agglomerations passe par Sirs al-Layyan, or Al-Manufi
 et al-Bajiur sont des noms qui reviennent frequemment dans la
 litterature arabe. A Sirs, enorme bourgade d6passant les trente
 mille, massive, monumentale et delabree, comme toutes les
 bourgades du Delta, pas moins d'une demi-douzaine de c61e-
 brit6s. Al-Kurani glosa le commentaire d'Ibn 'Ajiba. Le cheikh
 Musa Nuwwar fut l'un des membres du conseil constitu6 par
 Bonaparte. Ah'mad an-Nuchuql, imam du Khedive 'Abbas
 H'ilmi II, publia un expose comparatif sur les quatre grands
 rites. Salim Charchar al-Kabir, au temps des Turcs, confondit
 par son independance le defterdar (gouverneur) de Menouf et le
 taxa, impunement, d'iniquite : et la 16gende s'en empare.

 (1) Sur ces strates onomastiques, cf. Ch. Kuentz, Stratification de l'onomas-
 tique 6gyptienne actuelle , Troisieme Congres international de toponymie et d'anthro-
 ponymie, Louvain, 1951, pp. 292 sq.

 (2) 'All pacha Mubarak, dans ses Khit'at' at-Tawftqiyya, ed. 1305, consacre
 toujours une part de ses notices aux illustrations islamiques. Cf. par exemple Sirs
 al-Layyan, t. XXII, p. 18 et Menouf, t. XVI, p. 47.
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 Toutes les epoques se confondent, et paraissent avoir ete
 6galement riches. Le xxe siecle a vu sortir de Sirs trois ou quatre
 savants, mufti-s locaux, professeurs d'al-Azhar. Telle etait en
 effet la voie de la grande culture.

 De ce legs spirituel, nous connaissons les derniers herauts,
 ceux que la critique, le roman, l'usage d'une langue occidentale
 adaptent a notre propre temple du gout. La generation neuve,
 qu'elle soit issue de la grande mosquee reformee ou de l'univer-
 site, a inspire une toute autre atmosphere, orientee vers d'autres
 horizons. Son evolution, dirait-on, la coupe du terroir. Mais
 celui-ci reste fidele. Par les recettes des sorciers, le traditiona-
 lisme des devots, le folklore encore florissant dans le cceur des
 humbles, le village egyptien continue son passe fastueux.

 Face a face avec ce village, si parfaitement colle a son sol, telle-
 ment incarne, si j'ose dire, dans son limon, l'analyse ne peut,
 sans inexactitude, se refuser a scruter ces souvenirs. Une ving-
 taine de mosquees, toute une compagnie de saints, des cime-
 tieres qui ne se reduisent pas a cette sorte de blokhaus aux
 tombes exhaussees, maconnees en demi-cylindre, au voisinage
 du bourg, mais subsistent au sein meme de l'agglomeration,
 parmi et sous les demeures vivantes : tout atteste une solidarite,
 une authenticite. En cela comme dans le reste, la vie rurale
 egyptienne se presente comme un tout global aux equilibres
 etroitement agences, et composant les precarites de ce monde
 avec les reussites de l'autre : libres revanches qu'offrait le genie
 antique aux miseres du paysan.

 FACTEURS ECONOMIQUES D'UNE PSYCHOLOGIE

 Un paysage rural, singulier entre tous; une infrastructure
 musulmane: une nouvelle demarche de l'analyse s'attaquera
 a une troisieme grande caracteristique.

 Nul pays ne peut se vanter d'avoir, sur son histoire econo-
 mique, une documentation chiffree, suivant a travers les siecles
 l'evolution du meme phenomene. Si ce n'est l'Egypte, oi le
 critere majeur de prosperite, la hauteur de la crue annuelle,
 a 6et tr6s exactement note, annee par annee, depuis le vile
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 siecle de notre ere. Que de ressources cette continuite offrirait
 aux partisans de la sociologie math6matique et des represen-
 tations graphiques ! Quelle belle courbe pourrait en tirer un
 Sorokine ! Mais, de ces elements si commodement chiffrables,
 la vie n'enregistre que les extremes. Les chroniqueurs se complai-
 sent a decrire les annees de famine ou de r6colte exceptionnelle.
 L'ame populaire est encore plus selective, et l'on ne sait au juste
 comment elle retient, ou plus exactement restitue son passe.
 C'est ainsi que, dans la Menoufia, la memoire paysanne a

 laisse s'evanouir un fait qui eut du a tout jamais la marquer:
 l'inondation annuelle qui intervenait, il y a moins d'un siecle et
 demi, et cela depuis des temps immemoriaux. Descendant du
 Caire a Rosette par le canal de Menouf, Volney a observe,
 fin septembre que - ((quoique les eaux se retirassent depuis
 plus de quinze jours, les campagnes etaient encore submergees
 en partie et qu'elles portaient, aux lieux decouverts, les traces
 de l'inondation (1). La vie se partage alors en deux phases:
 contraction au village lors de la crue, et dispersion sous abris
 provisoires, lors des travaux agricoles. Ce rythme a deux temps
 doit influencer profondement les structures sociales comme les
 psychologies individuelles. Mais rien n'en reste dans le souvenir.
 Et rien ne reste d'une image pourtant bien vive; la vacuite
 d'un paysage rural beaucoup moins riche en arbres qu'il ne
 l'est aujourd'hui, et que l'eau de crue venait tous les ans unifor-
 miser. Les friches sont alors nombreuses et etendues. La carte

 au 100.000e de la Description connait presque tous les villages
 actuels, et meme prend soin d'y indiquer une distribution de
 quartiers qui est, en gros, restee invariable (2). Mais elle figure
 aussi de vastes espaces inoccupes. Le cadastre de Muh'ammad
 'All les dl6aissera en leur donnant toutefois un nom: ab'adiyya,
 auquel s'attache un regime juridique special. A ce moment la
 Menoufia compte 40.000 feddans incultes, contre 200.000 impo-
 s6s : soit un cinquieme (3). On devine que, dans cette nature

 (1) Volney, Voyage en Syrie et en Sgypte, 1787, p. 1, p. 39.
 (2) II y aurait, a cet 6gard, beaucoup a gagner au depouillement des Archives

 de la commission de publication, et notamment du vol. 21.983. Bibl. Nat. (dessins
 et marches pour la gravure).

 (3) F. Mengin, Histoire de l'lgypte sous le gouvernement de Mohammed Ali,
 1823, t. II, pp. 317, 443.
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 moins serree, le groupe respire plus largement, echappe aux
 contraintes de publicite et de compression que lui impose aujour-
 d'hui une densite de pres de huit cents habitants a l'hectare.

 Pendant la premiere moitie du XIxe siecle s'ouvre l'ere des
 grands travaux. Le canal Mah'mudiyya (1) occupe, dans des
 conditions tres meurtrieres, 65.000 fellahs de la Menoufia sur
 une population de 224.000 : plus d'un quart. Veritable levee
 en masse. Le terrassement porte sur environ quarante millions
 de metres cubes par an, en Egypte (2). Geographiquement,
 le Delta subit l'un de ces remaniements qui, au cours de l'histoire,
 ont modifie, par l'ceuvre des hommes ou l'action des conditions
 naturelles, la configuration des canaux et meme des branches
 du Nil. Les canaux traditionnels Sersawiyya et Baguriyya, qui
 irriguerent traditionnellement la province ont leur tete reporte
 au riyydh' Menoufi, que la lente mise en ceuvre du Barrage fera
 fonctionner, par etapes s'echelonnant tout au cours de la seconde
 moitie du XIxe siecle (3).

 Ainsi s'enfante dans la douleur ce que nous considerons
 aujourd'hui comme une double revolution: hydraulique, celle qui
 substitue l'irrigation perenne a l'inondation par bassins; juridi-
 que, celle qui instaure progressivement la propriete individuelle.
 La peine est si grande parfois que les autorites morales du
 temps s'en inquietent. Les corvees de la Menoufia provoquent
 un conflit entre le vice-roi et le sayyid 'Umar Makram (4).

 Encore au debut du xxe siecle, un observateur combien
 experimente, l'un des artisans de l'irrigation egyptienne ecrit:

 (( I1 ne faut pas s'etonner que les fellahs de la Menoufieh
 ne viennent pas s'etablir sur les terres d'apparence desolee
 et qu'au bout de longues annees malgre leur dur labeur, ils
 n'arrivent jamais a posseder en propre un seul feddan. Ils
 restent perpetuellement des machines humaines au profit des
 proprietaires terriens qui habitent Le Caire et Alexandrie ou

 (1) F. Mengin, Ibid., t. II, p. 335.
 (2) A. B. Clot bey, Aperfu general sur l'Vgyple, 1840, t. II, p. 440.
 (3) J. Barois, Les irrigations en Agypte, 1911, pp. 144 sq.; J. Mazuel, L'ceuvre

 gdographique de Linant de Bellefonds, 1937, pp. 128 sq.
 (4) F. Mengin, Ibid., t. I, p. 336.
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 bien au profit du personnel des Domaines et de la Daira qui
 s'enrichissent pendant que les travailleurs restent pauvres ).

 La corvee a ravage la vie rurale, pendant tout le XIXe siecle,
 et la periode des grands travaux n'a fait que l'appesantir. Or:

 ( Quand nous commengames a discuter ouvertement la possibi-
 lite d'abolir ce systeme de corvee, il y avait dans le pays un tres
 vieux parti conservateur qui persistait a penser que la corvee
 6tait un excellent systeme remontant a des milliers d'annees et
 que les fellahs eux-memes se declareraient contre son abolition.

 ) Nubar pacha me pria de sonder les fellahs sur cette question
 et je me rendis sur le canal de Sersawiyya ou une corvee de
 15.000 ouvriers etait au travail. Je leur demandai ce qu'ils
 preferaient, de la corvee ou de leur liberation en payant une
 somme d'argent. Par acclamation enthousiaste ils opterent
 pour leur liberation, et d'un seul elan ces 15.000 ouvriers s'elan-
 cerent hors du canal disant qu'ils allaient au Caire avec moi pour
 temoigner de leur sincerite. Ils me porterent en triomphe pendant
 plus d'un demi-mille, au milieu d'une masse grouillante. Ils se
 calmerent enfin et revinrent a leur ouvrage. Nubar pacha et Sir
 Colin furent enchantes et l'interet de lord Cromer s'eveilla , (1).

 Le temoignage est precis, et fort instructif, sur le phenomene
 social et la psychologie des parties contractantes, si j'ose dire.
 La corvee est officiellement abolie en 1889. Mais la pratique,
 plus ou moins deguisee, se poursuit jusqu'a la presente gen6-
 ration. Il en est ainsi des grands domaines, successeurs de
 l'iltizim, et abusivement assimiles a des tenures feodales (2).
 Pourtant, ces legs du passe sont liquides l'un apres l'autre.
 I'affranchissement se poursuit. Mais il s'accompagne de pheno-
 menes economiques qui, pour ainsi dire, en rendent le gouit amer.

 L'un des plus significatifs est sans doute la decadence d'un

 (1) W. Willcocks et J. Craig, Egyptian Irrigation, 3e ed. 1911, t. II, pp. 810 sq.;
 W. Willcocks, ( Le fellah et sa femme sur les terres incultes d'ligypte v, Bull.
 Societl de Geographie, VIII, 1912, pp. 172 sq. F. Paponot, L'ggypte, son avenir
 agricole et financier, 1884, cite le rapport d'une commission de 1837 selon lequel
 la corvee occupe annuellement pendant quarante jours un tiers des hommes de
 la Menoufia (pp. 25 sq.).

 (2) Chafiq Ghorbfl, a Naz'arat ta'rikhiyya fi'r-rif al-Migriv , Qah'tfat at-tarbiya,
 janv.-fMv. 1953.
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 artisanat rural dont on distingue encore les vestiges, sous
 formes de sp6cialites villageoises : les carpettes de laine, les
 mouchoirs de coton ou de soie de Sirs ne donnent sans doute

 qu'une idee affaiblie de ce que pouvait etre une vie plus 6qui-
 libree, soustraite a la concurrence de l'importation, et oiu un
 circuit se nouait entre les productions paysannes et lactivit6
 manufacturiere d'une ville comme Menouf. Dans le troisieme

 quart du XIXe siecle, 'Alt Pacha Mubarak note encore dans
 cette ville des metiers nombreux (1). Ou sont-ils, a present ?
 Aux proportions respectives des differents paragraphes de sa
 notice, on a l'impression que la vieille cite menait encore une
 vie equilibree entre la manufacture, transformant les produits du
 sol, un commerce les repartissant, et l'esprit, represente par
 mille ans de production dans les genres traditionnels. Qu'est
 devenu tout cela ? Menouf (2) connait a present la vie d'usine et
 le commerce d'importation. Sirs n'offre plus que des vestiges du
 temps ou, dit-on, chaque foyer avait son tissage, ou la vocation
 artisanale regnait au point que le feddan de terre s'echangeait
 pour la piece d'etoffe : signe de ( valeurs ) dont la variation dans
 le temps meriterait une analyse qu'on n'est pas encore assez
 arme pour entreprendre. Bornons-nous ici a en signaler la
 necessite et l'interet.

 Le village devient done tributaire de l'exterieur, pour toute
 une masse de choses dont jadis il n'avait cure. Depuis une
 generation, le trousseau de la mari6e ne s'enorgueillit plus des
 boucles monumentales, des lourds pectoraux d'or ou d'argent,
 capital portatif que Fl'pouse pouvait convertir par la suite en
 terre et en animaux. En revanche, il comprend de plus en plus
 des pieces de mobilier. Le gout de l'objet se diversifie et s'etend.
 Simultanement, le monetarisme envahit 1'existence sous la
 forme du salaire quotidien de l'ouvrier ou de l'employe, ou sous
 celle de produits de vente. Car le village est devenu fournisseur
 de coton. La commercialisation emporte tout, desormais,
 jusqu'aux ceufs et au lait dont le pauvre, avide d'argent liquide,

 (1) 'All pacha Mubarak, op. cit., t. XVI, p. 47.
 (2) A Menouf, manufactures de tabac, centrale Blectrique. A Sirs decortiquage

 du riz, 6grenage du coton.
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 doit priver son estomac et celui de ses proches. La main-d'oeuvre
 s'expatrie. Des villages comme les deux Qalata sont station-
 naires depuis deux recensements. L'equilibre statistique entre
 les deux sexes se rompt au detriment des hommes, que touche
 davantage le phenomene. Localement, s'ensuit l'evolution des
 besoins et des gouts ! Le the, le cafe, les stupefiants absorbent
 une proportion incroyable, un quart, un tiers, des disponibilites
 ainsi acquises. Ces produits jadis reserves au riche jouent dans
 les classes pauvres le meme role que l'alcool en Europe.
 Les moralistes du village sentent confusement le peril:

 liens familiaux qui se desserrent, solidarites qui decroissent,
 autonomie toute neuve des jeunes dans le choix du conjoint.
 Bien qu'il y ait, a coup sur, progres 6conomique, progres des
 lumieres, sans atteinte grave, jusqu'ici, a la morale du groupe,
 paradoxalement celui-ci en vient a chercher dans le passe,
 non certes son age d'or, mais un temps oi les gens et les choses
 marchaient mieux. La propagande reactionnaire des Freres
 musulmans a certainement beaucoup profite d'une telle attitude :
 nostalgie d'un passe insituable mais qui se subordonne commo-
 dement a des idees de restauration islamique. L'antique tristesse
 du fellah, au moment meme oti le sollicite une notion plus active
 de l'histoire, manifeste comme le regret d'elle-meme. Elle avait
 en effet ses compensations : une densit6 de travaux et de rites
 oui elle trouvait sa plenitude, la vehemence de tensions
 internes, etc... suscitatrice d'unanimite, enfin une admirable
 litterature folklorique.

 LE VILLAGE ET L ACTUALITE

 Une telle atmosphere resiste a l'externe, au neuf, a
 l'( anormal ), ou du moins a ce qui est juge tel. C'est dans
 une telle resistance, non moins que dans la rusticite et dans
 l'analphabetisme, qu'il faut chercher les raisons d'un fait
 d'evidence : le peu de sensibilite politique du milieu. II est
 fatal qu'une telle attitude se modifie avec ses conditionnements.
 De fait, elle a commence a se modifier. Aujourd'hui, la reforme
 agraire, l'attribution de terres dans la nouvelle province du
 Tah'rir, conquise sur les sables, la limitation des loyers, le
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 syndicalisme agricole sont des moyens surs d'emouvoir une
 millenaire impassibilite. I1 est trop tot pourtant pour que le
 sociologue s'interesse a des faits d'une portee puissante, mais
 par trop contemporains.

 Mais que distingue-t-il dans le passe immediat ? Le fellah,
 traque par ses difficultes propres, se derobe a l'instance generale.
 S'il s'y engage, de temps a autre, c'est a sa fagon impulsive et
 brutale. Dans la Menoufia, Teta oppose a une colonne frangaise
 une resistance heroique (1). Un peu partout, le mouvement de
 'Orabi souleve la participation des masses (2). Plus recemment,
 une partie de chasse degenere en massacre d'Anglais (3). Mais cela
 reste discontinu. La chronique veritable du village est ailleurs.
 Elle devrait desormais s'ecrire en partie double. Car la ville,
 differente par les rythmes, lointaine par le genie, est quand meme
 constituee d'emigres ruraux. D'une multitude de gagne-petits,
 parfois emergent I'avocat, le medecin notoire, le grand fonction-
 naire, l'homme politique. La clientele electorale de ce dernier
 s'etend naturellement a ses proches. Par la, la vie du bourg est
 liee a celle du parti. Selon les chances du pouvoir elle en est vic-
 time ou beneficiaire. Je veux dire beneficiaire en ses notables. Le

 wafd (4), les Freres musulmans, ont noue ainsi - le premier etant
 l'initiateur - des rapports avec les cantons les plus rustiques.

 Et cependant, au sein meme du canton, se poursuivait
 l'existence ancienne de concurrence familiale, de fraude fiscale
 et de vendettas. La dispute autour de la charge de 'omde (5), la
 lutte entre quartiers et villages, allant parfois jusqu'au meurtre,
 les demeles avec l'administration coloraient d'evenements

 individuels, de passions et d'accidents le fond morne de la
 pauvrete, de l'ignorance et de la maladie. La centralisation

 (1) 'Abd ar-Rah'man ar-Rafi'i, Ta'rikh al-h'araka al-qawmiyya, 1948, t. I,
 pp. 265 sq. Le fait n'est pas isol6.

 (2) A. Greiss, ((La crise de 1882 et le mouvement Orabi ,, Cahiers d'histoire
 egyptienne, 1953, p. 74.

 (3) F. Charles-Roux, l'Egypte de l'occupalion anglaise d l'accord anglo-dgyplien,
 1940, pp. 211 sq.

 (4) M. Colombe, L'evolution de l'Egypte, 1951, p. 13.
 (5) Dont il faudrait bien faire l'historique, en la depouillant des fallacieuses

 assimilations au droit communal frangais qui inspirent les manuels, cf. par exemple
 'Uthman Khalil, al-Qdnfin al-iddrl, 1950, pp. 252 sq. L'institution, d'essence
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 violente (1), l'absence de vie municipale a l'echelon du bourg,
 soumettent l'homme de la terre a des tribulations, contre quoi
 il ne peut se defendre que par la solidarite de groupe 'afabiyya,
 ou par un statut de clientele. Pour l'essentiel il se refugie dans
 son quant-a-soi, presque impenetrable au citadin, indechiffrable
 meme a l'emigre, passees une ou deux generations. Contre les
 fleaux sociaux, l'action de l'etat ne devient insistante que depuis
 une quinzaine d'annees. Elle s'accentue, dans la periode presente,
 d'initiatives systematiques des Rijdl ath-thawra, dont plusieurs
 sont originaires meme de la Menoufia. Mais, dans un passe encore
 recent, celui de l'entre-deux guerres, l'archaisme du tableau
 n'etait encore tempere d'aucun reformisme tangible. Je renvoie
 la-dessus aux pages peut-etre partiales, mais emouvantes, d'un
 roman dernierement paru : tour d'eau confisque par le grand
 domaine, collusion entre le 'omde, agent electoral, et le poli-
 ticien majoritaire. Le tout dans un contexte de souffrance
 et de passion rustiques (2).

 On entrevoit ainsi comment, depuis un siecle et demi, dans
 un cadre millenaire de civilisation rurale, les facteurs economi-
 ques puis politiques ont agi et agissent avec une intensite crois-
 sante. Cependant les monographies regionales et locales sont
 encore trop rares pour qu'on puisse retracer sans interpolation
 les vicissitudes d'un progres couteux, mais sur, vers plus de
 liberte. La conquete de l'histoire n'est pas achevee pour le
 village, et il a encore du chemin a faire avant d'atteindre une
 initiative a la mesure de son heritage magnifique et de sa longue
 peine.

 Jacques BERQUE
 (Le Caire).

 fiscale, se comprend mieux par comparaison avec celle (residuelle) du cheikh al.
 balad. Cf. Couvidou, rtude de l'JEgypte contemporaine, 1873, p. 298, qui oppose
 ces deux personnages.

 (1) Critiqu6e r6alistement, de m8me que les collusions entre les latifundia et le
 Parlement, par nombre d'essayistes 6gyptiens. Citons parmi les plus clairvoyants
 Ibrahim Madkur et Marrit Ghali, al-Adat al-h'ukumiyya, 1945, pp. 85, 214 sq.

 (2) 'Abd ar-Rah'man ach-Charqawi, al-Ard', 1954, et t. II, 1955.
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 I

 When Snouck Hurgronje, having served the Government of
 the Netherlands Indies for more than seventeen years as adviser
 on questions of Islam and Indonesian cultural life, was appointed
 to the chair of Arabic in the University of Leyden, he took
 up his duties by giving an inaugural lecture on Arabia and the
 East Indies. The relations between these two countries, he
 said, are not as old as is often believed. We have evidence
 from the 17th century that the Javanese completely misunder-
 stood the position of the authorities in Mecca, and that the
 Arabs were not even aware of the existence of Java and Suma-
 tra. In this connection the author was confronted with the

 question of how the Indonesians received Islam, as Muslims
 are reported to have been in Indonesia as early as the 14th
 century. Snouck Hurgronje pointed out, in answer to this
 question, that Sumatra and Java got acquainted with Islam
 through contacts with traders from India, as is shown by the
 form of Muslim words in Indonesian languages and by typically
 non-Arab features in the Muslim stories which found their

 way to Indonesia. The traders were not conquerors, but family-
 builders : they wanted wives, and they wanted them Muslim;
 wars against unbelievers in the interior of the country started
 only after the harbour-towns had become centres of Islam
 as a result of peaceful expansion (1).

 (1) VGGS 4, 2, 99 ff.; cf. ib. 4, 2, 227 ff.
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 Though Snouck Hurgronje felt obliged to admit that no
 reliable native documents were available, as the Indonesian
 stories about the rise of Islam in his opinion had been written
 many years after the conversion of the people concerned, yet
 he did not hesitate to launch his theory, which he found confir-
 med by the fact that this process of peaceful penetration was
 still going on. With regard to the period after contact between
 Arabia and Indonesia had been established, Snouck Hurgronje
 mentioned cases in which Muslim foreigners had succeeded in
 being appointed to high office at some Indonesian court, or
 even in founding kingdoms, and he pointed out that faqih's
 from Hadramawt sometimes exerted considerable influence

 in Indonesia by teaching and by writing treatises on questions
 of Muslim law. Speaking of the earlier centuries, he did not
 consider the possibility that the founders of Muslim commu-
 nities might have been not primarily merchants in search of
 suitable wives, but people of the type born to rule in search of
 an opportunity to exert power. It is evident, however, from
 Snouck Hurgronje's subsequent books and articles (1) that the
 difference between merchants, colonists and fortune-hunters
 was more or less irrelevant to him, the main point of his argu-
 ment being that the penetration of Islam in Indonesia was a
 peaceful one because of the attractiveness of the new religion
 to the Indonesians as a culturally inferior people, even in Java
 where Hinduism had played a part for many centuries (2).

 Among the dissertations which have been written by Snouck
 Hurgronje's pupils under his supervision, Schrieke's thesis
 of 1916, a treatise on one of the oldest Muslim texts of Java
 which Javanese tradition ascribes to sunan Bonang, one of the
 nine ' apostles' of Javanese Islam, is especially interesting in
 this connection (3). In the introductory chapters Schrieke
 points out that conversion to Islam in Indonesia, though often
 the result of contact with merchants, sometimes resulted from

 (1) VGGS 4, 2; 233, 240 and 242 f.
 (2) VGGS 4, 2, 241 f.: (...dans ce pays plus ou moins hindouis6, la majorite de

 la population pouvait etre tentee de chercher a sortir de son 6tat d'abaissement
 en s'adressant a 1'Islam ).

 (3) SBB 39 ff.
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 marriage alliances between Indonesian courts, when one of the
 two parties was a Muslim; thus the first king of Pasay is said
 to have married a Muslim princess of Perlak, and shortly after-
 wards a king of Malacca is said to have accepted Islam, as his
 bride was a princess of Pasay (1). The connubial relations
 within the empire of Majapahit and its dependencies also played
 a role, according to Schrieke, and he refers to the story of
 sunan Bonang's father, sunan Rahmat, who is said to have
 come from Campa and to have acquired a high position in
 Surabaya after his marriage with a Javanese girl of noble
 birth. In connection with Java Schrieke further points out
 that the importance of Malacca as a centre of interinsular and
 international trade implied the presence of a large number
 of Javanese merchants in that town; these merchants once
 having become Muslims facilitated the Islamisation of the Java-
 nese at home, as the merchants were zealots and the Javanese
 at home preferred Islam to Hinduism because of their fiery
 temperament and their self-consciousness in the period of
 Java's greatest expansion (2).

 Schrieke then proceeds to work out a theory concerning the
 Islamisation of Java in connection with its place in Javanese
 history, for Snouck Hurgronje had restricted himself to the
 remark that the fall of the empire of Majapahit in or about
 1518 A. D. had marked Java's complete conversion to Islam.
 Schrieke's review of the available material shows that a Muslim

 colony of foreigners, Chinese as well as people from Western
 countries - which means in this case : from India -, existed
 in Java as early as 1416 A. D., and that the first towns to accept
 Islam were Tuban and Gresik; in 1597 the interior of Java
 was still heathen, but the odds were definitely against the old
 religion from about 1535 on. Because of a note in which
 Schrieke explained his reason for choosing this year 1535 and

 (1) SBB 2 and 4. Pasay and Perlak are towns in the Northern part of Sumatra.
 (2) SBB 15. Schrieke thinks of a psychology of conversion which is quite

 different from what Snouck Hurgronje suggests (cf. above, p. 112, n. 2), but his
 argument is not convincing. He also overestimates the value of the story about
 sunan Rahmat; the princess of Campa lived in Majapahit from 1294 to 1350.
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 at the same time commented upon the question of Majapahit's
 fall, we may suppose that he silently corrected Snouck Hurgron-
 je, as this last had connected the fall of Majapahit in or about
 1518 with an instantaneous and complete victory of Islam (1).
 Schrieke confines his attention to the Muslim coastal towns

 which according to his opinion must have begun to put pressure
 on the heathen capital about the year 1450; at that time, he
 says, the central power must have been weak, as appears from
 information contained in the Pararalon (2), information which
 concerns the kings of Majapahit between 1429 and 1456. The
 Javanese tradition, he concludes, is almost valueless, but its
 story about sunan Rahmat and his aunt, the princess of Campa,
 confirms the theory that Islam began to be a real danger to
 the central court towards the middle of the 15th century (3);
 the evaluation of the Javanese tradition which we encounter

 here, is clearly dependent on Snouck Hurgronje, and it is
 evident from the structure of this part of Schrieke's book that
 he gives priority to foreign sources.

 Van Leur's book (4) on the ancient Asian trade, written in
 1934, is in many respects an interesting treatise, but it is not
 primarily concerned with the problem of Islamisation. Van
 Leur's aim was to visualize the details of the economic relations
 between the nations of South-East Asia from a technical and

 economic point of view; he was inclined to think, and not
 unjustly, as a matter of fact, that the philologists who had been
 working in this field were liable to overlook essential features
 of the situation. The merchant in the international trade of

 South-East Asia before 1800, he says, was not at all the type
 of man to transfer Hindu civilisation to Java, and though
 Islam is quite different from Hinduism, we are mistaken if we
 regard the Muslim merchants as socially important; we must
 drop, therefore, the theory that the Javanese were converted

 (1) VGGS 4, 2; 202, 227 and 361. SBB 31.
 (2) SBB 36 where the author quotes Rouffaer. The contents of the Pararaton

 will be discussed in section II.

 (3) SBB 37; I have replaced Schrieke's ( cousin D by (( aunt ).
 (4) LAH.
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 to Islam in order to be admitted to a superior society, as the
 merchant's real 'opposite number' was the Javanese lord who
 owned the ships, the money and the power. Important in the
 process of Islamisation was the conversion of this lord, and in
 order to explain that conversion, van Leur accepts without
 reserve Schrieke's tentative suggestion that political factors
 had been operating as well; in van Leur's opinion they were
 predominant. It was these, according to van Leur, which
 brought about, more or less automatically, a favourable attitude
 of the Indonesian princes towards Islam, although their reaction
 to the presence of Muslim foreigners had been negative in the
 preceding centuries. These political factors were as follows:
 1? the advance of Islam in India, leading to the Mogul empire
 and a sharp decline in the export of Brahman knowledge of
 rites and administration; 20 the growing animosity between
 the Indonesian coastal lords and the peasant kings of the interior
 which drove the coastal lords into the arms of Islam; 3? the
 collision between the Portuguese and the Muslim traders in
 South-East Asia, especially after the Portuguese had captured
 Malacca in 1511.

 We find all the elements of van Leur's argument in Schrieke's
 thesis of 1916, but van Leur rightly suggests the importance
 of the order in which the different events occurred. It was

 the changing situation in India which influenced the Indonesian
 kingdoms on both sides of the Straits of Malacca in the 14th
 century ; the Javanese coastal lords had their own reasons for
 welcoming the new doctrine; the arrival of the Portuguese
 seemed to justify the conversion of the coastal lords and led
 to new conversions. The advantages of this theory as compared
 with Snouck Hurgronje's view are obvious; it makes Snouck
 Hurgronje's explanation a partial one, though not necessarily
 a wrong one, and it explains why some Javanese princes wanted
 to enter into negotiations with the Portuguese to further their
 own interests (1). The broader scope of van Leur's theory,
 however, gives us the possibility of integrating to a much wider
 extent the history of South-East Asia into the history of the

 (1) VJ 1, 277; HJG 461.
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 world. The Portuguese and the Muslim traders were sworn
 enemies because of the Iberian peninsula's struggle, for 750
 years, against Islam, and Portuguese maritime expansion had
 followed on the capture of Constantinople by the Muslims in
 1453, which in its turn cannot be detached from the history
 of the Crusades, etc. The coherence of the Muslim nations
 which finds its expression in the annual meeting at Mecca,
 guaranteed that rumours of the Iberian war reached Indonesia
 long before the arrival of the Portuguese; the ideas ' Portu-
 guese' and ' enemy' must have grown associated in the stories
 told in the Asiatic harbour towns. Moreover, a common front
 towards the unknown enemy on the basis of common fear and
 common religion may have been a not entirely new fact in the
 history of Indonesia ; we have reason to believe that the advance
 of the Mongols in China and especially the fall of the Sung
 dynasty in 1275 had resulted in co-operation between the
 kingdoms of Campa, Malayu and Singasari towards the end of
 the 13th century, on the basis of Tantric Buddhism (1).

 II

 We have seen in the preceding section that Snouck Hurgronje
 mistrusted the stories about Java's Islamisation which were

 told by the Javanese themselves; they were, in his opinion,
 childish and without order or chronology, and if he derived
 from this kind of literature his notions about the fall of the

 Majapahit empire and the rise of Islam, it must have been on
 the assumption that the Javanese would not carry vagueness
 to such a point as to neglect this main fact of Javanese history.
 The result obtained by his pupil Djajadiningrat who wrote a
 thesis in 1913 on the chronicle of Banten, his home in the
 narrower sense of the word (2), must have confirmed him in his
 opinion. In the last chapter of his book Djajadiningrat refers
 to the lack of knowledge of ancient history amongst the authors

 (1) HJG 333; Ind. 4, 483 ff.
 (2) BSB.
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 of the Javanese chronicles, and he explains it by pointing out
 that the barrier which separated Majapahit from the Muslim
 period as well as the believers' different orientation prevented
 them from giving a reliable expose. In the final sentence
 of his book Djajadiningrat shows himself a worthy pupil of
 the great inspirer of new methods in Dutch colonial policy who
 often stood up for the rights of the Indonesians. It may be
 true, Djajadiningrat says, that a comparison of the Javanese
 historiography and the historiography of the European Middle
 Ages turns out to be advantageous to the latter, still the parallel
 we have a right to draw between both literatures makes it
 clear from which point of view we ought to appreciate Javanese
 historiography : the point of view to be taken in each case of
 contact with a phenomenon which is foreign to one's traditional
 standard of values, and to be expressed by the formula non
 ridere, non lugere, neque delestari, sed intelligere. I do not object
 to this appeal, of course, but it goes without saying that the
 slogan would not have been quoted by one who is proud of the
 achievements of Javanese historiography.
 According to the sacred tradition of the Javanese embodied

 in the Babad Tanah Jawi (1), the king of Campa in Further India
 who reigned at the time when Gajah-Mada was chancellor of the
 Javanese kingdom of Majapahit, had two daughters one of
 whom was given in marriage to Bra-Wijaya, king of Majapahit,
 whereas her younger sister married the foreigner Makdum
 Brahim Asmara who had induced the king of Campa to become
 a Muslim. When Makdum Brahim Asmara's eldest son had

 grown up, he went to Java in order to visit his uncle, accompa-
 nied by his younger brother and a cousin. In Java the three
 princes married Javanese girls of high descent ; Rahmat settled
 down in Ampel-Denta, a part of the modern town of Surabaya,
 his younger brother and his cousin took up their residence
 at Gresik, a few miles to the North of Surabaya. Some years
 later, when Rahmat had become a well-known Muslim teacher,
 he was visited by a seh (shaikh) from Juldah, Wali-Lanang

 (1) Several editions, the last one in 1941, together with a Dutch translation
 by W. L. Olthof, The Hague 1941.
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 by name, who wanted to discuss with him some questions of
 secret knowledge. After this visit Wali-Lanang went to Blam-
 bangan, the part of Java which is nearest to the Bali Straits.
 In Blambangan Wali-Lanang cured the king's daughter who
 suffered from a mysterious disease. A marriage was the result,
 but when the king of Blambangan refused to accept Islam,
 Wali-Lanang left his wife and returned to Malacca. As cala-
 mities befell Blambangan after his departure, the king got
 afraid of the child with whom Wali-Lanang's wife was pregnant,
 and he ordered it to be exposed after it was born. The child
 survived, however, because it was found by a merchant who
 gave it to his employer, a widow living in Gresik. In the course
 of time the boy, santri Giri, went to study under Rahmat and
 learned to recite the Qur'an together with Rahmat's son sunan
 Bonang. The most distinguished amongst Rahmat's pupils,
 however, was raden Patah, Bra-Wijaya's son by his second
 wife who had been divorced before his birth; Patah was born
 in Palembang, Sumatra, but as soon as he had grown to be a
 young man, he returned to Java. After his conversion to Islam
 he refused to serve the king of Majapahit, his father, and at the
 suggestion of Rahmat he founded a new settlement in Central
 Java, at Demak, which then developed into a centre of Muslim
 activity. Summoned by Bra-Wijaya to appear at the court
 and to pay the normal homage to the king, Patah did not
 obey, because the king of Majapahit was an unbeliever. Thus
 forced to rebel against Majapahit, Patah, in alliance with Rahmat
 and his friends, raised an army of Muslims and conquered Maja-
 pahit whose king ascended to heaven at the moment of his
 son's victory. In order to purify Majapahit from the stain
 of heathen kingship santri Giri's son sunan Prapen had to occupy
 the throne for forty days. After this period of purification
 Patah ascended the throne, but he preferred to reside in Demak;
 under the name Senapati-Jimbun Ngabdurrahman Panim-
 bahan-Palembang Sayyid-Din Panatagama he became the
 first Muslim king of Java, and from his residence Demak the
 new religion started its triumphant expansion (1).

 (1) Demak is a town on Java's North coast, near Semarang. Patah (from Arabic
 falh ' victory') means 'conqueror ', sc. of Majapahit.
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 Apart from the detail of Bra-Wijaya's ascension to heaven,
 this story about the rise of Islam in Java is not particularly
 fantastic. The Serat Kanda (1) contains a slightly different
 version, according to which the war of the Muslims against
 Majapahit lasted for more than eighty years. Now it is possible
 to demonstrate, by analyzing other parts of the text, that the
 Serat Kanda version of the story about Java's conversion to
 Islam is younger than the corresponding story of the Babad
 Tanah Jawi; it seems that several generations had the opportu-
 nity of embellishing the original text with interesting details.
 However, the chronological data contained in the Serat Kanda
 do not owe their existence to fantasy, but to calculation based
 on comparative studies. According to the Ndgarakrtdgama,
 a poem completed in 1365, Gajah-Mada had been chancellor
 of Majapahit from 1331 to 1364; according to the Serat Kanda
 he had been appointed to be chancellor in 1348 so that the
 author was not far wrong. As an old tradition (2) fixed
 the fall of the Majapahit empire at the end of the 14th century
 ?aka, i.e. in 1478 A. D., the conclusion that the war between
 Bra-Wijaya and raden Patah had lasted for about a century
 was logical, in a way. It is true that the author of the Serat
 Kanda had to believe that Bra-Wijaya had lived for about
 150 years, but this age was not less probable than e.g. the story
 contained in the sacred tradition according to which santri
 Giri after his death had destroyed a Majapahit army by sending
 swarms of bees against the enemy.

 The first European scholars who were interested in the history
 of the Javanese consulted, of course, the Javanese tradition.
 For them the only possible procedure was to reject such details
 as were intrinsically incredible, to reserve their judgment when
 different sources provided contradictory information, and to
 accept, for the time being, those stories which were not intrinsi-
 cally incredible or in conflict with other information. The
 empire of Majapahit is mentioned in Malay as well as in Javanese

 (1) ' The Book of Stories '; an excerpt is published in Par. 188 ff.
 (2) Cf. the argument sub IV. The same tradition occurs in the Pararaton,

 though in an entirely different context.
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 chronicles, whereas the growing influence of Islam is stated in
 the reports of Ma-Huan (1) and subsequently by the Portu-
 guese (2). The story about the victory of the Muslims in 1400
 a5ka or 1478 A. D. which put an end to the heathen kingdom
 of Majapahit seemed, therefore, reliable, at least in its outlines.
 Thus Veth, for instance, who published the first volume of his
 book Java in 1875, gives a description of the ' transition period '
 which is mainly dependent on the Babad Tanah Jawi.

 Brandes, a man who is entitled more than anybody else to be
 called the first genuine student of ancient Javanese civilisation,
 became interested in the Javanese chronicles soon after his

 arrival in Batavia in 1884. He made a thorough study of the
 literature of the Mataram period of Javanese history, and was
 lucky enough to discover two books of the Majapahit period
 on which our actual knowledge of the Middle-Javanese civili-
 sation - from the 11th century onwards - largely depends,
 viz. Prapanca's Ndgarakrtagama which deals with various
 questions concerning the dynasty of Majapahit, and the Para-
 raton, a mythical story about the founder of the dynasty of
 Singasari followed by notes on important persons and events
 in the period between 1222 and 1481 A. D. Before his study
 of the Pararaton, which was published in 1896, Brandes was
 not quite but almost in the same position as Veth had been;
 he had no reason to mistrust the tradition contained in the

 Babad Tanah Jawi about the fall of Majapahit, and he ascribed
 the absence of ancient books in Java, as opposed to the wealth
 of ancient Javanese literature in Bali, as a matter of course
 to the devastating effect of the war between Hinduism and
 Islam, a war that spared Bali where the ancient creed largely
 survives to the present day. It was natural of Brandes, and
 even a clever achievement on his premises, to explain the
 structure of the chronicles of the Mataram period by suggesting

 (1) The contents have been known since W. P. Groeneveldt's (( Notes on the
 Malay Archipelago and Malacca, compiled from Chinese sources ,, VBG 39/1,
 published in 1876. Cf. HJG 29 and J. J. L. Duyvendak, (( Ma Iluan Re-examined ,,,
 VAWL-NR 32/2.

 (2) The Portuguese sources have largely been used since Rouffaer's article in
 BKJ 50, 111 ff. Cf. HJG 32 f.
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 THE ISLAMISATION OF JAVA

 a gradual evolution of poets' manuals into collections of stories,
 which finally acquired the appearance of a survey of Javanese
 history when the extent of the collection forced the poets to
 apply a principle of arrangement, viz. chronological order;
 chronology in the Babad Tanah Jawi is, therefore, in Brandes's
 opinion a product of coalescence, not an original feature which
 had characterized this book from its beginning. Unfortunately,
 Brandes did not reconsider the validity of his theory when
 he was preparing the text of the Pararalon for publication,
 and in a moment of confusion he must have added an obsolete

 manuscript of his on the origin of Javanese historiography to
 the edition of the Pararalon, without seeing the necessity of
 putting the preliminary question whether, perhaps, the author(s)
 of the Babad Tanah Jawi fed on the same ancient tradition

 as Prapanca had done in the 14th century.
 Brandes was Snouck Hurgronje's intimate friend for about

 fifteen years ; he died in 1905, shortly before the latter returned
 to the Netherlands. It goes without saying that the two
 friends had discussed the question of Java's Islamisation,
 Brandes bringing to the discussion the data provided by Java-
 nese literature, and Snouck Hurgronje the arguments reviewed
 in the preceding section; only this assumption explains, as far
 as I see, why Snouck Hurgronje omitted to mention sources
 in his pages on the history of Java's transition to Islam. In
 the same way Djajadiningrat, not contradicted in this respect
 by his teacher, upheld the theory of a cleavage in the continuity
 of Java's cultural life owing to the introduction of Islam;
 he knew the Javanese tradition, he knew Brandes's theory
 and he knew that Snouck Hurgronje held the same view as
 Brandes, and not being a student of ancient Javanese literature
 himself he was not in a position to find out the flaw in Brandes's
 argument. Hazeu, the first Javanist in the Leyden chair
 of Javanese, repeated Brandes's as well as Djajadiningrat's
 arguments in his inaugural lecture of 1921; small wonder,
 therefore, that Krom, the author of Hindoe-Javaansche Geschie-
 denis, states in the final paragraph of his book, that Hindu-
 Javanese history ended at the moment when the government
 which had been carried on for more than a thousand years
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 by hinduized kings, came into the hands of Muslims. In those
 days the idea that Java's history consisted of two disconnected
 parts was so strong that the Royal Decree of 1921 which moder-
 nized the programmes of university studies in the Netherlands,
 sharply distinguished between the study of ancient Java and
 the study of the last few centuries (1).

 It is interesting to note that neither Brandes's fundamental
 error in the field of Javanese historiography nor its canonization
 by Krom has prevented the ethnologists from regarding elements
 of Javanese culture as products of a continuous evolution.
 Rassers, for example, found it of no importance at all whether
 he was dealing with an element of Hindu-Javanese culture in
 his thesis on the Panji story, or with more recent materials in
 his articles on the structure of the Javanese theatre and its

 repertoire (2). De Josselin de Jong, too, stresses the essentially
 Javanese character of Javanese culture as an entity (3). That
 the students of Javanese history and civilisation have been
 slow to detect Brandes's and Krom's error and the misconception
 of Javanese historiography behind it, is probably due to the
 fact that the contents of the more recent Javanese books on

 history had been declared childish, so that the very few people
 who had a sufficient knowledge of the language to use it for
 comparative studies in the field of Javanese historiography,
 abstained from performing a task which seemed hopeless from
 the outset (4). As to myself, I started to read stories from the
 Babad Tanah Jawi with my students only because we had at
 our disposal an abstract in prose whose simple language rendered
 the book suitable as a text for beginners; and thus it gradually
 dawned upon me that I had been wrongly informed about the
 value of this book and its place in Javanese civilisation (5).

 (1) HJG and ONJL.
 (2) RP; BKI 81, 311 ff. and 88, 317 ff.; GKI 222 ff.
 (3) MAES, especially 18 ff. The author does not mention LAH, though this

 was published in 1934.
 (4) In the preface of his anthology of modern Javanese prose (Leiden 1946)

 Drewes even gives the impression that he considers the student's familiarity with
 the Babad Tanah Jawi of small importance.

 (5) In the last years of his life Schrieke gave much attention to the background
 of Javanese historiography. His views will be published in ISS 3.
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 THE ISLAMISATION OF JAVA

 As far as I know up to now, no book in Java has been written
 for the purpose of recording historical facts prior to the 18th
 century; I do not say that the 18th century witnessed the
 appearance of such books, but Drewes, in an article of 1939,
 seemed to be inclined to accept this possibility, and so far I
 see no specific reason to deny it (1). As far as the literature up
 to 1700, inclusive of inscriptions of a non-pragmatic character,
 is concerned, it never serves in itself to describe the present or
 to picture the past. Such activity would have been irrecon-
 cilable with the function of Javanese literature as an instrument

 of priestly magic and with the pre-scientific attitude of mind to
 which even Java's gifted scholars and poets were subject as
 long as the road to the legacy of Greece was unknown or closed
 to them. The object of the ancient Javanese priests was to
 regulate the existence of kingship, and to this purpose they
 sometimes had to determine the course of future events, some-

 times to change the facts of the past, and sometimes to mention
 current questions in connection with either the past or the
 future; Javanese literature may have been produced for sheer
 pleasure, but then each rite as an element of symbolic behaviour
 gives the performer profound satisfaction and is, therefore,
 liable to turn into an act of sheer pleasure (2). It can be shown
 that in Java imaginary genealogies have been constructed,
 that dates have been changed, that virtue has been substituted
 for sin and that victories have been invented in order to benefit

 the sacred activities of the king. The Ndgarakrtdgama which
 I mentioned above was written, in my opinion, in order to add
 two kings to the official list which had prevailed from 1331 to
 1359, because in this last year Prapanca had found their names
 in the Pararaton and saw a way to connect the new ' ancestors '
 with two ancestral temples (3). If we accept the ethnologists'
 point of view mentioned above, there is no reason whatsoever
 to think that the Babad Tanah Jawi sprang from a conception

 (1) D 19, 249. Drewes's opinion seems to be based on Brandes's remark in
 TBG 32, 371, which, however, refers to the Babad Tanah Jawi.

 (2) Cf. Ernst Cassirer, a An Essay on Man n.
 (3) Cf. MAWL-NR 14, 121 ff. (provisional).
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 of royalty and priestly duties totally different from what was
 usual in the days of Prapanca. As soon, then, as we find that
 the structure of the Babad Tanah Jawi proves the poet's familia-
 rity with Majapahit traditions to a much larger extent than
 Brandes and Djajadiningrat believed, we have gained a positive
 argument to vindicate the Babad Tanah Jawi from the charge
 of childishness.

 And this is indeed the fact ;we have arguments at our disposal
 to show that the authors of the earliest versions were acquainted
 with Majapahit literature as well as the subsequent oral tradi-
 tion, though they were unable, of course, to diagnose the nature
 and the peculiarities of the process of evolution to which social
 phenomena are subject (1). It is true that Snouck Hurgronje
 does not mention the Babad' Tanah Jawi. It is also true that

 popular imagination did add, in the course of time, many stories
 to the priestly texts, stories which make a European reader
 laugh until he remembers the final sentence of Djajadiningrat's
 book. But if we judge Christianity by the Gospel and not by
 the story of Santa Claus, and if we judge Islam by its sacred
 literature, though we recognize deviations from the ideal as
 normal facts, we must judge the Javanese conception of the
 royal function, past and present, in the same way : by the
 official productions of their priestly magic, and not by the
 popular variants told in the villages, though the latter deserve
 attention as well, from a different point of view. We must,
 therefore, take the official story about Java's conversion to
 Islam seriously and not misinterpret it as a product of childish
 phantasy; but at the same time we must approach it from an
 angle entirely different from that which has prevailed so far. This
 last statement implies that our question is not : What does the
 author or his informant know about the period of Java's
 transition to Islam ? It must be : What was the author's purpose
 when he deliberately combined a story about the rise of Islam
 in Java with the existing tradition about the kingdom of Maja-
 pahit ?

 (1) Cf. the present author's three articles which will be published in the course
 of 1955, in Ind. 8.
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 III

 Agung, the first king of Mataram, was undoubtedly a Muslim
 in the Javanese sense of the word. From a report, written in
 1622 by Dr de Haen, one of the first ambassadors of the Dutch
 United East-India Company to the court of Mataram, we
 know that the king used to visit the mosque on Friday and that
 he observed the fast of Ramadan, because he did not start

 an expedition against Surabaya before the first of Shawwal
 had passed (1). Nevertheless, the author of the Babad Tanah
 Jawi calls Agung a descendant of the last king of Majapahit
 without calling him a Muslim. If the list of Agung's ancestors
 were reliable, we should have had to accept the fact of his
 connection with a heathen dynasty without comment, or we
 should have said that, after all, it was not his fault. But it
 is obvious that the list is not reliable at all. According to the
 author of the Babad Tanah Jawi, Agung's grandfather's grand-
 father's grandfather had been the son of Bra-Wijaya II and of
 a woman from Wandan with whom the king had been advised
 by a mysterious voice to have intercourse in order to get cured
 from a deadly disease (2). The meaning of this story is clear,
 if we realize that the disease was the waning power of Maja-
 pahit's last king a few years before his ascension to heaven,
 and that the woman is a variant of the princess of the flaming
 womb who was the ancestress of the kings of Singasari and
 Majapahit in Eastern Java as well as the ancestress of the
 Dutch ' kings' in Western Java (3). There is no reason, of
 course, to regard this story as historical, and if there were, we
 should be made suspicious by a story further on which makes
 the son of these two parents marry the daughter of a goddess
 who had been captured by his father - in - law when she was
 taking a bath in a lake on Java (4). But if these stories are

 (1) JONG 4, 298 ff. and 4, 312.
 (2) In Javanese rajasinga. In our days this word means 'syphilis', but in

 Babad Tanah Jawi 23,30 it must mean 'impotence'.
 (3) Cf. the article mentioned above, p. 123, n. 3.
 (4) There is reason to believe that the story was duplicated; the original version

 probably made Bra-Wijaya's son capture the goddess himself.
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 either purely imaginary or applied myths, then Agung's genea-
 logy must be forged, and if it is forged, why then did the author
 prefer to make Agung a descendant of the last king of Maja-
 pahit rather than to honour him as a descendant of Muhammad
 or some other great figure in the history of Islam ?

 Properly speaking, we ought to have put a slightly different
 question first, viz. : Why did Agung want a list of ancestors ?
 It has been suggested that the story about the first king of
 Demak in the Babad Tanah Jawi served to legitimize his dynasty
 and to stress the continuity of royal power; 'in order to make
 this continuity clear, the relationship between the Muslim rulers
 and the heathen kings is not concealed, as might be imagined,
 but rather stressed, and perhaps even invented ', says Krom
 in HJG 464. Indeed, we should have expected the author to
 be less communicative if the story about Patah had historical
 value and if the theory about the cleavage between ' Hindu-
 Javanese ' Majapahit and the later ' Muslim' kings were true;
 it is inconsistent to accept the theory of cleavage and to believe
 at the same time that the Muslim kings wanted their relation-
 ship with Majapahit to be known by their subjects. It is
 evident from the preceding section that in my opinion the
 cleavage theory is untenable. Rejection of this theory, however,
 does not necessarily mean conversion to Krom's point of view.
 This last would be satisfactory, perhaps, if the story about
 raden Patah had been written by a court poet of Demak. It
 is true that Mataram, according to the Babad Tanah Jawi,
 in its turn succeeded Demak and that Patah's dynastic position,
 therefore, concerned Mataram as deeply as Demak. But it
 is also true that a good link between Majapahit and Dimak
 would be of no use to Mataram, if the link between Denak and
 Mataram were too weak. As a matter of fact, the story about
 Mataram becoming the legal heir of Demak is not particularly
 convincing : Senapati, Agung's alleged grandfather, is said to
 have been given Demak and its dependencies by ralu Kali-
 fiamat, the last member of Demak's royal family, after Senapati
 had slain the prince of Jipang, their mortal enemy; the flaw
 in the story is that Senapati is said, by the author himself, to
 have been a mere child at the time of his victory and his father
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 to have ceded the reward to the prince of Pajang. Is it probable
 that Agung's poet wrote the story of Agung's descent from Bra-
 Wijaya II because of the weakness of the second link ? Certainly
 not. We are dealing here with forged stories whose meaning
 we are trying to find out. If the author had seen the flaw in
 his argument, he would have improved the solidity of the
 second link; manipulating the royal genealogy was not a ques-
 tion to be trifled with. We must come to the conclusion,
 therefore, that neither the theory of cleavage nor Krom's
 variant is satisfactory.

 On the other hand, it is no use to deny that the story of
 Patah in itself betrays the poet's desire to depict his dynastic
 position as a legal one. Why, then, is the story of how the
 royal power of Demak was transferred upon the kings of Mata-
 ram so queer ? The answer is : because it is roughly identical
 with the story about Singasari's replacement by Majapahit
 towards the end of the 13th century, but it was blended with
 myths of different origin, and that is what made it look queer
 in some respects. This means, of course, that the story of
 Demak's replacement by Mataram which, in a historical context,
 could have been at the same time the story of the spreading of
 Islam, was not based on facts at all; it is essentially allegorical,
 though the allegory it contains is a rather specific one (1).

 Javanese historiography developed out of functional litera-
 ture, and the latter was based in Java - as elsewhere - on the
 idea of the creative power of the divine word, though we must
 take into account that ' divinity' in India and ancient Java
 had a broader meaning than among the Jews and the Arabs.
 In ancient Java the priest was supposed to be able to shape
 the current of events by creating the corresponding verbal
 picture, in accordance with his mood or his task. As his task
 at the royal court was to guarantee the prosperity of the king
 and the country, it was up to him to remove irregularities by
 incantations and to substitute the reality of his verbal picture
 for the reality of sense perception, if this last were unacceptable
 for some reason or other. Magical language has its own features

 (1) For detailed argumentation see the articles mentioned in n. 1 on p. 124.
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 all over the world, as is shown in our days by its successor,
 poetical language. The Javanese incantations contained a
 lot of Sanscrit words or were even written in Sanscrit in the

 more difficult cases; other characteristics were the use of
 Indian metres, chronograms and allegories (1). As to the
 allegorical form, the idea certainly was that sacred literature
 was an adequate medium for describing fictitious situations.
 On the other hand, it is essential for such poems that the
 contents should be linked somehow with the actual situation,
 in order to direct the priest's power to the object he has in
 view. For this purpose the author inserts in his poem one or
 more identificatory stanzas which explicitly mention the person,
 the situation and sometimes also the date in question; such
 stanzas often constitute the beginning of the poem, in particu-
 larly intricate language. As specimens of this kind of literature
 I refer to the poem Arjunawiwdha (' Arjuna's Nuptials')
 which runs parallel to a Sanscrit poem of 1041, in honour and
 to the benefit of the usurper Erlangga, and to the poem Bhdrata-
 yuddha (' The War of the Bharatas ') which runs parallel to the
 Sanscrit epic Mahabhdrala, but was written in 1157 A. D. in
 connection with some mortal sin of the usurper Jayabhaya (2).

 The Sanscrit poem of 1041 ascribes to Erlangga a series of
 ancestors the first of whom was a certain Sindok, mentioned in

 inscriptions of the first decades of the 10th century. In the
 course of time this alleged ancestor's name changed into Angrok,
 in a popular myth about a homo nouus, which in its turn served
 as an allegory in the 13th century when Wisnuwardhana had
 founded the dynasty of Singasari, about 1250; in the poet's
 vision this Wisnuwardhana was the Angrok of modern times.
 The myth of Angrok contains an introduction which may have
 been the original identificatory element, and when the text
 was made into an allegorical story in honour of the contempo-

 (1) In Javanese literature a chronogram is a sentence consisting of words
 which represent numerals. When the sentence is read from the right to the left
 and the corresponding numerals substituted for the written words, one finds the
 number of the Caka year concerned.

 (2) Translated into Dutch in BKI 82, 248 ff. and in D 14, 1 ff., respectively.
 The poem of 1041 was published and translated by Kern; cf. VG 7, 83 ff.
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 rary homo novus Wisnuwardhana, an identificatory element
 pertaining to him had to be added, which was possible only
 if the second element was placed at the end of the book. This
 detail, however trifling in itself, grew important in the following
 century, in the first place because the occurrence of Wisnuwar-
 dhana's name at the end of the book proved to be an invitation
 to the readers to add further historical notes so that the identi-

 ficatory element soon developed into a chronicle, and in the
 second place because Prapanca, when he happened to read
 the Angrok-myth in 1359, received the impression - because
 identificatory elements normally occur at the beginning of a
 poem - that Angrok had been Wisnuwardhana's grandfather.
 Now, if that were the case, some official rites of the 14th century
 whose performers had believed Wisnuwardhana to be the first
 king of Singasari, would have been performed on the basis of
 what Prapanca thought to be a wrong supposition, and for this
 reason he restored order to what he thought to be a corrupt
 genealogy by writing his poem Ndgarakrlagama which contains
 the ' complete ' list of the kings of Singasari and Majapahit,
 inclusive of Wisnuwardhana's father and grandfather (1).

 In the 17th century the innovations of the 14th century were
 no longer known as such. The author of the Babad Tanah
 Jawi was acquainted with the tradition of dealing with sacred
 matters in the form of an allegory, but he also knew that initial
 stanzas should be written in intricate language, that a charac-
 teristic of the Pararalon was the combination of the story of
 Angrok and of the chronicle at its end, and that the author of
 the Ndgarakrldgama had inserted into his poem a complete
 list of the kings of Singasari and Majapahit. For a man who
 did not see the different styles in perspective it was natural
 to use all of them, as they all belonged to the sacred and impe-
 rative tradition. The starting-point for the author of the
 Babad Tanah Jawi probably was his master's desire to restore
 the kingdom of Majapahit. If Majapahit returned to life,
 early Mataram, in the poet's opinion, would become early

 (1) For the rites in question see my treatise in VAWL-NR 59/1. For the rela-
 tion between the names Sindok and Angrok see MAWL-NR 14, 126 ff. See also
 Nag. 38 ff.
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 Majapahit. On the basis of this identification which was
 closely akin to the ancient interest in allegories, the author
 changed the decades preceding Agung's conquest of Majapahit (1)
 into the decades about 1300 by describing Demak and the rise
 of Mataram in terms of the history of declining Singasari and
 rising Majapahit; but he added a complete list of the king's
 predecessors because of what Prapanca had done, and he men-
 tioned Agung and his victories at the end of his poem because
 of the example given by the author of the Pararaton. The list
 of the king's predecessors, however, had to include the kings
 of Majapahit, as the king wanted to be one of them, and the
 opposition within the genealogy between kings of different
 periods could but lead to a non-allegorical story about Majapahit
 preceding the allegorical one. As the ancient history had
 consisted of two inseparable parts, Singasari and Majapahit,
 the allegory had to consist of two parts as well. In this way
 the last king of Majapahit could but have two sons, an elder
 son to start the dynasty of New-Singasari and a younger son to
 prepare the dynasty of New-Majapahit. As far as I see, there-
 fore, the need of continuity of royal power was not the root,
 but the fruit of the literary activity of Agung's court poet (2).

 This is, I think, the answer to the question why the author
 of the Babad Tanah Jawi gave Agung a series of ancestors some
 of whom had been kings of Majapahit. The question remains
 why exactly Agung wanted to be a king of Majapahit. In
 my opinion the source of this ambition was the 'myth of Greater
 Majapahit'. The civil war from which Majapahit had suffered
 in the first decades of its existence had prescribed to Gajah-
 Mada, chancellor of Majapahit from 1331 to 1364, a new policy,
 characterized by emphasis upon Java's political unity and by
 a mildly imperialistic attitude towards the surrounding islands;
 this new policy had been magically fixed in 1331. Prapanca,
 as the Buddhist high priest of his days, was thoroughly acquain-

 (1) Mentioned in the Babad Tanah Jawi as the conquest of Wirasaba, a few
 years before 1625.

 (2) For the question of the opposition between the ' older' and the ' younger'
 dynasty see the article mentioned above, p. 123, n. 3. It should be noted that the
 Babad Tanah Jawi and the Pararaton acquired a supplement for the same reason..
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 ted with the theoretical background of the new policy, and as
 his Ndgarakrtagama was a synthesis of the doctrine of Gajah-
 Mada and of his own interpretation of the Pararaton, as far
 as the structure of the royal genealogy was concerned, the
 Ndgarakrlagama had, of course, to express the Gajah-Mada
 doctrine as well. We have no reason to doubt that Majapahit
 under Gajah-Mada was in the zenith of its power and glory,
 reigning over large parts of Java plus Madura and Bali, and in
 contact with a number of foreign countries. Nevertheless,
 Prapanca exaggerated when he suggested that his king Rajasa-
 nagara was the centre of the world and the lord of every part
 of the country,' uniting the island under his umbrella '. On the
 other hand, it goes without saying that a few centuries later
 people were no longer able to distinguish between Majapahit's
 real power and Prapanca's picture of it. The effect of the
 Ndgarakrtdgama was, therefore, the conception that a king
 in the full sense of the word must be a man who had 'united

 Java under his umbrella '; and this conception was a chal-
 lenge to action directed against ambitious generals. We are
 informed by Dutch reports that Agung wanted to perform
 the mythical task of subjecting the entire island to his autho-
 rity, and the way in which the Babad Tanah Jawi reports
 the story of Agung's conquest of Wirasaba, the region of the
 ancient capital, makes it clear that his campaigns mythically
 culminated in this achievement (1).

 At the time of Agung's first contacts with the Dutch he
 had been trying to carry out his programme for about ten years,
 and a few years later, in 1625, he completed, in the military
 sense of the word, the first part of his task by conquering Sura-
 baya which had been protected by the surrounding marshes
 for many years. The priests, though and because they were
 said to have the power of changing the past and arranging the
 future, did not take unnecessary risks; of course, Agung had
 to prove by military successes that he was entitled to the high
 position he claimed; the whole course of events shows that,

 (1) For Wirasaba see p. 130, n. 1. For Agung's programme cf. VJ 1, 351 ff.
 and JONG 4, 22 (a report by Coen, written in 1614).
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 properly speaking, he was a usurper, or that his father had
 been (1). After the conquest of Surabaya, however, which
 had been a great achievemient and which guaranteed the
 possession of Majapahit, he was recognized as Java's king,
 for in 1626 he was given the title Susuhunan, ' Majesty' (2).
 As Erlangga had been given his series of ancestors after his
 final victory, we have reason to suppose that Agung was given
 his after his main achievement, and as the genealogy as well
 as the new title was the expression of the priests' compliance
 with Agung's claim, it would be far-fetched to imagine that
 the Babad Tanah Jawi and the king's new title were published
 on different occasions; internal evidence gathered from an
 analysis of the text confirms that it must have appeared in
 its oldest version before 1629, but I refrain from mentioning
 the arguments in this paper and may refer the reader to the
 specialized publications.

 The entire ceremony of which the Babad Tanah Jawi, in this
 way, is the record was so characteristically Javanese and so
 absolutely in defiance of the principles of Islam that it is by
 no means surprising to find no mention in this book of Agung's
 having been a Muslim. I am inclined to think that Agung's
 observance of Muslim religious duties, though in accordance
 with the fashion of his day, was as irrelevant to the Javanese
 belief in Agung's divine leadership as Hitler's baptismal bond
 with the Catholic Church was in Germany twenty years ago.
 We remember that, according to Dutch information, the interior
 of Java was said to be a heathen country as late as 1597. The
 difficulty is that we do not know what 'heathen' means if
 a ' Muslim ' king such as Agung was, turns out to have behaved
 and to have been looked upon in exactly the same way as his
 great ' heathen ' predecessors. The problem is not specifi-
 cally Javanese, though, and we shall return to it below, in
 section V.

 (1) Cf. the articles mentioned above, p. 124, n. 1.
 (2) VJ 1, 371.
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 IV

 In carrying out his programme, however, Agung collided
 with the Dutch. The Dutch had come to Bant6n in North-

 West Java, because it was one of the centres of the spice and
 pepper trade. As a result of friction they had decided to found
 their main settlement, at first no more than a station on the
 route to the Moluccas, in Jakarta, the later Batavia and to-day
 once more Jakarta, about fifty miles to the East of Banten.
 The Dutch, however, had a second settlement, and for the same
 purpose, in Agung's territory; for this reason Agung expected
 them to behave as his other vassals did and to render services

 in his wars of conquest. It should be noted that this Muslim
 king did not assume an attitude towards the Dutch merchants
 different from that of the heathen king who had co-operated
 with the Portuguese; Agung himself was fighting the Muslim
 coastal lords in order to subject them to a central government
 in the interior of the country (1). But the Dutch, exploiting
 their favourable geographical position, played Banten and Mata-
 ram against each other until Agung was forced to send an expe-
 dition against Batavia, if he wanted to remain loyal to his
 own programme ; Agung would, of course, not be able to conquer
 Banten as long as Batavia was an enemy stronghold on his
 way there, and his ardent desire to carry out his programme
 to its full extent made him undertake the expedition to the
 West only three years after the capture of Surabaya. The
 crushing defeat which he suffered in 1628/1629 was the result
 of this forced initiative, not because of the power of the Dutch,
 but because of the insurmountable difficulties that confronted

 the expeditionary force.
 Mataram must have been deeply shocked by this defeat,

 certainly not because of the heavy losses in goods and lives,
 but rather because of the apparent conflict between factual and
 magical reality. It is interesting to note that the newly subdued
 territories in Central and Eastern Java did not try to revolt

 (1) Cf. above, p. 115, n. 1.
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 against Mataram immediately after Agung's defeat; it seems,
 therefore, that no political danger ensued from it. But as to
 the magical aspect of the situation, it was evident in 1629
 that the rites of 1626 had not been strong enough. An analysis
 of the structure of the Babad Tanah Jawi shows that the list

 of Agung's ancestors must have consisted of 3 x 7 = 21 members
 in the original version, and that 4 x 7 = 28 ancestors were
 added in the second instance. The idea must have been in

 1629 and the following years that the magical energy of 7x7
 ancestors was a better guarantee of success than the energy
 of only 21 ascendents. However, we have reason to suppose
 - it is impossible here to give all the arguments without going
 into details of Javanese linguistics and mythology - that a
 supplementary device of the priests was to mobilize, apart from
 the extension of the magical power of the ancestors, the magical
 power of the demons. As 'demon' and ' barbarian' were
 synonyms, not only in China, but in Java as well, the demons
 of the 17th century, in the opinion of the priests of Mataram,
 were the Muslims and the Dutch. We shall see below that

 santri Giri, the chief wali or apostle of Islam, represents the
 king of the demons of Middle-Javanese mythology, and that,
 from the point of view of typology, he has nothing to do with
 Snouck Hurgronje's merchants. Mythology, however, is an
 essential by-product of human language, and through language
 it is connected with human sense experience. Santri Giri
 is indeed an element of Javanese mythology, but at the same
 time the notion corresponds to a historical fact, and factually
 he must have been one of the Muslim coastal lords.

 The story goes that this saniri Giri, when he was on his way
 to Mecca where he wanted to study Muslim sciences, met his
 father Wali-Lanang in Malacca, and that this last sent him
 back to Java, but under a new name, Prabusetmata. This name
 is the key to the interpretation of the official story of Java's
 'conversion' to Islam, as the appellative prabuselmala is a
 variant of prabuset, and prabuset, ' monkey ', was, in the context
 of the Sanscrit poem Ramayana which was the first Indian poem
 to be rendered into ancient Javanese, a name for Hanuman,
 the Ape, and in a way Hanuman, though different in form, was
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 identical with Rama, the King, and Wisnu (Vishnu), the God.
 The dynasty which had reigned in Singasari and in Majapahit,
 had been established by god Brahma, whereas its predecessor
 had been a dynasty founded by Wisnu. By defeating Rawana,
 the king of the demons, Rama had acquired the demon's power
 so that, when Wisnu was obliged to transfer earthly kingship
 upon the Brahma dynasty, he remained king of the demons;
 he exercised this function in eight invisible residences. Now
 according to the Pararaton, Wijaya (= Bra-Wijaya), the first
 king of Majapahit, had been helped in a very efficient way by
 Bafiakwide/Wiraraja (1), governor of Madura, after Wijaya had
 been forced to fly from Singasari whose last king had been mur-
 dered by one of his rivals; this governor summoned the Tatars
 to come to Java in order to get rid of the murderer and to restore
 order by placing Wijaya on the throne. It may interest the
 reader that this is the Javanese version of an event that actually
 occurred in 1293, when an expeditionary force from Mongol
 China, at that time under K'ubilai Khan, visited different parts
 of Indonesia for display of power and invaded Java, where
 they conquered the residence of the man who had slain the
 last king of Singasari (2). However, it is not the historical side
 of this question which claims our attention here; I mention the
 story, because in the opinion of the Javanese the Tatars were
 barbarians, and Bafiakwide, the governor of Madura, who had
 been able to summon them, apparently ruled over these demons.
 Typologically, therefore, the governor of Madura whose story
 was found in the Pararaton was deemed to be identical with
 Prabuset; in the Babad Tanah Jawi he bears the same name as
 he is given in the Pararaton, but his alias here is Siyung-Wanara,
 a variant of ancient Javanese si hyang Wanara, 'Divine Ape ',
 and a synonym of Prabuset. Prabuset appears in his quality
 of king of the demons in the interval between the dynasty of
 Wisnu and the dynasty of Singasari, and Siyung-Wanara appears
 in the interval between the dynasty of Singasari and the dynasty

 (I) Banakwide is the governor's Javanese name. The second name is Sanscrit.
 The two names belong to the same person, but they have different meanings.

 (2) HJG 343 f. and 355 ff.
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 of Majapahit. The normal place for the king of the demons
 to make his appearance, therefore, seemed to be an interval
 between two dynasties.

 Unfortunately, the court poet of Mataram was not able to
 place the king of the demons as the introducer of Islam in the
 interval between Demak and Mataram where he ought to have
 appeared, as it was Mataram itself that was interested in the
 power of the demons. As we have seen above, the oldest version
 of the Babad Tanah Jawi had contained a story to explain how
 the power of Demak had been transferred to Mataram, and as
 Mataram was a kind of New-Majapahit, and Demak, therefore,
 had to be a New-Singasari, the story of the Pararalon about
 the transfer of power from Singasari to Majapahit could be
 used in order to represent the transfer of power from Demak
 to Mataram. Some technical adaptations were unavoidable,
 however, as some other mythological factors, too, had to be
 taken into account. To explain these factors here would lead
 us to far from the present question, but the result of the poet's
 fitting the pieces together was that the story about the relation
 between Demak and Mataram introduced a queen of consid-
 erable wealth who in Nature's garb practised austere asceticism
 on Mount Danaraja, that ratu Kalifiamat whom I have men-
 tioned before. This story showed features sufficiently akin
 to the tales about the king of the demons (1) to prevent the
 poet from inserting the story about santri Giri and his mobil-
 ization of the power of Islam at the place where he would have
 liked, I think, to insert it, viz. in the story about the interval
 between Demak and Mataram. The second best solution was

 to place santri Giri alias Prabusetmata between Majapahit
 and Demak; and here we find it, as a matter of fact. This is,
 in my opinion, the only reason why the Babad Tanah Jawi
 connects the fall of Majapahit with the rise of Islam; the
 connection is, as far as the genesis of the Babad Tanah Jawi

 (1) In the Babad Tanah Jawi Bafiakwide's place as a ruler over the demons
 is taken by his 'sister ', the 'nun of the bee-hill '. She too is said to have left
 her father's palace in order to perform asceticism in the mountains.
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 is concerned, purely incidental and has nothing whatever to
 do with history.
 According to the Javanese doctrine laid down in the Babad

 Tanah Jawi, the date of Java's conversion to Islam was, there-
 fore, accurately definable : it had happened in 1400 Qaka
 (1478 A. D.), when the 14th century ended and a new century
 or era started. In the same way as in primitive European
 thought the secular year, or even anniversaries and silver
 jubilees and that sort of things, are important dates which
 separate two distinct periods, so in the opinion of the Javanese
 1400 (. sharply separated the ancient heathen world of Singasari
 and Majapahit on one side and the Muslim world of Demak and
 Mataram on the other. It seems difficult for many people
 to realize that anniversaries and similar dates are meaningless
 outside the primitive emotional sphere where the rhythm
 of man's life is tied up with the difference of seasons; it seems
 still more difficult to realize that in the gradual evolution of
 social institutions dates cannot play the same part as in the
 sphere of concrett individual activities. As to the process
 we are dealing with in these pages, Java has never been converted
 to Islam, and it is meaningless to look for people who converted
 it; Java's pattern of culture has absorbed, in the course of the
 centuries, elements of Islam, as it had absorbed elements of
 Hinduism and Buddhism before, and as it was to absorb elements
 of European civilisation later. The process of this absorption
 has been no more rectilinear than any other process of social
 change, as it consisted of random shifts in the position of the
 constituent elements of the pattern, each shift of local impor-
 tance and dependent on the circumstances.
 In this process of Islamisation - Islamisation it was, but in

 my opinion Islamisation is not the same as conversion
 to Islam - kings and princes operated as factors of acceleration
 and deceleration, for reasons of their own, as Schrieke and van
 Leur have rightly pointed out; a pious prince is abnormal,
 as abnormal as pious merchants, though abnormalities do
 occur. Confining ourselves to normal cases of rulers reacting to
 political situations, we have reason to turn our attention to
 the part which Agung played in the process of Java's Islami-
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 sation. We know from Dutch sources that Agung had not
 been unfriendly towards the Dutch in the first years of their
 contact, but that he took a hatred against them in the year of
 his defeat which he was never able to wipe out (1). It is natural
 that Agung's heart went out in those years to the bitterest
 enemies of the Dutch in the Indonesian seas and islands, the
 Portuguese and the Muslim merchants, and that his sympathies
 drove him into the arms of Islam. If he had been, up to 1629,
 a Muslim by virtue of fashion, he now became a Muslim under
 the laws of political tactics. The Dutch ambassador who
 visited Mataram after Agung's death in 1646 reported that
 Agung in the second part of his life had tried to acquire a
 Muslim title from the ' king of Mecca' (2). This is the item
 which made Snouck Hurgronje point out that such a step of
 the king of Mataram betrayed a complete ignorance of Mecca's
 position. But there are other aspects of this question which
 Snouck Hurgronje did not see. It strikes us that Agung behaved
 as a Hindu-Javanese king up to the moment of his defeat by
 the Dutch, because his campaign against Batavia ensued from
 his belief in the myth of Greater Majapahit, not from any
 desire to carry on the Holy War of the Muslims against the
 unbelievers; a few years after 1626, however, the title of Susu-
 hunan, which had fitted in with his programme of subduing
 the whole island of Java, was no longer sufficient. It strikes
 us, too, that Mataram changed the face of its history by intro-
 ducing the Muslim calendar, on 1 Muharram 1043 H. = 1 Sura
 1555 A. J. or Q. = 8 July 1633 A. D., four years after the cata-
 strophe (3). Because of the mission to Mecca and because of
 the Islamisation of the calendar it is likely that the court
 poet's interest in Java's ' conversion' to Islam, which is in
 sharp contrast to the Hindu-Javanese trend in the rest of the
 book, did not awake before 1629 and that it characterized only
 the second version of the Babad Tanah Jawi; and there exist

 (1) VJ 1, 355 f. and 1, 394 ff.
 (2) VJ 1, 384 f.
 (3) A. J. indicates a Qaka-year in combination with the Muslim calendar. Sura

 is the Javanese name of Muharram (from 'ashura').
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 definite arguments to prove that the text has been rewritten,
 especially in connection with the genealogy and with the charac-
 ter of the king of the demons (1). On the other hand, the 'new
 look' did not mean a rupture between past and present; the
 theory of the later Javanese historiographers which Brandes
 adopted in the first years of his research in this field is definitely
 untenable. The second version of the Babad Tanah Jawi

 reminds us of the Ndgarakrldgama: it was to a very large
 extent identical with the theory it replaced, and the new element
 was expertly inserted so as not to damage the character of
 the whole structure; in the same way as in the Ndgarakrtdgama
 the new kings are in harmony with the context, santri Giri
 and his Islam are in the Babad Tanah Jawi. As the same conser-

 vative tendency manifests itself in the field of chronology where
 the Saka era characteristic of the past was combined with the
 Muslim calendar, we may safely believe that the calendar reform
 and the re-issue of the Babad Tanah Jawi were not separate
 events; I think it likely that the official theory of Java's ' conver-
 sion' to Islam in 1400 ?. was launched on 1 Sura 1555 A. J.
 = 8 July 1633.

 V

 The oldest version of the Babad Tanah Jawi was, whatever
 the impression which it makes on the European reader, a product
 of erudition. The second version, however, was a cleverly
 written book; it had to contain a statement about Java's
 conversion to Islam in connection with the king's new attitude
 towards this religion, and at the same time it had to conserve
 the elements of Javanese magic which had consolidated Agung's
 position in 1626. The first readers must have admired the
 poet's achievement; they knew, of course, the ancient traditions
 better than Islam, and it was easy for them to recognize the
 ancient characters under the new names and to see how they
 had been made subservient to the new state myth. However,
 the normal reaction to a myth is belief on the part of the speech-

 (1) Cf. the articles mentioned above, p. 124, n. 1.
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 community, and after the few insiders had died, normal belief
 must have taken the place of an admiration mixed, perhaps,
 with the augur's smile of understanding. The later readers
 did not find in the text a word about the ceremony of 1626,
 nor about the change in Agung's attitude towards Islam caused
 by his defeat in 1628/1629, and in the course of time the story
 of Java's conversion in 1400 A. J. became part of everybody's
 cultural outfit. Hence, of course, the later story given by the
 Serat Kanda, that the Muslims had had to fight for many years
 before they finally succeeded in establishing the new faith;
 to him who had heard about the power of the empire of Maja-
 pahit the story of a long war must have sounded more plausible
 than the story of the Babad Tanah Jawi, as is evident from the
 reactions of European scholars (1).

 In the meantime, processes of a different nature went on
 in Java as well. In the 15th and 16th centuries Islam had been

 accepted by the coastal lords, and it is probable - though not
 certain- that their position was stronger than that of the
 heathen king in Majapahit or some similar place. In that case
 we may suppose that before 1600 the new religion slowly pen-
 etrated into the interior of the country; the fact that Agung
 was a Muslim in 1622 agrees with this. I must repeat that
 ' Islamisation' describes this process of peaceful penetration
 better than the term ' conversion '. The whole picture changed,
 however, when Agung - or perhaps his father - started to
 subject the North coast area to the authority of the inland
 power of Mataram, because the bearers of a more purely heathen
 civilisation were now going to replace, to some extent at least,
 the members of the ancient coastal families who had already
 confessed Islam for about a century, or even more than a
 century; the heathen outlook with which we are confronted
 in the Babad Tanah Jawi cannot but have exercised its influence

 as soon as it became the standard record of Java's past in the
 newly conquered territories. Schrieke remarks in one of his
 articles that the rise of Mataram restored the hegemony of the
 agrarian group at the expense of the commercial coastal lords,

 (1) Cf. GO 6 f.
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 but this holds good for the colour or the type of mythology
 as well. The effect may well have been that the expansion
 of Islam was checked, for the time being; the question may even
 be put whether the coastal area was not more fervently Muslim
 in the 16th century, perhaps, than it is to-day. On the other
 hand, if since 1633 the official myth of the empire of Mataram
 allowed for Islam as the nation's official religion, this factor
 may have neutralized the checking effect of the change of the
 cultural penetration from the coast to the interior into a flow
 from the centre to the coast. We do not know which of the

 two theories is right, let alone the effect of the contradictory
 forces. I am afraid that the problem of Islamisation was
 falsely put in the last few decades of our study of Java's religious
 conditions; we shall have to reconsider the data at our disposal,
 though on a weaker basis than we seemed to stand upon before
 the problem grew intricate.

 It has been asked whether or not the Javanese are Muslims.

 The fact that this question has been put is interesting in itself,
 because it shows that different opinions could be held, by persons,
 of course, of different general outlook. Those who are familiar
 with Snouck Hurgronje's books and articles, remember that
 he for one emphasized the Muslim character of Javanese society.
 However, we do not detract from Snouck Hurgronje's merits
 in the field of scholarly research, if we state that his daily
 task in Indonesia inevitably made him the champion of this
 doctrine. In the more or less emotional sphere of social mor-
 ality the adviser's delicate task was to teach government officials
 to respect the religious feelings of the Indonesian population.
 Snouck Hurgronje did not teach this in vain. But with all
 due respect for other people's religious feelings in social contact,
 we must state that the sociologist's task is rather to analyze
 patterns of culture and to find out the relation between a given
 mythology or doctrine and the real behaviour of the group
 concerned, without being prejudiced in whatever direction;
 for him a confession of faith is an interesting fact, but no more
 than one of the facts which he has to take into account.

 It may be that, this analysis once being made, the answer
 will be positive; may-be it will not. We simply do not know,
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 for the time being. A culture is a very complicated structure,
 more complicated than the structure of a language. Structural
 linguistics has shown that adequate descriptions of languages
 are rare, and that the possibilities of reconstructing past condi-
 tions are limited. We are still far from having an adequate
 description of the Javanese pattern of culture, and as far as
 Java is concerned the relation between professed religion and
 social behaviour is still completely obscure. This warns the
 reader, of course, against attaching too much importance to
 historical investigations of the kind tried here. On the other
 hand, theories have been proposed in this field which seem
 not quite acceptable. Even should this article contain useful
 counter-arguments, the author is well aware of their provisional
 character.

 C. C. BERG

 (Leyden).
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 CORRIGENDA

 Sludia Islamica, fasc. IV

 P. 78, 1. 28, read: (Tou-kioue)
 P. 79, 1. 2, read: that when the

 the time

 1. 34, read: II-teri?

 P. 84, 1. 5, read: Mongols

 1. 17, read: Imams

 P. 85, note 2, 1. 2, read: al-nakd

 P. 89, 1. 30, read: insofar

 Byzantine envoy arrives
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